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ABSTRACT 
To  our  best  knowledge  this  is  the  first  attempt  to  investigate  translation 
of  the  stylistic  features  involved  in  an  interesting  masterpiece  of 
American  literature,  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea,  written  by  Ernesst 
Hemimgway.  This  story  has  been  translated  into  Arabic  twice,  first  by 
Munir  Ba'labaki  and  second  by  Dr  Ziad  Zakariyya 
This  thesis  attempts  to  explore  problems  of  literary  translation  from 
English  into  Arabic.  It  seeks  to  investigate  some  aspects  of  culture  and 
style  in  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea  and  the  two  Arabic  translations.  The 
aim  is  to  assess  how  much  of  the  style  and  culture  of  the  original  has 
been  preserved.  It  is  also  concerned  with  the  problem  of  equivalence  and 
translation  units,  since  equivalence  is  considered  the  tool  for  detailed 
comparison. 
Chapter  One  deals  with  various  approaches  to  evaluation  of  translation. 
This  is  done  by  reviewing  a  number  of  notions  which  have  dominated 
the  field  of  translation  for  a  long  time.  One  school  believes  that  the  act  of 
translation  is  an  art  and  that  evaluatioh.  is  limited  to  the  aesthetic  values 111 
of  a  literary  work  and  depends  largely  on  the  critic's  subjective  decisions. 
Its  objective  is  to  provide  a  list  of  rules  for  the  translator  to  follow  in 
order  to  arrive  at  a  translation  of  optimal  value.  The  other  school 
approaches  translation  as  a  linguistic  operation  and  considers  that  a 
translation  should  be  judged  objectively,  according  to  a 
linguistic  analysis  based  on  equivalence  of  the  ST  and  the  TT. 
Proponents  of  this  view  have  developed  models  for  evaluating.  These 
models  are  addressed. 
Chapter  Two  is  concerned  with  a  review  of  certain  concepts  which  are 
fundamental  to  literary  translation.  It  attempts  to  highlight  the  theoretical 
approaches  to  the  notion  of  'equivalence',  such  as  formal  vs.  dynamic 
and  semantic  vs.  communicative  equivalence,  and  different  approaches 
to  the  question  of  translation  units. 
Since  equivalence  cannot  be  determined  by  purely  linguistic  analysis,  it 
has  to  be  framed  within  theories  of  translation.  Therefore,  Chapter  Three 
is  devoted  to  a  discussion  of  aspects  of  literary  translation,  and  focuses 
on  issues  such  as  the  nature  of  the  literary  text  and  the  double  role  of  the iv 
translator  as  a  reader  and  a  writer.  We  are  concerned  here  with  the 
various  qualities  and  responsibilities  that  should  be  part  of  the 
translator's  repertoire  in  literary  translation.  If  a  translation  is  to  be 
natural  in  the  TL,  it  must  be  based  on  a  correct  interpretation.  Therefore, 
certain  linguistic  skills  as  well  as  cultural  knowledge  are  required  on  the 
part  of  the  translator.  This  chapter  also  aims  to  investigate  to  what  extent 
the  translators  have  preserved  the  content,  meaning,  style,  and  cultural 
concepts  of  the  original.  The  method  adopted  in  this  study  is  the 
comparison  of  the  stylistic  features  of  the  English  version  of  the  story 
and  its  two  Arabic  translations  in  order  to  find  those  aspects  of  style 
which  have  challenged  the  translators.  The  first  step  was  the  collection 
of  a  large  number  of  examples  of  translation  difficulties.  These  were 
then  arranged  into  categories  according  to  types  of  stylistic  device,  such 
as  the  rendering  of  the  original  stylistic  devices,  the  use  of  the  TL's 
stylistic  devices,  and  the  question  of  cultural  concepts.  It  is  assumed 
throughout  the  thesis  that  literary  translation  is  assessed  in  terms  of 
approximate  correspondence  of  stylistic  effect  of  the  original. 
Chapter  Four  investigates  the  problem  of  mistranslation.  Details  of 
examples  of  misunderstanding  of  the  original,  inaccurate  lexical  choices, V 
omissions  and  additions  are  fully  discussed.  They  are  viewed  as 
examples  of  the  extent  to  which  the  translators  attempt  to  reach  an 
approximate  rendering  of  the  original. 
Finally,  the  thesis  concludes  with  the  results  of  the  analysis  performed  in 
Chapter  Three  and  relates  these  results  to  the  working  hypotheses 
formulated  in  Chapter  Two. vi 
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PREFACE 
The  Importance  of  the  Story 
The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea  was  published  in  September  1952  by  Scribner, 
and  immediately  became  a  best  seller  for  many  subsequent  months.  Soon 
afterwards,  in  1953,  it  was  awarded  the  prestigious  Pulitzer  Prize  and 
Hemingway  was  awarded  the  Nobel  Prize  for  Literature  in  1954.  The 
Old  Man  and  the  Sea  was  hailed  enthusiastically  as  a  masterpiece  for  its 
depiction  of  the  main  theme:  "man's  capacity  to  withstand  and  transcend 
hardships  of  time  and  circumstance"  (Jobes,  1968,2).  Its  additional 
distinguishing  characteristics  include  Hemingway's  unique  style  and  his 
expert  knowledge  of  deep-sea  fishing.  In  fact,  the  story  is  loaded  with 
practical  fishing  terms,  detailed  descriptions,  figurative  language,  and 
"reliance  on  plain,  ordinary  words  which  are  direct  and  exact"  (Bonynge, 
1977,11). 
In  the  Nobel  Prize  presentation  speech,  given  by  the  Permanent 
Secretary  of  the  Swedish  Academy,  Anders  Sterling  (1954),  The  Old 
Man  and  the  Sea  was  praised  as 2 
the  unforgettable  story  of  an  old  Cuban  fisherman's  duel 
with  a  huge  swordfish  in  the  Atlantic.  Within  the  frame  of  a 
sporting  tale,  a  moving  perspective  of  man's  destiny  is 
opened  up;  the  story  is  a  tribute  to  the  fighting  spirit,  which 
does  not  give  in  even  if  the  material  gain  is  nil,  a  tribute  to 
the  moral  victory  in  the  midst  of  defeat. 
Donaldson  (1996,271-272)  remarks  with  regard  to  the  importance  of  the 
story  that  the 
publication  of  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea  in  1952  played  a 
crucial  role  in  the  development  of  Hemingway's  critical 
reputation  ... 
The  international  success  of  the  story  brought 
Hemingway  the  most  prestigious  literary  award,  the  Nobel 
Prize,  in  1954.  His  citation  praised  him  for  overcoming  the 
"brutal,  callous,  and  cynical"  tendencies  of  his  early  career 
to  produce  a  work  of  "heroic  pathos,  "  distinguished  by  its 
"natural  admiration  for  every  individual  who  fights  the  good 
fight  in  a  world  of  reality  overshadowed  by  violence  and 
death.  " 
Boekhoff,  in  Wayne  Kvam's  Hemingway  in  Germany  (  1973,145), 
gives  a  brief  account  of  the  importance  of  the  story.  He  states  that 3 
The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea  belongs  to  the  best  narratives  of 
world  literature  and  he  too  saw  its  choice  of  subject  and  its 
Weltgefühl  as  representative  of  the  modern  age...  (1)  the 
Lebensgefühl  symbolised  in  the  loneliness  of  the  old  man; 
(2)  the  Menschenbild  that  offers  the  simple  moral,  'A  man 
can  be  destroyed  but  not  defeated,  '  and  shows  Santiago 
continuing  his  pursuit  even  though  it  remains  hopeless;  (3) 
the  timeless  subject  matter  that  is  handled  with  elevated 
simplicity. 
In  a  letter  to  the  Editors  of  Life,  August  25,1952,  Hemingway  wrote, 
"It's  as  though  I  had  got  finally  what  I  had  been  working  for  all  my  life" 
(cited  in  Wagner,  1974,518).  In  another  letter  sent  to  his  publisher, 
Hemingway  stated  that  "he  made  the  claim  that  this  was  the  best'  that  he 
had  done  in  the  course  of  a  lifetime  of  learning  to  write,  and  that  the 
novel  could  well  stand  as  an  'epilogue'  to  all  his  other  works"  (cited  in 
Nahal,  1971,170). 
The  responses  the  story  received  from  great  literary  personalities  such  as 
T.  S.  Elliot  and  W.  Faulkner  were  a  testimony  to  its  success.  According  to 
T.  S.  Eliot  "it  is  so  good  a  novel  that  only  sensibilities  trained  on  poetry 
can  wholly  appreciate  it.  A  prose  that  is  altogether  alive  demands 4 
something  of  the  reader  that  the  ordinary  novel-reader  is  not  prepared  to 
give"  (cited  in  Wagner,  1974,518).  William  Faulkner  (cited  in  Meyers, 
1982,414)  highlighted  the  importance  of  the  novel  when  he  wrote  that 
the  book  was  Hemingway's  best:  "Time  may  show  it  to  be  the  best  single 
piece  of  any  of  us.  I  mean  his  and  my  contemporaries.  "  In  addition, 
Joyce  Cary  (1952,4,  cited  in  Meyers,  1982,416)  stated  that  "one  of  the 
books  I  have  read  this  year,  Hemingway's  'The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea', 
struck  me  as  the  most  complete  job.  Hemingway  at  his  best  is  unique.  He 
tells  a  folk  tale,  but  it  is  a  sophisticated  folk  tale.  "  Flanner  (1952,  cited  in 
Baker,  1969,656)  remarked  that  Ernest  Hemingway's  style 
is  written  as  if  translated  out  of  Spanish,  which  gives  it  an 
unfair  nobility  both  in  emotion  and  in  writing  style  that  I 
ever  saw.  Only  hardy  Ernest  could  have  two  males  fighting 
to  the  death  and  loving  each  other  because  that's  what  they 
are  doing,  killing  each  other  or  aiming  to.  The  book  will 
achieve  mountains  of  popularity...  because  it  is  a  short  story 
of  struggle,  the  most  popular  plot  ever  invented  after  writing 
man  noticed  that  living  man's  pulses  beat  faster  if  someone 
else  does  the  struggle  for  him  that  he  is  in  no  position  to  do 
for  himself,  on  the  heroic  model. 5 
CHAPTER  ONE 
Approaches  to  Evaluating  Translations 
In  this  chapter,  we  shall  review  studies  that  are  concerned  with 
translation  quality  assessment.  The  mode  of  research  on  this  subject  is 
divided  into  two  dominant  views,  viz.:  the  views  of  those  who  have 
literary  concerns  and  reject  theoretical  presuppositions  and  linguistic 
jargons,  and  the  views  of  those  who  focus  on  'scientific'  approaches  and 
reject  subjective  speculation.  Scholars  have  attempted  to  set  models  or 
norms  to  measure  the  product  (the  result)  of  a  translation.  Such  norms 
for  good  translation  change  as  language  theories  and  literary  traditions 
change.  Therefore,  according  to  House  (1977,5)  we  can  divide  the  mode 
of  research  into  three  categories:  pre-linguistic,  psycholinguistic  and 
source-text  based  studies. 
1.1  Pre-linguistic  studies 
The  main  concern  of  these  studies  is  to  provide  a  set  of  norms  for 
effecting  the  perfect  translation.  The  philological  theories  of  translation 
were  concerned  with  literary  analysis  and  comparing  the  structures  of  the 6 
respective  languages.  Nida  (1976,67)  states  that  "in  place  of  treating  the 
form  in  which  the  text  was  first  composed,  they  deal  with  corresponding 
structures  in  the  source  language  and  receptor  languages  and  attempt  to 
evaluate  their  equivalences"  For  Lefevre  (1981,52)  the  treatment  of 
translation  "was  limited  to  aesthetic  evaluation  of  translations  of 
literature  and  of  the  various  ways  in  which  various  languages  were  not 
able  to  express  certain  concepts"  Indeed,  most  of  these  studies  view 
translation  quality  according  to  such  criteria  as  "faithfulness  to  the 
original,  the  retention  of  the  original's  specific  flavour,  local  colour  or 
spirit  as  opposed  to  a  natural  flow  of  the  translation,  and  the  pleasure  and 
delight  of  the  reader"  (House,  1977,6).  These  studies  emphasize  the 
belief  that  the  quality  of  a  translation  depends  largely  upon  the 
translator's  subjective  decisions,  which  are  based  on  linguistic  and 
cultural  intuitions. 
Before  and  during  the  twentieth  century,  similar  views  of  reproducing 
the  spirit  and  soul  of  the  original  have  dominated  the  mode  of  thought  of 
Philologists  and  professional  translators,  from  Cicero  to  Savory  (1957). 
Their  theories  were  based  on  "philological  comparisons  of  texts 
traditional  lists  of  rules  (or  advice)  for  translators  are  all  based  on 7 
fundamentally  philological  viewpoints"  (Nida,  1976,69) 
Savory  (1957,49)  for  example,  lists  a  number  of  principles  a  translator 
should  follow  in  order  to  arrive  at  a  translation  of  optimal  value.  "They 
provide  an  impressive  picture  of  the  abundance  of  opinions  about  what  a 
correct  translation  should  be  like"  (Koller,  1983,112,  cited  in  Gutt, 
1993,10).  He  also  attempts  to  link  the  quality  of  a  translation  to  the 
personalities  of  the  translator,  the  author,  and  the  audience: 
The  most  satisfying  translations  are  made  by  those  whose 
personalities  are  in  tune  with  those  of  the  writer  and  also 
those  of  the  reader.  (Savory,  1957,154) 
Tytler  (1791,8,  cited  in  Bell,  1994,11)  illustrates  a  similar  view.  He 
puts  forward  a  definition  of  a  good  translation  as: 
that  in  which  the  merit  of  the  original  work  is  so  completely 
transfused  into  another  language,  as  to  be  distinctly 
apprehended,  and  as  strongly  felt,  by  a  native  of  the  country 
to  which  that  language  belongs,  as  it  is  by  these  who  speak 
the  language  of  the  original  work. 8 
The  proceedings  of  the  3rd  Congress  of  the  International  Federation  of 
Translators  in  1959  expressed  the  same  view.  The  following  are 
examples: 
The  quality  of  a  translation  has  to  be  measured  by  the  degree 
of  accuracy  with  which  the  translator  has  captured  the 
meaning  of  the  author,  and  by  the  skill  with  which  he  has 
found  the  equivalent  words  and  phrases,  which  will 
reproduce  the  meaning.  (Cary  and  Jumpelt,  1963,147). 
Jagbans  K.  Balbir  (1963,154)  attaches  a  great  importance  to  the  view 
that 
quality  in  literary  translation  means  that  experience  by  a 
reader  of  the  translation  which  transports  him  to  the 
atmosphere  contained  in  the  original  through  the  medium  of 
his  own  language  without  feeling  that  he  is  reading  a 
translation  and  not  an  original  work. 
A.  Fyzee  (1963,156)  considers  three  criteria  which  could  be  applied  to  a 
good  translation,  viz.: 9 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Faithfulness  to  the  spirit  of  the  original. 
Faithfulness  to  the  letter  of  the  original. 
Gracefulness  of  the  language  employed  for  the  translation. 
Lila  Ray  (1963,165)  believes  that 
Quality  in  literary  translation  should  be  not  only  in 
form,  but  also  and  especially  in  accurate  rendering  of  the 
meaning  of  the  work  translated  as  well  as  its  atmosphere  and 
local  colour 
Prof.  Simon  Zilahy  (1963,286)  believes  that  "quality  of  literary 
translation  depends  directly  on  personal  artistic  capacity  and  a  high 
degree  of  culture,  both  that  of  the  world  of  the  original  and  that  of  the 
translation" 
The  above  approaches  to  literary  translation,  which  are  still  widespread 
today,  depend  largely  on  the  critic's  subjective  decisions.  This  is 
perhaps  an  account  of  the  nature  and  type  of  the  literary  text.  About  this 
point,  Wilss  (1996,26)  explains  that  a  literary  work  is  the  product  of  its 
author,  it  does  not  relate  to  true  or  false  reality.  What  the  reader, 
therefore,  "expects  is  not  epistemic  matter  and  syntactic  (rhetorical) I 
10 
standard  patterns,  but  originality  and  individuality  of  expression,  fresh 
and  innovative  diction.  " 
Newmark,  (1988,18)  who  gives  general  guidelines  for  translation 
quality  assessment  stressing  `taste'  as  an  important  criterion,  states  that 
Translation  shares  with  the  arts  and  other  crafts  the  feature 
that  its  standing  of  excellence  can  be  determined  through  the 
informed  discussion  of  experts  or exceptionally  intelligent 
laymen;  no  popular  acclaim  can  stamp  the  value  of  a 
translation  any  more  than  of  a  vase  or  a  new  piece  of  music. 
After  mistakes  have  been  `proved'  by  reference  to 
encyclopaedias  and  dictionaries,  experts  have  to  rely  on  their 
intuition  and  taste  in  preferring  one  of  two  or  three  good 
translations  of  a  sentence  or  paragraph.  Their  final  choice  at 
this  level  is  as  subjective  as  the  translator's  choice  of  words, 
but  they  must  be  ready  to  give  reasons  for  their  choice. 
1.2  Psycholinguistic  Studies 
Advocates  of  the  linguistic  theories  of  translation  assume  that  translation 
is  a  linguistic  application  performed  on  language.  Catford  (1965,1) 
states  that  "any  theory  of  translation  must  draw  upon  a  theory  of 11 
language-a  general  linguistic  theory"  in  other  words,  translation  should 
be  a  subject  of  linguistic  observation. 
Nida  (1976,69)  states  that  "linguistic  theories  of  translation  are  based  on 
a  comparison  of  the  linguistic  structures  of  source  and  receptor  texts 
rather  than  on  comparison  of  literary  genres  and  stylistic  features.  "  He 
proposed  three  criteria  for  judging  translation:  "(1)  general  efficiency  of 
the  communication  process,  (2)  comprehension  of  intent,  (3)  equivalence 
of  response"(Nida,  1964,182).  Scholars  criticized  these  criteria  as  being 
too  general  and  incapable  of  empirical  testing,  in  response  to  which  Nida 
and  Taber  (1969,168-173)  suggested  four  practical  tests,  namely:  (a)  the 
cloze  technique,  (b)  the  elicitation  of  respondents'  reactions  to  several 
translation  alternatives,  (c)  reading  aloud  of  the  translation  text  to 
another  person,  and  (d)  reading  aloud  of  a  translation  by  several 
individuals  before  an  audience.  Unfortunately,  these  tests  have  been 
proven  to  have  many  limitations.  The  cloze  test  does  not  test  a 
translation  against  its  source  text;  rather  it  tests  the  degree  of  its 
comprehension.  This  is  also  true  of  the  second  test;  it  does  not  include 
the  source  text  as  an  important  element  for  evaluating  quality.  As  for  the 
third  and  fourth  tests,  they  totally  rely  on  the  examinees  rather  than  on 12 
the  translation  itself. 
Nida  and  Taber  (1969)  also  proposed  audience  response  and  closest 
natural  equivalence  as  criteria  by  which  a  translated  text  may  be 
assessed  in  terms  of  equivalence  to  the  original  text.  This  is  known  as  the 
theory  of  dynamic  equivalence,  or,  as  Nida  and  Taber  called  it,  the 
principle  of  dynamic  equivalence,  whose  goal  is  that  of  creating  in  the 
TL  (target  language)  reader  an  equivalent  response  similar  to  that  of  the 
SL  (source  language)  reader: 
Translating  consists  in  reproducing  in  the  receptor  language 
the  closest  natural  equivalent  of  the  source-language 
message,  first  in  terms  of  meaning,  and  second  in  terms  of 
style  (Nida,  1974,12). 
Alverson  (1969,247)  also  states  that 
The  criterion  for  an  adequate  translation  is  to  render  an 
utterance  in  a  second  language  such  that  it  evokes  the  same, 
or  as  nearly  similar  as  possible,  set  of  ideas,  concepts, 
emotive  reactions...  in  native  speakers  of  the  second 
language  as  the  original  utterance  does  in  native  speakers  of I 
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the  first  language. 
The  problem  is  that  not  only  that  the  receptors'  responses  will  never  be 
identical,  but  that  no  two  readings  of  a  text  are  identical.  This  is 
especially  true  in  the  case  of  literary  texts. 
Gentzler  (1993,54)  also  criticizes  Nida's  criterion  and  states 
Such  a  theory  of  `dynamic  equivalence'  is  less  derived  from 
scientific  principles  and  is  more  an  outgrowth  of  the  nature 
of  his  religious  inclinations 
This  criticism  has  led  some  writers  to  view  the  notion  of  dynamic 
equivalence  in  different  ways  depending  on  the  frame  of  reference.  The 
reader  is  referred  to  Kade's  (1968  cited  in  Wilss,  1982,135) 
maintenance  (retention)  of  translation  invariance  on  the  content  level, 
Koller's  (1983  cited  in  Gutt,  1993,10)  five  frames  of  reference 
denotation,  connotation,  textual  norms,  pragmatics,  and  form. 
These  make  Wilss  (1982,2)  declare, 14 
It  is  not  surprising,  therefore,  that  the  translation  practitioner 
prefers  to  rely  on  his  translational  intuition,  his  individual 
norms,  if  he  has  to  make  a  statement  as  to  whether  in  his 
opinion  a  translation  is  adequate,  less  adequate  or 
inadequate.  This  is  quite  a  natural  reaction,  if  one  realizes 
that  translation  studies  have  so  far  failed  to  develop  clear-cut 
criteria  for  the  measurability  of  TE  (translation  equivalence), 
and  thus  to  explicate  the  concept  of  TE.  (1982,2) 
Echoing  Nida's  concept  of  dynamic-equivalence  De  Beaugrande  (1978, 
14)  maintains  that  "by  evaluating  the  communicative  effect  of  the 
translation,  we can  determine  whether  that  translation  is  truly  equivalent 
to  the  original.  "  He  emphasizes  the  impossibility  of  performing  this 
unless  there  is  closer  orientation  to  psychology  and  sociology. 
1.3  Text-based  Studies 
The  main  concern  of  text-linguistics  is  discourse  analysis.  it  is  believed 
that  analysis  of  the  text  as  a  whole  rather  than  isolated  sentences  is  of 
prime  importance  in  translation.  Koller  (1983,  cited  in  Asher  and 15 
Simpson,  1994,4701)  for  example,  suggests  that  a  model  for  translation 
quality  assessment  should  be  in  three  main  stages: 
a.  Source  text  criticism  with  a  view  to  transferability  into  the  target 
language. 
b.  Translation  comparison,  in  which  the  particular  methods  used  in  the 
production  of  given  translation  are  described. 
c.  Evaluation  of  the  translation  according  to  'adequate'  or  'not  adequate' 
in  terms  of  the  text-specific  features  established  in  (a)  and  measured 
by  native  speakers'  metalingui  stic  judgements. 
Wilss  (1982,  cited  in  Asher  and  Simpson  1904,4701)  suggests  that  a 
consistent  model,  according  to  which  a  translation  may  be  judged  as  to 
whether  or  not  it  is  adequate  vis-a-vis  the  normal  standard  usage  of 
native  speakers  in  a  given  situational  context,  should  be  taken  as  a 
yardstick.  However,  in  addition  to  the  problem  of  the  impossibility  of 
establishing  a  consistent  'norm  of  usage'  for  it,  which  depends  on  the 
individual's  creative  choice,  the  issue  of  empirically  establishing  the 
entity  of  any  norm  of  usage  is  not  an  easy  one. 16 
Another  theoretical  approach  is  suggested  by  Reiss  (1971,24,  cited  in 
Sager,  1987,6).  According  to  her,  in  order  to  assess  a  translation,  it  is 
first  necessary  to  determine  the  function  and  the  textual  type  of  the  ST, 
which  results  in  a  typology  of  texts  representing  all  types  of  texts.  She 
distinguishes  (a)  content-oriented  texts,  (b) form-oriented  texts,  and  (c) 
conative  texts.  In  other  words,  'she  establishes  the  distinction  between 
translation  faithful  to  the  context,  translation  faithful  to  the  form,  and 
translation  faithful  to  the  desired  effect.  '  Sager  (ibid.  6)  suggests  that 
these  types  of  texts  are  the  ones  that  should  be  kept  equivalent  in  the 
translation.  A  careful  analysis  of  the  source  text  is  essential  in 
determining  the  textual  type.  However,  this  is  where  the  weakness  of  her 
approach  lies.  She  does  not  provide  a  method  for  establishing  textual 
function  and  textual  type. 
Furthermore,  this  model  has  been  criticized  by  some  scholars  like 
Koenigs  (1979)  and  Koller  (1979)  (see  Sager,  1987,6).  Holz-Mänttäri 
(1984)  proposes  an  'action-theory  model'.  Its  problem  lies  in  that  it  does 
not  address  the  problem  of  evaluation.  The  author  repeatedly  emphasizes 
that  translations  must  aim at  functional  adequacy,  but  leaves  this  notion 
undefined  (see  Gutt,  1993,18).  Koller  (1979,210)  divides  scientific 17 
criticism  of  translation  into  translation  specific  text  analysis,  comparative 
translation  study  and  evaluation  of  translation.  This  division  is  too 
general  according  to  Sager  (1987,7). 
House  (1977)  has  developed  a  model  for  translation  quality  assessment. 
She  suggests  that  a  linguistic  analysis  of  the  text  itself  is  the  element  that 
links  the  author's  intention  and  the  receptor's  response.  Thinking  of 
translation  as  the  replacement  of  a  text  in  the  source  language  by  a 
semantically  and  pragmatically  equivalent  text  in  the  target  language, 
she  distinguishes  three  aspects  of  meaning:  semantic,  pragmatic,  and 
textual.  The  pragmatic  aspect  of  meaning  is  very  important  in 
translation.  According  to  her,  it  is  always  necessary  to  achieve  pragmatic 
equivalence  even  at  the  expense  of  semantic  equivalence.  Considering 
the  translation  of  the  target  language  text  (TLT)  both  from  the  point  of 
view  of  the  translator  and  also  of  the  translation  receiver,  she  suggests 
'overt'  versus  'covert'  translations.  In  overt  translation  the  receptor  knows 
that  the  product  is  a  translation.  Covert  translation,  on  the  other  hand,  has 
extra  features  to  those  in  a  language  other  than  the  original.  However, 
her  endeavouring  to  set  up  a  final  qualitative  model  for  judging 
translations  is  not  without  pitfalls.  However,  Wills  (1982;  221)  points  out 18 
that  since  she  restricts  her  model  to  scientific  and  commercial  texts  only 
it  is  difficult  to  apply  it  to  literary  text.  "the  situation  is  different,  if  the 
translation  critic  has  to  deal  with  literary  texts.  Almost  all  readers  of 
literary  texts,  even  those  versed  in  literary  criticism,  would  admit  that 
literary  experiences  can  only  insufficiently  be  conceived  of  in  reliable 
value  concepts" 
A  writer  like  Lefevere  (1992,7)  seems  pessimistic  about  the  contribution 
of  the  linguistic-based  translation  studies.  "Linguistic-based  translation 
thinking  could  never  fully  satisfy  translators  and  translation  scholars. 
Theories  of  linguistics  deal  with  language  as  an  abstract  system,  the 
Saussurean  'langue',  whereas  translators  and  translation  scholars  are 
interested  in  language  in  concrete  use,  the  Saussurean  'parole'.  About 
Nida  and  Catford  Lefevere  (1992,8)  says, 
They  essentially  reduced  the  study  of  translation  to  the  study 
of  translatability.  Instead  of  looking  at  existing  texts,  literary 
or  nonliterary  and  describing  what  they  saw,  they  tried  to 
establish  criteria  against  which  translations  were  to  be 
judged.  Needless  to  say,  these  criteria  were  primarily  based 
on  equivalence.  They  were  also  completely  ahistorical.  It  is 19 
doubtful,  for  instance,  whether  passages  from  Martin 
Luther's  translation  of  the  Bible,  which  helped  change  the 
face  of  Europe  forever,  would  qualify  as  a  translation  in 
Catford's  sense  of  the  word. 
As  for  text-linguistics,  he  feels  that 
text-linguistics  based  thinking  about  translation  has  not 
found  a  satisfactory  way  out  of  the  dilemma  in  which  it  has 
manoeuvred  itself  by  both  introducing  the  functional 
element  in  translation  production  and  analysis  and  refusing 
to  let  go  of  the  concept  of  equivalence  in  one  variation  or 
another.  (1992,9) 
1.4  Conclusion 
As  we  can  see,  objective  judgement  about  a  literary  translation  is  not 
possible,  mainly  because  philological  studies  have  been  shown  to  be 
weak  in  not  providing  methods  of  practical  analysis.  Also,  it  is  also 
because  of  to  the  nature  of  language  itself.  Every  reading  of  a  text  is  a 
unique,  unrepeatable  act  and  a  text  is  bound  to  evoke  differing  responses 
in  different  receivers'  (Hatim  and  Mason,  1990,4).  Furthermore,  The 20 
psycholinguistics  and  text-based  approaches  are  not  concerned  with 
literary  texts.  Therefore,  House  (1977,64)  is  right  to  say 
It  seems  to  be  unlikely  that  translation  quality  assessment 
can  ever  be  completely  objectified  in  the  manner  of  the 
results  of  the  natural  science  subjects. 21 
CHAPTER  TWO 
Equivalence 
Introduction 
This  chapter  attempts  to  briefly  review  the  term  'equivalence'  and  other 
major  approaches  constantly  recurring  in  the  general  discussion  of  this 
term  such  as  formal,  dynamic,  semantic,  and  communicative 
equivalence. 
2.1.  Definition  of  the  term  equivalence 
The  phrase  'translation  equivalence'  belongs  to  two  different  sets  of 
terms,  which  are  mutually  connected,  but  by  no  means  identical  to  each 
other.  Unfortunately,  we  still  keep  mixing  them  up.  First,  it  belongs  to 
the  theory  of  translation.  In  its  application  as  a  theoretical  term,  it 
denotes  an  abstract,  ideal  text  and,  as  such,  it  is  part  of  our  highest 
abstract  metalanguage  of  this  field.  Second,  translational  equivalence  is 
also  a  series  of  concrete  objects-  of  the  actual  relationships  holding 
between  utterances  in  two  different  natural  languages,  regarded  as  TT 22 
and  ST.  These  relationships  are  subject  to  direct,  empirical  study.  The 
term  "equivalence"  in  this  context  is  a  descriptive  one  and,  as  such,  it 
belongs  to  a  metalanguage  of  lower  degree  of  abstraction  (Toury,  in 
Lambert,  1976,239). 
The  literature  on  translation  studies  in  recent  decades  reflects  how 
translation  scholars  have  found  translation  to  be  a  complex  process.  It 
can  be  approached  from  many  and  diverse  viewpoints.  It  can  also  draw 
on  a  variety  of  disciplines,  such  as  linguistics,  psychology,  socio- 
linguistics,  communication  theories,  and  literature.  Consequently, 
translation  has  borrowed  a  number  of  terms  from  these  disciplines, 
among  them  the  principle  of  'equivalence'.  This  has  led  translators  and 
scholars  to  offer  very  interesting  studies  on  the  subject.  Particularly 
worth  mentioning  are  those  made  by  Nida  and  Taber  (1969),  Newmark 
(1988),  Wilss  (1982),  Mary-Snell  Homby  (1995),  Basnett-McGuire 
(1980),  and  Holms  (1970). 
Gutt  (1993,10)  gives  an  illustration  of  what  the  term  'equivalence' 
generally  means, 
The  notion  of  'equivalence'  is  meaningful  only  with  regard --q 
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to  a  conceptual  framework  that  spells  out  what  aspects  of 
the  texts  are  to  be  compared  and  under  what  conditions 
equivalence  is  thought  to  pertain 
In  other  words  a  theory  for  equivalence  in  translation  is  concerned  with 
the  establishment  of  a  frame  of  reference  for  the  translator  to  use.  It  can 
be  defined  as  follows: 
An  intuitive  Common-sense  term  for  describing  the  ideal 
relationship  that  a  reader  would  expect  to  exist  between  an 
original  and  its  translation.  (Newman,  1994,4694) 
According  to  M.  Shuttleworth  and  M.  Cowie (1997,49)  equivalence  is 
a  term  used  by  many  writers  to  describe  the  nature  and  the 
extent  of  the  relationships  which  exist  between  SL  and  TL 
texts  or  smaller  linguistic  units.  As  such,  equivalence  is  in 
some  senses  the  interlingual  counterpart  of  synonymy  within 
a  single  language. 
For  Nida,  "equivalence  is  not  an  accidental  fit  between  situationally 
similar  texts,  but  the  result  of  a  controlled  cognitive  process  which  must 
be  clarified  with  the  aid  of  linguistic  theory"  (in  Hartmann  1972,53). 24 
Similarly,  Christiane  Nord  (1991,22)  believes  that  equivalence  means 
"the  greatest  possible  correspondence  between  source  text  and  target 
text.  " 
According  to  these  definitions,  the  term  'equivalence'  as  connected  to 
translation  does  not  imply  that  "complete  equivalence  is  an  achievable 
goal"  (Hatim  and  Mason,  1990,8).  Indeed,  equivalence  cannot  be 
defined  in  terms  of  sameness  in  translation,  a  point  that  is  well 
emphasized  by  Van  der  Broek  (1978,32-33),  who  declares, 
It  is  the  precise  definition  of  equivalence  in  mathematics 
which  forms  the  main  obstacle  of  its  use  in  translation 
theory.  The  properties  of  a  strict  equivalence  relationship 
(symmetry,  transitivity,  and  reflectivity)  do  not  apply  to  the 
translation  relationship. 
Similarly,  James  Holms  (1978)  feels  that  the  use  of  the  term  equivalence 
is  'perverse',  since  to  ask  for  sameness  is  to  ask  too  much  (in  Bassnett- 
McGuire,  1980,28).  This  view  is  also  expressed  by  Gorjan  (1970,210) 
who  maintains  that  "  translators  can  strive  to  come  as  close  to  the 
original  as  possible,  but  they  never  can  or  will  achieve  complete  identity "MM 
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in  their  translations" 
Indeed,  as  Bassnett-McGuire  (1980,29)  says,  "equivalence  in  translation 
should  not  be  approached  as  a  search  for  sameness,  since  sameness 
cannot  even  exist  between  two  TL  versions  of  the  same  text,  let  alone 
between  the  SL  and  the  TL  version"  Similarly,  Nida  (1964,156) 
maintains  that 
since  no  two  languages  are  identical,  either  in  the  meanings 
given  to  corresponding  symbols  or  in  the  ways  in  which  such 
symbols  are  arranged  in  phrases  and  sentences,  it  stands  to 
reason  that  there  can  be  no  absolute  correspondence  between 
languages.  Hence,  there  can  be  no  fully  exact  translations. 
The  total  impact  of  a  translation  may  be  reasonably  close  to 
the  original,  but  there  can  be  no  identity  in  detail. 
As  we  have  seen,  equivalence  is  relative  in  translation.  We  can  now 
proceed  with  the  discussion  about  this  controversial  principle  in  the 
translation  process.  Our  purpose  is  to  discover  the  conditions  under 
which  translation  equivalence  operates.  In  other  words,  when  do  we  say 
that  there  is  translation  equivalence?  Is  it  when  there  is  an  adaptation  of 26 
the  SL  text's  cultural  context  to  the  TL  reader's  perception? 
Savory's  principles,  mentioned  earlier,  show  how  difficult  it  is  for  the 
translator  to  decide  on  what  he  ought  to  render:  the  form  or  the  manner 
of  the  SL  text. 
Nida  (1964,60)  conceives  of  language  as  a  generative  device  that  the 
translator  must  use  as  a  tool  for  analysing  how  to  decode  a  SL  text.  "It 
provides  him  first  with  the  technique  for  analysing  the  process  of 
decoding  the  ST  and  second  with  a  procedure  for  describing  the 
generation  of  the  appropriate  corresponding  expressions  in  the  receptor 
language"  He  also  maintains  that  equivalence  consists  of  "producing  in 
the  receptor  language  the  closest  natural  equivalence  to  the  message  of 
the  SL  firstly  in  meaning  and  secondly  in  style.  "  This  means  that 
equivalence  is  completed  in  two  phases,  one  at  the  semantic  level  and 
then  another  at  the  stylistic  one. 
Here  lies  the  difficult  task  for  the  translator:  first,  in  capturing  the 
meaning  of  the  original;  and  second,  in  finding  equivalent  words, 
phrases,  and  sentences  to  reproduce  that  meaning.  Achieving -,  q 
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equivalence  of  both  form  and  content  is  consequently  an  ideal  task;  for, 
in  the  actual  translation  process  the  translator  inevitably  encounters 
situations  in  which  the  one  must  be  relinquished  in  order  that  the  other 
may  be  preserved. 
If  we  survey  theories  on  translation  equivalence,  we  are  led  to  conclude 
that  the  notion  of  equivalence  has  been  defined  by  translation  theorists 
according  to  the  relationship  that  exists  between  the  translator  and  his 
original  text  on  the  one  hand  and  his  target  reader  on  the  other.  This 
depends  on  whether  he  focuses  his  attention  on  the  text  itself  or  on  the 
effect  it  is  supposed  to  produce  on  the  TL  reader. 
This,  according  to  Nida,  can  be  divided  fundamentally  into  two  different 
types  of  equivalence:  formal  equivalence  and  dynamic  equivalence. 
"Formal  equivalence  is  basically  source-oriented  and  is  designed  to 
reveal  as  much  as  possible  of  the  form  and  content  of  the  original 
message"  Nida  (1964,165);  elsewhere  (159)  he  states  "that  formal 
equivalence  focuses  attention  on  the  message  itself,  in  both  form  and 
content. 28 
According  to  Nida  and  Taber  (1969,201),  the  quality  of  a  translation 
depends  on  the  extent  to  which  the  features  of  the  form  of  the  ST  have 
been  mechanically  reproduced  in  the  TL. 
This  approach  to  translation  attempts  to  retain  the  language  forms  of  the 
original  as  much  as  possible  in  the  translation,  regardless  of  whether  or 
not  they  are  the  most  natural  way  to  express  the  original  meaning. 
Sometimes  when  original  forms  are  related,  the  original  meaning  is  not 
preserved.  This  "strategy  distorts  the  grammatical  and  stylistic  patterns 
of  the  receptor  language  and  hence  distorts  the  message"  (Nida  and 
Taber,  1969,20)  It  is  also  an  attempt  "to  shift  attention  away  from  the 
sterile  debate  of  free  versus  literal  towards  the  effects  of  different 
translation  strategies.  In  addition,  it  is  "a  means  of  providing  some 
degree  of  insight  into  the  lexical,  grammatical  or  structural  form  of  a 
source  text"  (Hatim  and  Mason  1990,7).  In  spite  of  its  apparent 
limitations,  however,  formal  equivalence  translation  is  useful  for  helping 
one  to  understand  how  meaning  was  expressed  in  the  original  text  and 
how  individual  authors  used  certain  vocabulary  terms  uniquely. 
Newmark,  (1988,39)  on  the  other  hand,  distinguishes  between  'semantic --N 
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equivalence' 
equivalence 
and  'communicative  equivalence'.  For  him  semantic 
attempts  to  render,  as  closely  as  the  semantic  and  stylistic 
structures  of  the  second  language  allow,  the  exact  contextual 
meaning  of  the  original...  it  remains  with  the  original  culture 
and  assists  the  reader  only  in  its  connotations  ... 
it  tends  to 
overtranslate  to  be  more  specific  than  the  original,  to  include 
more  meaning  in  its  search  for  one  nuance  of  meaning. 
Semantic  translation  focuses  on  the  ST.  The  aim  is  to  allow  the  reader  to 
understand  as  much  of  the  SL  context  as  possible.  As  Newmark  states, 
"The  translator  attempts  within  the  bare  syntactic  and  semantic 
constraints  of  the  TL  to  reproduce  the  precise  contextual  meaning  of  the 
author.  "  Elsewhere  he  emphazis  that  "a  semantic  translation  attempts  to 
recreate  the  precise  flavour  and  tone  of  the  original"  (1988,47) 
Semantic  translation  is  addressed  to  one  reader  only,  namely,  the  writer 
of  the  SL  text,  i.  e.,  it  attempts  to  preserve  its  author's  idiolect,  his 
peculiar  form  of  expression.  "it  follows  the  thought  process  of  the  ST 
author"  (Adab,  1994.16).  It  functions  on  an  explanatory  basis;  the 
message  is  conveyed  to  the  TL  through  a  semantic  simplification  of  parts '19 
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of  the  ST.  Thus,  it  is  made  possible  for  the  TL  receivers  to  draw  an 
approximate  image  of  what  is  stated  in  the  ST. 
Therefore,  formal  and  semantic  equivalences  may  differ  in  terms  of  their 
closeness  to  the  achievement  of  a  contextualized  translation.  While  the 
former  ignores  the  context,  situational  or cultural,  by  placing  stress  on 
transfer  of  the  SL  forms  and  content,  the  latter  does  in  fact  attempt  to 
preserve  as  much  of  the  SL  as  possible,  but  within  the  limits  of  the  TL. 
As  we  can  see  from  the  above  discussion,  Nida's  principle  of  equivalence 
effect  is  based  on  communication  theory  and  Newmark's  on  pragmatics. 
The  third  theory,  however,  is  based  on  linguistics.  In  his  book  A 
Linguistic  Theory  of  Translation,  Catford  stresses  the  importance  of 
linguistics  in  translation.  He  states  that  "any  theory  of  translation  must 
draw  upon  a  theory  of  language-a  general  linguistic  theory"  (Catford, 
1965,1),  He  distinguishes  between  'textual  equivalence'  and  'formal 
correspondence'.  According  to  him  (1965,49)  the  TT  can  be  considered 
to  be  an  equivalent  of  the  ST  when  they  are  interchangeable  in  a  given 
situation.  This  can  be  achieved  either  by  way  of  'formal  correspondence' 
or  'textual  equivalence'.  A  formal  correspondence  can  only  be '14 
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approximate  and  is  "any  TL  category  (unit,  class,  structure,  element  of 
structure,  etc.  )  which  may  be  said  to  occupy,  as  nearly  as  possible,  the 
'same'  place  in  the  economy  of  the  TL  as  the  given  SL  category  occupies 
in  the  SL".  (1965,27)  In  order  for  the  SL  and  TL  texts  to  be  equivalent, 
they  have  to  function  in  the  same  way  in  the  same  situation,  since  they 
rarely  have  "the  same  meaning".  All  items  of  SL  and  of  TL  are 
"translation  equivalents  when  they  are  interchangeable  in  a  given 
situation"  (1965,49).  Thus  the  quality  of  a  translation  depends  on  the 
number  of  situational  features  which  can  linguistically  be  made  explicit 
in  the  course  of  the  transference  process"  (1965,50)  Formal 
correspondence  and  formal  equivalence  are  one  in  so  far  as  dealing  with 
the  formal  properties  of  the  SL  and  TL  systems.  They  are  comparative 
tools  in  determining  the  similarity  and  differences  between  SL  and  TL. 
They  also  show  message  loss  and  gain  in  translation. 
Other  types  of  equivalence  which  would  correspond  to  formal 
equivalence  are  offered  by  Popovic  (1979,6,  cited  in  Bassnet-MaGuire, 
1980,26)  in  Dictionary  for  the  Analysis  of  Literary  Translation.  He 
distinguishes  three  types  of  equivalence: 
1.  Linguistic  equivalence:  where  there  is  homogeneity  on  the  linguistic 32 
level  of  both  SL  and  TL  texts,  i.  e.  word  for  word  translation. 
2.  Paradigmatic  equivalence:  where  there  is  equivalence  of  the  elements 
of  a  paradigmatic  expressive  axis,  i.  e.  elements  of  grammar,  which  he 
sees  as  being  a  higher  category  than  lexical  equivalence. 
3.  Stylistic  (translational)  equivalence,  where  there  is  functional 
equivalence  of  elements  in  both  original  and  translation  aiming  at  an 
expressive  identity  with  an  invariant  of  identical  meaning. 
A  translation,  on  the  other  hand,  can  be  oriented  towards  the  receptor's 
response  and,  then,  aims  at  rendering  the  meaning  of  the  SL  text  that 
seems  coherent  with  the  receptor's  culture  by  eliminating  almost  every 
element  of  'foreignness'.  This  view  regards  translation  as  a  process 
rather  than  a  result.  Nida  (1969,494-495)  explains  that  in  order  to  be 
communicatively  efficient,  linguistic  utterances  must  be  receptor 
oriented.  This  principle  is  important  not  only  for  intralingual,  but  also  for 
interlingual,  communication.  Translation  equivalence  can  be  achieved 
only  if  a  translation  fulfils  the  conditions  of  the  SL  communicative 
intention,  TL  stylistic  norms,  and  the  decoding  abilities  of  the  TL  reader. 
Nida  (1964,166)  calls  this  type  of  translation  'dynamic  equivalence'  and 
defines  it  as  "the  closest  natural  equivalent  to  the  source-language "q 
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message" 
Therefore,  dynamic  equivalence  "is  based  on  the  principle  of  equivalent 
effect,  i.  e.  that  the  relation  between  receiver  and  message  should  aim  at 
being  the  same  as  that  between  the  original  receiver  and  the  source 
message"  (Nida,  1964,159).  Under  this  approach  equivalent  messages, 
rather  than  texts,  are  held  constant.  Nida  and  Taber  (1969,24)  argue  that 
dynamic  equivalence  is  therefore  to  be  defined  in  terms  of 
the  degree  to  which  receptors  of  the  message  in  the  receptor 
language  respond  to  it  in  substantially  the  same  manner  as 
the  receptors  in  the  source  language.  This  response  can  never 
be  identical,  for  the  cultural  and  historical  settings  are  too 
different,  but  there  should  be  a  high  degree  of  equivalence  of 
response,  or  the  translation  will  have  failed  to  accomplish  its 
purpose.  A  high  degree  of  equivalence  of  response  is  needed 
for  the  translation  to  achieve  its  purpose.  This  response  can 
never  be  identical  with  that  elicited  by  the  original. 
Hatim  and  Mason  (1990,7)  define  dynamic  equivalence  as  "the  principle 
of  equivalence  of  effect  on  the  reader  of  TT.  "  Thus,  in  order  to  attain 
closer  effects,  the  method  seeks  for  cultural  transposition,  that  is, 34 
replacing  items  or  idioms  by  others  that  would  be  known  to  the  speech 
community  of  the  TL,  and  would  adequately  convey  a  similar  idea  and 
have  more  or  less  similar  effect. 
A  further  definition  is  given  by  Nida  and  Taber  (1969,12),  in  which  they 
state  that  to  preserve  the  content  (meaning)  of  the  message,  the  form 
(manner)  must  be  changed,  and  that  the  extent  of  this  change  will  depend 
on  the  linguistic  and  cultural  differences  between  the  two  languages. 
As  an  evaluative  criterion,  Nida  (1964,162)  considers  the  principle  of 
equivalent  effect  of  paramount  importance.  He  states  that  "the  ultimate 
purpose  of  the  translation,  in  terms  of  its  impact  upon  its  intended 
audience,  is  a  fundamental  factor  in  any  evaluation  of  translation.  " 
For  Nida  correspondence  is  only  achieved  when  the  translator  makes  the 
necessary  adjustments  to  the  TL  and  culture  and  ensures  that  a 
translation  bears  no  obvious  trace  of  foreign  origin.  However,  he  warns 
that  these  adjustments  are  not  to  be  made  at  the  'translator's  whim  or 
fancy',  but  rather  one  resorts  to  them  (a)  when  a  close  formal 
equivalence  is  utterly  meaningless,  and  (b)  when  it  carries  a  wrong IN 
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equivalence  is  utterly  meaningless,  and  (b)  when  it  carries  a  wrong 
meaning  (1964,226).  This  calls  for  the  translation  to  be  'natural'  in  the 
TL  'natural'  together  with  'closest'  equivalence  constitute  the  main  parts 
of  the  principle  of  dynamic  equivalence.  They  are  dependent  on  one 
another.  According  to  (Nida,  1964,166  "the  word  'natural'  is  applicable 
to  three  areas  of  the  communication  process:  (1)  the  receptor  language 
and  culture  as  a  whole,  (2)  the  context  of  the  particular  message,  (3)  the 
receptor  language  audience"). 
For  Newmark  (1988,10)  the  equivalence  effect  principle  "demands  a 
considerable  imaginative  or  intuitive  effect  from  the  translator,  since  he 
must  not  identify  himself  with  the  reader  of  the  original,  but  must 
emphasise  with  him,  recognising  that  he  may  have  reactions  and 
sympathies  alien  to  his  own. 
Newmark  (1988,39)  prefers  the  term  'communicative  equivalence', 
which  operates  at  the  level  of  context,  that  is  to  say,  readers  and  their 
communicative  socio-cultural  environment.  As  with  dynamic 
equivalence,  the  ST  and  its  intended  message  undergo  a  shift  of  cultural 
environment  to  ensure  the  smoothness  and  naturalness  of 
communication. 'N 
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Equivalence,  or  the  principle  of  equivalent  effect,  has  generated  a  lot  of 
discussion  among  researchers  in  the  field  of  translation  studies.  Since  the 
term  is  taken  as  a  synonym  of  'sameness',  it  has  generated  a  lot  of 
criticism.  Saying  that  the  effect  of  a  text  on  the  TL  reader  is  the  same  as 
that  on  the  SL  reader  is  very  difficult  to  verify.  As  Hervey  and  Higgins 
(1992,22)  argue,  "it  raises  the  difficult  problem  of  exactly  how  any  one 
particular  recipient  responds  to  a  text,  and  the  extent  to  which  texts  have 
constant  interpretations  even  for  the  same  person  on  two  different 
occasions"  They  (1992,23)  also  question  the  effect  of  equivalence  with 
regard  to  the  requirement  that  the  TT  should  replicate  the  effects  of  the 
ST  on  its  original  audience. 
This  might  conceivably  be  possible  for  a  contemporary  ST, 
but  for  a  work  of  any  appreciable  age  it  may  not  be  feasible, 
or  even  desirable.  It  may  not  be  possible  for  the  translator  to 
determine  how  audiences  responded  to  the  ST  when  it  was 
first  produced.  But  even  if  one  assumes  that  such  effects  can 
be  determined,  one  is  still  faced  with  a  dilemma:  should  the 
effect  of  the  TT  be  matched  to  those  of  the  ST  on  its  original 
audience,  or  on  a  modern  SL  audience? 
This  led  Hatim  and  Mason  (1990,7)  to  conclude  that  "actual  effects  on 37 
receivers  of  texts  are  difficult  to  gauge".  Instead,  they  offered  an 
alternative  equivalence,  which  they  called  the  equivalence  of  'intended 
effects'.  Its  purpose  is  to  link  judgements  about  what  the  translator  seeks 
to  achieve  to  judgements  about  the  intended  meaning  of  the  ST 
speaker/writer.  In  other  words,  we  need  to  consider  the  issue  in  terms  of 
the  degree  of  motivation  of  particular  strategies  in  both  ST  and  TT 
(1990,8). 
All  the  above  views  on  translation  equivalence  reflect,  in  one  way  or 
another,  Nida"s  formal  and  dynamic  principles.  They  do  not  contradict 
each  other,  but  they  are  two  interrelated  phases  of  the  process  of 
translation.  The  TL  reader  should  be  presented  with  the  stylistic 
elements  of  the  original.  This,  of  course,  does  not  mean  that  the 
translator  should  seek  word-for-word  translation  of  the  ST  to  the  extent 
of  distorting  the  language  structure  and  literary  style  of  the  TL.  That  is 
because  total  fidelity  to  the  form  of  the  SL  message  does  not  guarantee  a 
successful  translation.  On  the  contrary,  this  may  lead  to  awkwardness 
and  ambiguity.  People,  therefore,  should  not  look  at  formal  equivalence 
as  a  result  of  a  word-for-word  translation  of  the  form  of  the  SL  text,  but 
it  ought  to  be  viewed  as  a  result  of  an  attempt  to  arrive  at  the  TL's  textual 38 
elements,  which  may  give  an  equivalent  stylistic  function  to  that  of  the 
original.  As  he  strives  to  arrive  at  formal  equivalence,  the  translator 
should  not  stick  to  the  original  text,  no  matter  how  faithful  he  aims  to  be, 
for  if  he  does  so,  the  result  could  well  be  an  awkward  and  ambiguous 
translation. 
Whenever  the  ST  and  the  TT  are  culturally  different  and  do  not  allow  for 
word-for-word  translation,  the  need  arises  for  dynamic  equivalence.  The 
translation  in  this  case  should  aim  to  render  the  stylistic  features  that  are 
equivalent  to  those  in  the  original,  not  the  semantic  substance  of  the  SL 
message.  Thus,  the  appeal  of  the  literary  stylistic  features  of  the  original 
are  re-emphasized  rather  than  overlooked.  The  translation  process, 
therefore,  requires  :  (1)  formal  equivalence,  which  does  not  seek  word- 
for-word  translation,  but  a  transfer  of  the  textual  elements  from  their 
stylistic  norm  to  an  equivalent  stylistic  norm  in  the  TL;  and  (2) dynamic 
equivalence,  which  aims  to  convey  the  communicative  effect  of  the  SL 
text  with  the 
linguistic  structural  elements  of  the  TL,  which  are 
equivalent  to  those  that  have  been  utilized  in  the  SL  text. 
Thus,  formal/semantic  equivalence  and  dynamic/communicative "q 
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equivalence  are  two  interrelated  phases  of  the  same  process.  The 
translator,  therefore,  should  attempt  to  achieve  both  of  them  during  the 
process  of  translation. 
Equivalence  as  a  general  concept  involves  different  views  and  opinions. 
In  this  respect,  scholars  have  proposed  various  types  of  equivalence. 
Owing  to  space  considerations,  only  an  overview  of  the  major 
contributors  will  be  briefly  given. 
Catford  (1965,94)  speaks  of  'functional'  equivalence:  "For  translation 
equivalence  to  occur,  then  both  SL  and  TL  text  must  be  relatable  to  the 
functionally  relevant  features  of  the  situation.  "  'Function'  here  refers  to 
the  purpose  for  which  any  utterance  is  made,  i.  e.,  it  refers  to  how  words 
are  used.  For  example,  the  purpose  of  repetition  in  some  languages,  like 
Arabic,  is  to  have  a  certain  effect.  The  translator,  therefore,  should  seek 
to  know  what  that  effect  is,  and  what  is  the  function  of  repetition  in  the 
particular  language.  In  this  case  he  should  seek  an  equivalent  structure 
which  functions  the  same  as  in  the  original,  regardless  of  what  forms  are 
used  to  carry  out  those  functions. 'N 
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For  Vinay  &  Darbelnet  (1958),  equivalence  is  a  procedure  which 
"replicates  the  same  situation  as  in  the  original,  whilst  using  completely 
different  wording.  "  According  to  Shuttleworth  &  M.  Cowie  (1997,51),  it 
is  intended  for  rendering  fixed  expressions,  proverbs,  or cliches. 
Levy  (1969)  speaks  of  'functional  frame  of  reference',  and  Koller  (1983), 
proposes  five  frames  of  reference  (denotative,  connotative,  text- 
normative,  pragmatic,  and  form)  (cited  in  Gut,  1993,10). 
2.2  Lexical  equivalence: 
Meaning  is  the  prime  aim  for  any  translation.  It  is  obtainable  at  different 
levels,  starting  from  the  word  to  the  whole  text.  Other  factors  play  an 
important  role  in  arriving  at  meaning,  either  the  meaning  of  the  word 
itself  or  its  meaning  in  the  context  of  the  sentence.  The  importance  of 
lexical  equivalence  springs  from  the  thesis  that  asserts  that  all  languages 
share  the  same  concepts,  with  the  consequence  that  experiences  should 
be  expressed  by  identical  lexical  items.  Of  course,  this  is  not  at  all  true. 
While  it  is  true  that  meaning,  can  be  realized  through  the  text  as  a  whole, 
it  is  also  true  that  "meaning  is  realised  through  form  and  without 'I 
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understanding  the  meanings  of  individual  forms  one  cannot  interpret  the 
meaning  of  the  text  as  a  whole"  (Baker,  1994,6).  People  shape  their 
language  in  words.  Words  become  the  picture  through  which  they  see 
the  world  around  them.  For  instance,  comparing  Arabic  and  English,  we 
find  that  Arabic  has  many  words  for  a  'camel',  whereas  English  has  more 
fishing  terms.  That  is  one  reason  why  "exact  synonymy  between  SL  and 
TL  words  is  the  exception  rather  than  the  rule"  (Hervey  &  Heggins, 
1992,63).  Words  usually  determine  the  type  of  the  text.  They  also  play 
an  important  role  in  the  assessment  of  a  translation.  In  literature  for 
example,  words  play  a  major  part  in  determining  the  meaning,  because 
of  their  multiple  meanings  in  the  text.  Of  course  the  translator's 
command  of  the  SL  and  TL  systems,  culture,  and  literary  style  will  be  a 
factor  in  his finding  the  right  equivalent. 
'particularisation'  or  'generalisation'  is  a  source  of  translation  loss,  see 
Hervey  &  Higgins  (1992,24).  The  former  happens  when  the  TL  word 
has  a  narrower  meaning  'snow',  'ice',  'hail',  in  English,  which  are  all 
covered  by  the  word  in  Arabic.  Generalisation  occurs  when  the  TL 
word  has  a  wider  meaning,  such  as  ýa;  ý  aýº`t  which  are  covered 14 
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by  the  word  'lion'  in  English. 
Words  may  also  carry  other  kinds  of  associated  meaning.  Many  arouse 
some  emotional  response  in  a  native  speaker  of  the  language  because  of 
the  idea  which  they  communicate  in  their  customary  context,  or  because 
they  convey  the  attitude  of  the  speaker,  (Barnwell,  1980,60) 
For  example: 
1-During  the  Second  Gulf  War  (1990)  the  Iraqi  media  used  the 
expression  Ls.,  1  i  ri  to  arouse  in  the  masses  patriotic  as  well  as  religious 
feelings  against  the  allied  forces.  This  expression  goes  back  to  the  war 
between  the  Prophet  Muhammad's  nephew  Ali  and  Umayyad  Caliph 
Muawiya. 
2-  Afghani  people  who  resisted  the  Soviet  forces'  occupation  of 
Afghanistan  were  called  ýyvbt,  tt,  a  word,  which  has  a  dual  function, 
firstly  referring  to  the  holy  war  against  the  Communists  and  secondly, 
stimulating  a  religious  feeling  of  brotherhood  with  Muslims  around  the 
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The  use  of  a  word  outside  its  appropriate  stylistic  or  social  setting  often 
stimulates  strong  reactions  in  native  speakers  of  the  language,  perhaps  of 
shock  or  of  humour.  The  use  of  an  inappropriate  term  can  cause  serious 
offence.  For  example: 
1-A  student  in  an  intensive  English  class  in  the  United  States  made  his 
female  teacher  laugh  when,  in  response  to  a  picture  of  a  male  farmyard 
chicken,  he  referred  to  it  as  'cock'.  Americans  avoid  using  the  word 
'cock'  and  prefer  the  word  'rooster'. 
2-  Euphemism  is  an  area  in  which  a  translator  must  ensure  full 
comprehension  of  what  the  expression  refers  to  before  undertaking 
translating.  Consider,  for  example,  the  expressions  'Underprivileged'  and 
jaiV  4a9,  ß,  which  refer  to  'the  poor'  in  both  languages.  The  translator, 
in  this  case,  should  recognize  the  euphemistic  nature  of  this  expression 
and  then  find  an  appropriate  TL  equivalent. 
"The  translator  should  remember  that  how  many  ideas  and  what 
combination  of  ideas  may  be  combined  into  one  word  is  a  language- 
specific  feature  that  only  occasionally  corresponds  between  unrelated 
languages".  (Beekman  &  Callow,  1974,176,  cited  in  Larson,  1984,154) 
"If  the  translation  is  to  be  accurate  and  faithful  the  translator  must  be "q 
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aware  of  these  distinctions  and  must  re-express  those  shades  of  meaning 
exactly  in  the  translation,  using  the  appropriate  forms  to  do  this  in  the 
receptor  language"  (Barnwell,  1980,15).  For  example,  the  word  'home' 
in  English  has  a  range  of  associative  meanings  such  as,  'a  'house',  'a  city 
or  country  where  someone  lives',  and  'a  place  where  someone  lives' 
In  tackling  lexical  meaning  the  translator  could  resort  to  semantics,  more 
specifically  to  semantic  fields. 
The  notion  of  semantic  fields  can  provide  the  translator  with 
useful  strategies  for  dealing  with  non-equivalence  in  some 
contexts.  It  is  also  useful  in  heightening  our  awareness  of 
similarities  and  differences  between  any  two  languages  and 
of  the  significance  of  any  choice  made  by  a  speaker  in  a 
given  context.  (Baker,  1994,20). 
2.3  Unit  of  Translation 
Another  important  concept  we  should  mention  here  is  that  of  the  basic 
unit  of  translation.  According  to  Barkhudarov  (1969,3,  cited  in 
Shuttleworth  &  Cowie,  1997,192),  a  unit  of  translation  is  defined  as  "the 45 
smallest  unit  of  SL  which  has  an  equivalent  in  TL.  "  Selecting  a  unit  of 
translation  during  the  reading  stage  and  before  beginning  to  translate 
helps  the  translator  to  understand  the  ST  more  easily.  It  also  helps  him  to 
find  an  appropriate  equivalence.  Kelly  (1979,120),  for  example 
emphasizes  this  point  when  he  states  that  "the  act  of  translation  begins 
from  assumptions  about  the  unit  of  translation.  "  However,  throughout  the 
history  of  translation  theory,  views  on  what  the  translation  unit  should  be 
have  shifted  as  theories  and  concepts  on  language  and  translation  have 
changed.  For  a  long  time  it  has  been  the  word,  then  the  phrase,  and  then 
the  sentence  which  have  held  the  status  of  being  the  basic  unit  of 
translation.  Lately,  however,  the  focus  has  moved  onto  the  text  itself. 
The  problem  of  finding  a  translation  unit  is,  most  of  the  time,  a 
subjective  activity.  It  is  the  translator's  purpose  to  use  his  knowledge 
and  ability  as  a  good  reader  to  find  the  key  words  and  stylistic  devices  in 
the  ST. 
If  the  translator  adheres  to  the  word,  his  translation  will  tend  to  be  literal 
and  ambiguous,  sometimes  missing  the  overall  meaning  of  the  text.  On 
the  other  hand,  if  he  adheres  to  the  text  as  a  whole,  he  risks  overlooking 'I 
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smaller  important  elements  in  the  text.  That  is  why  Bassnett-McGuire 
(1980,118)  suggests  that  "a  way  around  this  dilemma  must  once  again 
be  sought  through  considering  the  function  of  the  text  and  of  the  devices 
within  the  text  itself.  " 
Another  way  of  determining  translation  units  is  through  the  reading 
process  itself.  Since  reading  is  part  of  the  translation  process,  the 
translator  must  make  his  effort  to  interpret  the  ST  properly.  In  any 
literary  text,  the  reader  is  usually  given  clues,  key  words,  stylistic 
devices,  and  cultural  terms,  etc.  which  show  the  author's  intentions.  The 
translator's  role  is  to  identify  these  elements.  This  enables  him  to  weigh 
up  his  choices  in  finding  their  equivalents  in  the  TL.  Bell  (1994,161) 
emphasizes  this  point.  He  states  that  current  thinking  among  scholars  " 
insists  that  the  translated  text  is  a  new  creation  which  derives  from  close 
and  careful  reading" 
Although  equivalence  plays  a  major  role  in  determining  and  measuring 
the  translator's  ability  to  translate,  it  appears  that  this  notion  is  wide  and 
complex.  Owing  to  space  considerations,  however,  it  is  too  difficult  a 
task  to  cover  the  whole  area  involved.  Thus,  to  summarize  the  points  that ,.  q 
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have  been  covered  so  far  (1)  We  say  that  the  translator  should  not  aim 
for  sameness,  which  is  impossible  in  translation,  as  has  been  proved 
earlier.  (2)  We  should  notice  that  the  translation  process  requires  a 
search  for  an  equivalent  for  a  stylistic  element.  This  equivalence 
performs  approximately  the  same  function  in  the  TT  as  does  the  stylistic 
element  in  the  ST. 
It  is  also  important  to  notice  that  these  methods  are  not  devoid  of 
complications.  It  is  not  an  easy  task  to  draw  a  fine  line  between  formal 
and  semantic  or  between  dynamic  and  communicative  appraoches,  when 
translation  practice  comes  into  play. 
An  objective  judgement  about  a  literary  translation  is  not  possible, 
mainly  because  philological  studies  are  weak  in  not  providing  methods 
of  practical  analysis  and,  partly  because  of  the  nature  of  language  itself. 
"Every  reading  of  a  text  is  a  unique,  unrepeatable  act  and  a  text  is  bound 
to  evoke  differing  responses  in  different  receivers",  as  Hatim  and  Mason 
(1990,4)  declare.  Furthermore,  Lefevre  (1992,7)  writes  that  linguistic- 
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could  never  fully  satisfy  translators  and  translation  scholars; 
theories  of  linguistics  deal  with  language  as  an  abstract 
system,  the  Saussurean  'langue',  whereas  translators  are 
interested  in 
'parole'. 
language  in  concrete  use,  the  Saussurean 
In  the  light  of  this,  no  one  can  deny  the  contribution  linguistics  and 
literary  criticism  have  made  to  translation  theory.  Hence,  there  is  no  one 
theory  to  follow.  The  critic  has  to  adopt  an  eclectic  approach.  It  is,  in  fact 
this  approach  that  we  endeavour  to  apply  to  the  translations  of  The  Old 
Man  and  the  Sea. 
2.4  Types  of  translation 
Before  undertaking  a  translation,  translators  often  ask  in  what  way  they 
should  render  the  SL  text.  Should  they  transfer  the  form  or  the  meaning 
of  the  original?  To  answer  this  question  translation  scholars  distinguish 
between  the  kind  of  translation  that  is  faithful  to  the  SL  and  the  kind, 
which  is  faithful  to  the  TL.  (Bassnett-  McGuire,  1980,39)  has  elucidated 
this  as  follows  :  "The  distinction  between  word  for  word  and  sense  for 
sense  translation,  established  within  the  Roman  system,  has  continued  to 49 
be  a  point  for  debate  in  one  way  or  another  right  up  to  the  present.  "  This 
distinction  implies  a  basic  decision  concerning  the  strategy  of 
translation,  i.  e.  what  should  the  translation  emphasize,  the  source  text  or 
the  target  text?  a  point  further  established  by  Newmark  (in 
Chesterman.  1989,117). 
Before  the  twentieth  century  and  until  recently,  the  opinions 
about  translation  swung  between  literal  and  free,  faithful  and 
beautiful,  exact  and  natural  translations,  depending  on 
whether  the  bias  was  to  be  in  favour  of  the  author  or  the 
reader,  the  source  or  the  target  language  of  the  text. 
Two  binary  views  have  dominated  translation  research  over  the  years. 
The  proponents  of  these  views  have  established  and  adopted  different 
terms  for  different  translation  methods,  according  to  changing  concepts. 
These  terms  are  'word-for-word'  vs.  'sense  for  sense',  'literal  vs.  free',  and 
'form  vs.  content'.  Each  one  is  concerned  with  the  semantic  or syntactic 
closeness  between  the  ST  and  TT.  All  camps  usually  agree  that  there  are 
qualities  within  the  linguistic  structure  of  the  ST  that  call  for  special 
strategies  of  approximation,  especially  literary  texts.  However,  the 
degree  of  agreement  among  them  varies  as  norms  shift.  Those  who I 
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favour  literal  translation  believe  that  form  is inseparable  from  content,  so 
that  if  we  change  the  form  the  meaning  will  be  affected.  Since  the  author 
of  the  original  text  has  chosen  his  words  very  carefully  and  has  chosen  a 
special  type  and  limited  number  of  sentences  to  express  his  thoughts,  and 
since  form  is  inseparable  from  meaning,  the  only  way  the  translation 
may  be  considered  faithful  to  the  original  is  if  it  uses  the  same  forms  of 
meaning  as  are  used  in  the  SL  text,  and  if  the  SL  sentence  structure  is 
reflected  in  the  TL  sentence  structure.  Those  who  favour  free  translation 
believe  the  same  message  can  be  conveyed  in  a  different  form  in  the  TL. 
This  may  involve  a  change  in  the  structure  and  the  semantic  features  of 
the  lexical  items  in  order  to  conform  to  the  principles  of  TL  norms  of 
expression. 
Literal  and  word-for-word  translations  were  viewed  in  contrast  to  free 
translation.  Catford,  (1965,25)  distinguishes  between  the  two  as, 
A  free  translation  is  always  unbounded  -  equivalences  shunt 
up  and  down  the  rank-scale,  but  tend  to  be  at  the  higher 
rank-sometimes  between  larger  units  than  the  sentence. 
Word-for-word  translation  means  what  it  says:  i.  e.,  it  is 
essentially  rank-bound  at  word  -  rank  (but  may  include  some 51 
morpheme  -  morpheme  equivalences).  Literal  translation  lies 
between  these  extremes;  it  may  start,  as  it  were,  from  a 
word-for-word  translation,  but  make  changes  in  conformity 
with  TL  grammar 
Branstone,  (1993,230),  following  Barth,  believes  that  "the  translator  is 
either  an  'inert  consumer'  or  an  'active  co-author'.  In  other  words,  without 
his  involvement  translation  is  literal,  but  with  his  involvement  it  is  called 
free  translation. 
Nida  (1964,165)  establishes  two  methods,  which  correspond  to  his  two 
types  of  equivalence.  The  first  is  formal  translation,  which  is  concerned 
with  the  preservation  of  the  form  of  the  original,  i.  e.  the  translator's  quest 
for  the  closest  possible  match  of  form  and  content  between  the  ST  and 
the  TT.  Speaking  of  the  characteristics  of  such  translation  he  states,  "A 
formal-equivalence  (or  F-E)  translation  is  basically  source  oriented;  that 
is,  it  is designed  to  reveal  as  much  as  possible  of  the  form  and  content  of 
the  original  message".  The  second  type  is  concerned  with  preserving  the 
meaning  of  the  original.  It  focuses  on  the  reader's  response  by  producing 
the  closest  equivalent  meaning  of  the  ST  in  the  TL.  In  this  regard,  (Vida, 
1964,159)  states  that N 
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a  translation  of  dynamic  equivalence  aims  at  complete 
naturalness  of  expression,  and  it  tries  to  relate  the  receptor  to 
modes  of  behaviour  relevant  within  the  context  of  his  own 
culture,  it  does  not  insist  that  he  understands  the  cultural 
patterns  of  the  source  language  context  in  order  to 
comprehend  the  message. 
In  this  type  of  translation  the  translator  is  concerned  with  the  impact  of 
the  message  on  the  TL  reader,  so  that  the  translator  sometimes  places  a 
higher  priority  upon  how  the  original  meaning  will  come  across  to  the 
reader  than  by  holding  to  the  literal  form  of  the  original.  He  is  translating 
the  total  meaning  of  the  original  phrase  instead  of  simply  reproducing 
the  literal  meaning  at  the  word  level  of  the  language.  In  order  to  do  this, 
he  may  resort  to  using  a  different  grammatical  or  lexical  form  in  the  TL. 
Furthermore,  a  dynamic  translation  pays  careful  attention  to  the  total 
meaning  of  a  phrase  or  the  text  as  a  whole  rather  than  the  literal  meaning 
of  a  word.  It  also  pays  careful  attention  to  the  natural  features  of  the  TL. 
Therefore,  the  terms  'dynamic  translation'  and  'idiomatic  translation'  are 
equivalent.  Newmark  (1988,10)  notes  that  dynamic  equivalence 
translation  "allows  for  a  wide  range  of  translation  styles".  It  is  important 53 
to  note,  however,  that  there  are  instances  where  the  equivalent  effect 
cannot  be  achieved.  If  for  example  a  SL  text  contains  a  cultural  specific 
term  or  expression,  the  TL  reader  will  have  to  have  it  explained  to  him. 
Consider  the  following  example: 
(1) 
1.  He  returned  with  the  shoes  of  Hunayn. 
2.  He  came  back  with  nothing. 
3.  He  came  back  empty  handed. 
The  formal  translation  (1)  is  unintelligible  to  the  TL  reader.  The  second 
more  or  less  interprets  the  original,  but  is  not  natural  for  the  English 
reader.  The  third  renders  a  more  appropriate  equivalence.  It  benefits 
from  the  target  culture  material  without  sacrificing  the  general  meaning. 
However,  the  historical  value  of  'the  shoes  of  Hunayn'  is  lost. 
Let  us  take  another  example  from  Arabic  poetry  (cited  in  Salah  Ali 
(1988,216) 
(2.  )  )Lac  f4w  loa311;  LoJw  vW  j9  lM.  rc  laäjlai 54 
You  alone  mended  the  rift  between  Abs  and  Dhubyan 
after  Long  slaughter,  and  much  grinding  of  the  perfume 
of  Manshim.  (Arberry,  1957,151) 
According  to  Ali,  Arberry  fails  to  convey  the  meaning  of  the  idiom  'itra 
Manshim'.  All  explains  that 
perfume  is  the  sign  of  a  bad  omen,  it  goes  back  to  the  story 
of  two  tribes  who  bought  a  herb  perfume  from  a  druggist 
woman  called  'Manshim'  and  joined  forces  in  an  offensive. 
They  all  put  their  hands  in  this  perfume  as  a  sign  of 
agreement  but  were  all  savagely  exterminated. 
Again,  the  cultural  values  of  this  proverb  are  lost.  If  the  translator 
provides,  as  Ali  does  a  commentary  or  adds  words  like  'ill-omened 
perfume',  the  TL  reader  will  not  be  deprived  of  the  relevant  historical 
background. 
2.5  Semantic  translation: 
Semantic  translation  belongs  more  in  the  realm  of  equivalence.  It  tries  to 
supply  an  equivalent  semantic  content  for  words  found  in  the  ST  and  it 55 
concentrates  more  on  the  meaning  of  the  ST.  (Lefevre,  1992,10).  In 
other  words,  it  focuses  on  the  source  language,  the  language  of  the 
author  and  the  original  text.  The  aim  is  to  allow  the  reader  to  understand 
as  much  of  the  SL  content  as  possible.  As  ((Newmark,  1988,39)  states 
"Semantic  translation  attempts  to  render,  as  closely  as  the  semantic  and 
syntactic  structures  of  the  second  language  allow,  the  exact  contextual 
meaning  of  the  original...  semantic  translation  remains  within  the 
original  culture  and  assists  the  reader  only  in  its  connotations" 
2.6  Communicative  Translation 
A  communicative-based  translation  for  Newmark  (1988,39)  "attempts 
to  produce  on  its  readers  an  effect  as  close  as  possible  to  that  obtained  on 
the  readers  of  the  original.  "  This  approach  seeks  to  achieve  successful 
rendering  of  the  original.  The  advantage  of  this  approach  is  to  look 
beyond  the  confined  level  of  the  text.  Thus,  the  SL  and  its  intended 
message  undergo  a  shift  of  cultural  environment  to  ensure  the 
smoothness  and  naturalness  of  communication.  In  this  context  Newmark 
(1988,42)  states  "in  theory  a  communicative  translation  is  ipso  facto  a 
subjective  procedure,  since  it  is  intended  primarily  to  achieve  a  certain 56 
effect  on  its  reader's  mind"  It  devotes  itself  completely  to  producing  a 
translation  that  is  full  of  generous  transfer  of  foreign  elements  into  the 
target  culture. 
What  is  important  for  any  translation  that  aims  at  "the  principle  of  effect" 
is  Nida"s  (1969,22)  "the  intelligibility  of  the  translation".  This  view  has 
shifted  the  discussion  away  from  form  vs.  meaning  to  reader  response. 
Nida  (ibid.  )argues  that  "such  intelligibility  is  not,  however,  to  be 
measured  merely  in  terms  of  whether  the  words  are  understandable  and 
the  sentences  grammatically  constructed,  but  in  terms  of  the  total  impact 
the  message  has  on  the  one  who  receives  it"  What  Nida  seems  to  be 
saying  here  is  that  such  a  method  should  aim  at  achieving  a  high  degree 
of  equivalence  of  response,  regardless  of  the  cultural  and  historical 
differences  between  the  SL  and  the  TL. 
2.7  The  Significance  of  the  study 
To  our  best  knowledge  this  is  the  first  attempt  to  investigate  the  stylistic 
problems  involved  in  the  Arabic  translation  of  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea. 
This  story  is  translated  by  Munir  Ba'labaki  and  Dr.  Ziad  Zakariyya. 57 
1.  Our  main  concern  in  this  study  is  to  assess  the  quality  of  the  two 
literary  translations  in  terms  of  approximate  correspondence  of  the 
stylistic  devices  and  the  cultural  terms  to  those  of  the  ST. 
2.  The  methodology  adopted  in  this  study  is  to  compare  the  original  with 
the  translations.  This  helps  to  determine  similarities  and  differences  in 
style,  mistranslations  and  cultural  problems. 
2.8  Hypothesis: 
1.  We  believe  that  the  following  may  cause  difficulty  in  Ba'labaki's  and 
Zakariyya's  production  of  an  adequate  rendition  of  the  ST: 
a.  Differences  between  the  source  language  culture  and  the 
target  language  culture. 
b.  Aspects  of  Hemingway's  style 
2.  A  translation  is  considered  ideal  when  it  seeks  not  only  to  convey  the 
general  meaning  but  to  be  faithful  to  the  style  and  effect  of  the  original 
in  addition  to  preserving  its  cultural  elements.  If  a  translation  does  not 58 
reproduce  successfully  the  stylistic  and  cultural  elements  of  the  ST,  it 
will  fail  to  achieve  a  full  impact  of  the  original. 59 
CHAPTER  THREE 
Literary  Translation  and  the  Translator 
Introduction 
Goethe  (1813,  cited  in  Newmark  1988,18)  once  stated  that  translation  is 
"impossible,  essential  and  important,  "  a  statement  which  makes 
reference  to  the  complexity  of  translation;  opinions  with  regard  to  the 
nature  or  the  purpose  of  translation  vary  enormously.  Some  people  even 
doubt  whether  translation  is  possible.  That  is  why  a  theory  of  translation 
applicable  to  all  texts  does  not  yet  exist.  But  almost  all  translation 
scholars  agree  that  translation  and  more  specifically  literary  translation, 
is  a  vehicle  of  cultural  transmission  as  well  as  an  art.  It  takes  an  interest 
in  transferring  words,  meanings,  and  style  from  one  language  into 
another.  Another  issue  worth  mention  here  is  the  qualities  the  translator 
should  acquire  in  his  attempt  to  render  the  ST.  However,  owing  to  space 
considerations,  a  detailed  discussion  of  each  one  of  these  qualities  will 
be  brief  and  representative  rather  than  comprehensive. 
3.1  Literary  Translation 60 
Devy  (1990,58,  cited  in  Barnstone,  1993,10)  states  that 
a  literary  translation  has  a  double  existence  as  a  work  of 
literature,  and  as  a  work  of  translation.  Those  who  do  not 
know  the  original  language  tend  to  look  at  it  as  literature, 
those  who  do  know  the  original  look  at  it  as  a  secondary 
product  of  translation. 
Devy's  statement  alludes  to  the  problem  of  faithfulness  to  the  original  on 
the  one  hand,  and  the  problem  of  creativity  on  the  other.  The  translator  in 
this  context  is  expected  not  only  to  transfer  the  content  of  the  ST  but  also 
to  offer  identical  stylistic  features  without  distorting  the  TL  stylistic 
norm. 
Pedersen  (1988,62)  defines  literary  translation  in  the  following  way 
To  understand  literary  translation  we  first  need  to  define  it. 
We  shall  understand  by  'translation',  the  substitution  for  a 
SL  message  of  an  'equivalent'  TL  message,  and  by 
'literary'  possessing  the  quality  of  'literaryness'. 1 
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Speaking  about  the  nature  of  the  translation  process,  Levy  (1963,58, 
cited  in  Popovic,  1970,79)  states: 
A  translation  is  not  a  monistic  composition  but  an 
interpretation  and  conglomerate  of  two  structures.  On  the 
one  hand,  there  are  the  semantic  content  and  the  formal 
contour  of  the  original,  on  the  other  hand,  the  entire  system 
of  aesthetic  features  bound  up  with  the  language  of  the 
translation. 
Nabokov  (cited  in  Raguet-Bouvart,  121)  thinks  of  literary  translation  in 
the  following  way 
Whether  it  be  prose  or  poetry,  a  literary  translation  is  always 
poetical  in  the  sense  that  words  not  only  convey  a  meaning 
but  are  also  the  melodic,  rhythmic  and  harmonious  medium 
resorted  to  by  the  poet. 
These  definitions  show  that  there  are  two  different  literary  norms  and 
two  different  cultural  systems  in  the  literary  text.  Meanwhile,  the 
translator  mediates  between  them,  adding  his  own  interpretations  and 
style  in  the  TT. '-R 
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Therefore,  we  can  define  literary  translation  as  the  reproducing  of  the 
stylistic  devices  in  such  a  way  that  they  convey  the  meaning  of  the  SL 
message  and  show  some  stylistic  relevancy  to  the  TL  literary  norms  as 
well. 
In  literary  translation  the  translator  must  attempt  to  produce  a  text  which 
is  aesthetically  as  well  as  linguistically  similar  to  that  in  the  SL. 
Although  it  is  often  possible  to  overcome  the  linguistic  barrier  between 
the  TL  and  the  SL,  it  is  not  so  easy  to  overcome  the  barrier  created  by 
the  differing  literary  traditions.  These  differing  literary  traditions  create 
stylistic  difficulties,  which  can  lead  to  the  concept  of  impossibility  of 
translation.  This  is  through  misunderstanding  the  concept  of  equivalence, 
which  does  not  mean  sameness  and  identity,  but  rather  approximation  of 
the  ST  in  the  TL.  Winter  (1961,69,  cited  in  Barnstone,  1993,16),  for 
instance,  states,  "The  system  of  form  and  meaning  in  language  A  may  be 
similar  to  that  in  language  B,  but  is  never  identical  with  it.  "  So  to 
produce  exact  equivalence  is  impossible. 'I 
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However,  some  scholars  like  Wilss  (1996,26)  believe  that  the 
difficulties  of  literary  translation  are  due  to  the  nature  of  the  literary 
discourse: 
To  get  a  sense  of  the  difficulties  involved  in  literary 
translation  and  the  assessment  of  literary  translation,  one 
must  keep  in  mind  that  literature,  more  than  an  "ordinary" 
discourse,  bears  the  imprint  of  different  authors,  different 
life  histories,  dialects,  registers,  and  last  but  not  least, 
paradigmatic  and  syntagmatic  variants. 
3.2  The  Nature  of  the  Literary  Text 
Therefore,  we  must  ask,  what  is  it  that  makes  literary  translation 
different  from  other  types  of  translation?  Lotfipour-Saedi  (1992,196) 
attempts  to  identify  what  distinguishes  a  literary  from  a  non-literary  text, 
He  states  that 
some  stylisticians  have  defined  certain  aspects  of  the 
difference  between  literature  and  non-literature  in  terms  of 
special  patterns  contained  in  literature.  They  have  argued 
that  these  patterns  (phonological,  structural,  semantic  and I 
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graphological),  which  cannot  be  accounted  for  by  ordinary 
linguistic  rules,  and  which  are  imposed  upon  ordinary 
language  patterns,  bestow  upon  them  a  special  value  which 
can  be  referred  to  as  their  literary  value  or  literary  effect. 
Wilss  (1982,76)  similarly  states  that  "in  literary  texts,  linguistic  form 
has  not  only  a  text-cohesive,  but  also  an  aesthetic  function,  it  carries  the 
creative  will  of  the  artist,  and  this  lends  the  literary  text  an  outward 
appearance  which,  in  principle,  can  never  be  repeated  and  can  therefore 
be  realized  in  the  TL  only  in  analogous  form.  " 
Lotman  (cited  in  Bassnett-McGuire,  1980,29)  defines  a  literary  text  as 
follows  : 
[it  is]  explicit  (it  is  expressed  in  definite  signs),  limited  (it 
begins  and  ends  at  a  given  point),  and  it  has  structure  as  a 
result  of  internal  organisation.  The  signs  of  the  text  are  in  a 
relation  of  opposition  to  the  signs  and  structures  outside  the 
text. 65 
To  achieve  this  target  of  literary  translation,  practitioners  have  suggested 
some  procedures  to  guide  the  translator  during  the  process  of  translating. 
These  we  will  look  at  in  the  following  sections. 
3.3  The  Translator's  Decisions  and  the  Translation  Process 
Striving  to  achieve  an  adequate  or  a  close  natural  equivalence 
translation,  the  translator  must  possess  many  qualities.  He  must  have  a 
complete  knowledge  of  the  ST  and  its  language  and  culture.  Further,  the 
translator  is  not  only  a  receiver  of  the  ST  but  also  a  creator  of  his  own 
text.  Rabassa  (1984,39,  cited  in  Frawley,  )  has  brilliantly  summarized 
these  issues.  He  states  that  the  translator's  responsibilities 
fly  off  in  many  directions.  For  better  or  worse,  he  must 
satisfy  many  different  people:  the  author  (often  the  easiest), 
the  editor  (plenty  of  trouble),  the  critic  and  the  reader  (like 
the  author,  often  the  easiest).  His  world  is  complicated 
because  he  is  a  go  between  and  must  keep  so  many  people 
happy. 66 
Bell  (1994,15)  gives  the  following  definition  as  to  what  a  translator  is: 
"He  is  a  bilingual  mediating  agent  between  monolingual  communication 
participants  in  two  different  language  communities.  " 
According  to  Wilss  (1982,5)  the  translator: 
stands  in  a  specific  relation  to  reality.  That  is  to  say,  he 
possesses  a  specific  linguistic  and  extra-linguistic  volume  of 
experience;  in  addition,  he  possesses  a  specific  range  of 
translational  interests.  He  belongs  to  a  specific  language 
community,  and  within  this  language  community,  he  belongs 
to  a  specific  social  grouping,  which  determines  his  value 
system,  which  in  turn  controls  his  translational  production. 
3.3.1  The  Translator's  Knowledge 
Nida  (1964,153)  stresses  that  a  translator  must  have  "a  complete 
knowledge  of  both  source  and  receptor  languages  and  intimate 
knowledge  of  the  subject  matter.  "  Thus,  knowledge  and  familiarity  with 
the  subject  of  the  work  are  the  most  important  factors  contributing  to  the 
success  of  a  translation.  Any  flaws  in  knowledge  of  the  linguistic  system 
and  the  cultural  context  of  the  author  of  the  original  will  keep  the 67 
translator  from  understanding  it.  Similarly,  full  knowledge  will  lead  to 
equal  successful  communication  with  the  intended  audience. 
The  translator  must  have  not  only  a  good  command  of  two  or  more 
languages  but  also  a  good  command  of  the  literary  language,  a  point 
which  is  stressed  by  Savory  (1959,27):  "the  existence  of  possible 
alternatives  between  which  the  translator  must  make  his  own  choice  is 
the  essence  of  his  art.  " 
Nida  (1976,65)  also  emphasizes  this  point.  He  states  that 
a  satisfactory  translation  of  an  artistic  literary  work  requires 
a  corresponding  artistic  ability  on  the  part  of  the  translator. 
The  pleasing  use  of  words  demands  aesthetic  sensitivity  in 
the  same  way  that  the  pleasing  arrangement  of  colors  or of 
three-dimensional  space  requires  aesthetic  competence. 
3.3.2  The  Translator  and  the  Source  Text 
Hayes  (1975,838)  states  that  the  translator  has  four  functions  in  the 
process  of  translation: 'N 
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First,  he  reads  the  original  work  in  order  to  understand  it 
thoroughly. 
Second,  he  identifies  the  devices  through  which  the  author 
has  achieved  special  effects. 
Third,  he  decides  which  lexical  and  syntactic  adjustments 
will  reproduce  the  effects  in  the  target  text. 
Fourth,  he  produces  a  literary  work  of  his  own. 
Other  scholars  speak  of  the  importance  of  keeping  the  balance  between 
form  and  content,  word  and  spirit  in  the  translation.  Alan  Duff  (1981,97) 
emphasizes  that  the  responsibility  of  the  translator  is  "to  strike  an 
excellent  balance  between  freedom  and  faithfulness  to  the  original.  " 
3.3.3  The  Translator  as  a  Reader 
Writers  on  translation  stress  that  a  translation  is  not  a  replica  of  the 
original  but  a  work  of  art  in  its  own  right  and  in  its  own  culture.  This 
means  that  the  translator  is  also  a  reader.  His  full  comprehension  of  the 
ST  ensures  equivalent  transfer.  The  translator  should  determine  what  the 
writer  of  the  SL  text  means  when  using  a  certain  kind  of  argumentation 
or  style  to  express  his  concepts.  The  translator  should  identify  the 
relationship  between  the  different  parts  of  the  text  and  the  important 69 
stylistic  devices  the  writer  employs  which  he  should  retain  in  his 
translation.  In  so  doing  the  translator,  like  any  other  reader,  interprets 
and  comprehends  the  SL  text.  He  should  establish  why  the  writer 
chooses  a  particular  stylistic  device,  word,  or geographical  or  historical 
name  and  he  should  ask  himself  whether  selecting  the  equivalent  device 
word,  etc.  will  be  as  effective  in  the  TL,  or whether  other  features  should 
be  used  to  bring  about  the  same  effect,  (Larson,  1984,422). 
The  translator  should  understand  the  ST  just  as  well  as  would  a  native 
reader.  But  because  of  his  role  as  a  mediator,  his  task  as  a  reader  differs 
from  that  of  the  common  reader;  he  reads  the  SL  text  not  for  personal 
pleasure  only  but  to  render  it  to  the  TL  reader  through  a  different 
linguistic  vehicle,  bearing  in  mind  that  it  is  his  own  reading  which  tends 
to  be  imposed  upon  the  readership  of  the  TL  version  (see  Hatim  and 
Mason,  1990,11). 
3.3.4  The  Translator  as  a  Writer 
During  the  reconstructing  stage,  the  translator  sometimes  faces  certain 
problems  arising  from  the  nature  of  the  literary  text  on  the  one  hand  and 70 
from  the  TL  on  the  other  hand.  The  ST  contains  more  than  one  meaning 
and  therefore  requires  more  than  one  reading.  The  translator  has  to 
decide  which  meaning  he  must  convey  in  his  TT  and  in  which  manner, 
i.  e.  the  author's  or  his  own.  Furthermore,  he  must  create  his  own  literary 
work  in  the  TL.  Therefore,  knowledge  of  linguistic  principles  will  be 
helpful  for  him  to  achieve  his  objective  most  efficiently.  However,  his 
own  language  and  culture  enslave  the  choices  he  is  going  to  make. 
Therefore,  for  the  most  part,  he  is  bound  to  produce  his  own 
interpretation  of  the  original. 
In  conclusion,  we  may  say  that  in  literary  translation  there  are  many 
factors  involved.  The  translator  needs  to  negotiate  the  differences 
between  the  two  cultures  and  between  the  two  languages.  He  should 
decide  whether  to  give  priority  to  faithfulness  to  the  ST  text,  or  instead 
faithfulness  to  the  TT. 
3.4  The  translators'  renderings  of  the  original  stylistic  devices 
The  main  feature  of  Hemingway's  style  is  "his  conviction  that 
knowledge  is  equivalent  to  experience"  (Levin,  1972,322).  He  is 71 
reluctant  to  use  adjectives  or  extravagant  language,  which  would 
influence  the  reader's  reaction.  Hemingway  believed  that  if  the  writing 
was  sufficiently  accurate,  the  reader  would  respond  to  the  action  and 
experience  for  himself  the  old  man's  feelings,  without  prompting  by  the 
author  (Bonynge,  1977,12).  In  what  follows  is  a  brief  discussion  and 
illustration  of  the  extent  to  which  both  translators  attempt  to  convey 
Hemingway's  stylistic  devices  in  the  TL. 
3.4.1  The  use  of  repetition 
Hemingway  employs  the  technique  of  repetition  to  "convey  action 
clearly  to  the  reader  and  to  create  the  impression  that  it  is  happening  in 
the  present"  (Bonynge,  1977,12).  Both  translators  have  successfully 
rendered  this  stylistic  device  as  we  may see  in  the  following  examples: 
(2)  P.  35  "It  was  the  weight  of  the  fish  and  he  let  the  line  slip 
down,  down,  down,  unrolling  off  the  first  of  the  two  reserve 
coils.  " 
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(3)  P.  38  "and  maybe  he  will  come  u  before  that.  If  he 
doesn't  maybe  he  will  come  up  with  the  moon.  If  he  does 
not  do  that  maybe  he  will  come  u  with  the  sunrise.  " 
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(4)  P.  50  "He  rubbed  the  cramped  hand  against  his  trousers  and 
tried  to  gentle  the  fingers.  But  it  would  not  open.  Maybe  it  will 
open  with  the  sun,  he  thought.  Maybe  it  will  open  when  the 
strong  raw  tuna  is  digested.  If  I  have  to  have  it,  I  will  o  en  it, 
cost  whatever  it  costs.  But  I  do  not  want  to  open  it  now  by 
force.  Let  it  open  by  itself  and  come  back  of  its  own  accord.  " 73 
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(5)  P.  52  "Then,  with  his  right  hand  he  felt  the  difference  in  the 
pull  of  the  line  before  he  saw  the  slant  change  in  the  water. 
Then  as  he  leaned  against  the  line  and  slapped  his  left  hand 
hard  and  fast  against  his  thigh  he  saw  the  line  slanting  slowly 
upward.  " 
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(6)  P.  69-70  "He  woke  with  the  jerk  of  his  right  coming  up 
against  his  face  and  the  line  burning  out  through  his  right  hand. 
He  had  no  feeling  of  his  left  hand  but  he  braked  all  he  could 
with  his  right  and  the  line  rushed  out.  Finally  his  left  hand 
found  the  line  and  he  leaned  back  against  the  line  and  now  it 
burned  his  back  and  his  left  hand,  and  his left  hand  was  taking 
all  the  strain  and  cutting  badly.  " 
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(7)  P.  70  "If  the  boy  was  here  he  would  wet  the  coils  of  line, 
he  thought.  If  the  boy  were  here.  If  the  boy  were  here.  " 
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(8)  P.  71  "The  line  went  out  and  out  and  out" 
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(9)  P.  75  "  'Don't  juum,  fish,  '  he  said.  '  Don't  jump". 
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3.4.2  The  use  of  fishing  terms  and  techniques 
B.  79 
There  is  no  doubt  that  the  style  of  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea  is  a 
reflection  of  Hemingway's  expert  knowledge  and  skills  in  deep-sea 
fishing.  This  knowledge  is  transformed  into  words  referring  to  skills. 
Gurko  (1955,13)  has  stated  that  "one  reason  that  Hemingway's  stories 
are  so  crammed  with  technical  details  about  fishing,  hunting,  bull- 
fighting,  boxing,  and  war  is  his  belief  that  professional  technique  is  the 
quickest  and  surest  way  of  understanding  the  physical  process  of  nature, 
of  getting  into  the  thing  itself.  "  Beaver  (1953,325)  in  his  article 
"Technique"  in  Hemingway"  discuses  some  aspects  of  Hemingway's 
obsession  with  perfection  in  performing  certain  jobs: 
All  of  Hemingway's  work  is  concerned  with  the  'technique' 
of  performing  some  job  properly,  correctly.  The  common 
denominator  to  his  best  work  has  been,  I  think,  his 
delineation  of  technique  in  this  sense.  Back  of  the  correct 
technique  lie  the  practice  and  experience  in  performing  the 
particular  job,  combined  sometimes  with  inherent  artistic 77 
talent,  which  distinguish  Hemingway's  heroes  at  their  best 
(and  in  this  sense  they  are  heroes,  as  characters  in  novels  by 
most  other  contemporary  writers  are  not). 
Santiago  says  he  knows  'many  tricks'.  "These  'tricks'  are  not  means  of 
deception  or  ways  of  cheating  but  techniques  and  strategies  that  are 
intricate  aspects  of  the  fishing  craft  accumulated  over  the  years  and 
perfected  into  personal  art".  (Sojka,  1985,122).  Indeed,  the  old  man,  as 
Wagner  (1973,524)  says,  is  "a  realist,  not  a  romantic"  and  so  "faith  in 
angling  skills  provides  Santiago  with  the  confidence  to  proceed  into  the 
far  reaches  of  the  ocean"  (ibid.  131). 
Wagner  also  wrote  about  Hemingway's  obsession  with  technique  in  The 
Old  Man  and  the  Sea,  saying,  for  example  about  Santiago,  "He  knows  he 
will  have  to  use  tricks  on  the  fish  because  his  strength  is  not  what  it  was 
when  he  was  young  or  that  he  uses  his  skills  to  compensate  for  his  lack 
of  physical  strength.  Indeed,  there  are  many  examples  in  the  novel  that 
illustrate  this  point. 
(10)  P.  24  "On  the  other,  he  had  a  big  blue  runner  and  a  yellow 
jack  that  had  been  used  before" ým 
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Both  translators  fail  to  understand  that  'blue  runner'  and  'yellow  jack' 
are  specific  fishing  terms  denoting  artificial  replicas  used  by  fishermen. 
Therefore,  while  A  translates  literally  using  staýtl,  which  is  a  literal 
translation  of  'runner',  it  seems  that  he  is  aware  of  the  puzzlement  that 
the  reader  will  encounter  in  visualising  the  image  of  the  two  fish,  so  he 
adds  the  word  i  ii,  which  is  a  homonomy  denoting  (1)  well-known, 
and  (2)  called.  Being  aware  of  the  difficulty  of  comprehending  these  two 
fishing  terms,  B  resorts  to  two  hyperonmies,  namely  sf  for  'yellow  jack' 
and  ouj  for  'blue  runner',  which  leads  him  to  distort  the  ST  message. -Im 
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(12)  P.  26  "But  he  crowded  the  current  a  little  so  that  he  was  still 
fishing  correctly  though  faster  than  he  would  have  fished  if  he 
was  not  t!  ying  to  use  the  bird.  " 
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A's  rendition  of  'he  crowded  the  current',  by  sett  is 
incompatible.  Bonynge  (1977,33)  explains  that  "the  old  man  fishes  at 
the  edge  or  too  close  to  the  current'  not  'he  went  past  the  current  a  little'. 
He  also  fails  to  understand  that  the  phrase  'to  use  the  bird'  denotes  'using 
the  bird  as  an  ally  of  catching  a  fish'  (Cliffs  Notes,  1990,25)  and  renders 
it  as  )Uz1L  jL  JJV  j.  The  ST  exemplifies  how  skilful  the  old  fisherman 
is.  Regrettably  translator  A  overlooks  this  element  in  his  translation.  It  is 
worth  mentioning  that  B  omits  to  translate  'but  he  crowded  the  current' 
and  mistranslates  'trying  to  use  the  bird'.  It  seems  that  B  found  these 
technical  terms  nuts  too  hard  to  crack. -44 
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(13)  P.  36  "I  could  make  the  line  fast.  But  then  he  could  break 
it.  I  must  hold  him  all  I  can  and  give  him  line  when  he  must 
have  it.  " 
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A  has  successfully  rendered  the  text.  However,  it  seems  that  B  has 
misunderstood  the  meaning  of  the  phrase  'I  could  make  the  line  fast', 
rendering  it  j-toiji  i  of  sxltaz  4'Ls  ,  ..  for  which  there  is  no 
correspondence.  The  word  i,  which  denotes  'to  hurry',  is 
incompatible  with  'make  fast'  in  the  sense  'to  tie  or  to  fix'.  In  addition, 
the  phrase  dtv  jLm  'to  pull  the  rope'  is  disjunct  with  the  idea  of 
fastening  the  rope  to  the  boat.  Also,  his  addition  of  yot!  J31  j  has  no 
correspondence  to  the  original.  Further,  his  choice  of  'to  escape'  in -44 
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Ott  z  ￿I  is  disjunct  with  'he  could  break  it',  for  it  does  not 
denote  cutting  the  rope  an  action  represented  in  the  ST  to  initiate  the 
beginning  of  the  old  man's  endurance  of  pain. 
(14)  P.  36  "  Now!  '  he  said  aloud  and  struck  hard  with  both 
hands,  gained  a  yard  of  line  and  then  struck  again  and  again, 
swinging  with  each  arm  alternately  on  the  cord  with  all  the 
strength  of  his  arms  and  the  pivoted  weight  of  his  body.  " 
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Both  translators  fail  to  understand  the  denotation  of  this  text.  The  phrase 
'struck  hard'  is  a  fishing  term  of  specific  register  which  denotes  the 
jerking  action  which  drives  home  the  hook  into  the  fish's  jaws  (Bonynge, 
1977,35).  Hemingway  uses  terms  such  as  'struck'  and  'swinging'  to  show 82 
that  the  old  man  strikes  hard  by  moving  or  swaying  from  side  to  side  or 
forwards  or  backwards  from  a  fixed  point  in  order  to  lodge  the  hook 
securely  in  the  fish's  gullet.  This  will  force  the  fish  to  move  towards  the 
skiff,  so  that  the  old  man  will  gain  some  yards  on  the  line.  Therefore, 
although  A's  phrase  uaj  wsp  test  does  not  correspond  to  the  technicality 
of  this  fishing  term,  his  overall  rendition  is  fairly  close  to  the  original.  B 
on  the  other  hand  translates  the  word  'struck'  as  jt>Jf  j9b'  Z1.19 
He  fails  to  provide  the  closest  equivalent  to  the  original  by  his  use 
of  words  such  as  'to  pull'  and  Jst  'to  try'  He  also 
unnecessarily  adds  o.  9  ýý3  sý  ýJ.  ý  ý.  !  and 
A.  jLc  to  dramatize  the  situation,  whereas  it  has  already  been 
dramatized  by  the  use  of  "Now!  '  he  said",  which  he  has  rendered  as? 
Finally,  although  this  rendition  is  comprehensible,  it  does 
not  sound  Arabic.  It  is  a  general  description  to  convey  the  hard  work  the 
old  man  is  undertaking  rather  than  the  exact  accurate  description  of  the 
original. 83 
(15)  P.  40  "He  is  wonderful  and  strange  and  who  knows  how  old 
he  is,  he  thought.  " 
c-  , ýº.  ý1  ý5ý'ý'  Ot9  ýäý.  aýc  ääh  lg.  ý  t:  a  viißs-4  Jý9  A.  48 
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Again,  both  translators  fail  to  comprehend  the  jargon  of  fishing.  In  this 
context,  'How  old'  denotes  'size'.  According  to  Leighton  (1991,230), 
"age  means  size  to  a  fisherman".  Moreover,  A's  rendition  of  'wonderful', 
which  denotes  'fantastic',  as  iwu  ,  which  denotes  'fascinating  or  charming' 
and  which  is  often  used  to  describe  females  or  female  objects  which 
have  already  been  seen,  whereas  the  fish  has  not  ascended  yet,  is 
disjunct.  Therefore,  his  rendition  is  incompatible  with  the  ST.  B's  choice 
of  U&ao  is  compatible  with  the  original. 
(16)  P.  43  "He  adjusted  the  sack  and  carefully  worked  the  line  so 
that  it  came  across  a  new  part  of  his  shoulders,  and,  holdinng 
it  anchored  with  his  shoulders,  he  carefully  felt  the  pull  of 
the  fish  and  then,  felt  with  his  hand  the  progress  of  the  skiff 
through  the  water"  . 84 
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Although  A's  translation  is  very  close  to  the  original,  his  rendition  of 
'holding  it  anchored  with  his  shoulders'  as  W1  ; UI  ate:,  a,  ,owfS 
is 
inaccurate.  The  word  'anchored'  in  this  context  means  'fixed  firmly  on 
his  shoulders',  not  'he  made  his  shoulders  as  a  lifting  apparatus'  as  is 
suggested  in  the  translation.  Also,  it  would  be  better  if  the  word 
were  added  to  1  &0  . 
B's  rendition,  on  the  other  hand,  is 
incompatible  with  the  original.  His  choice  ofi  and  a  for  'adjusted' 
and  'shoulder'  respectively  does  not  correspond  to  the  original. 
Moreover,  he  mistranslates  the  rest  of  the  text,  as  ij  toWV  A  ;  tit  &3  Co  ZLol9 85 
c¬j  iJ,,  Uýa 
Labj 
,  ýiý,  jJ  Ir  'Jii9oab  , 
.  %:  W1  jjs  jvp'r  has  no  equivalence  in  the  original. 
After  the  old  man  has  seen  the  gigantic  size  of  the  marlin,  he  decides  to 
persuade  him: 
(17)  P.  44  "he  felt  the  harshness  as  he  leaned  back  to  pull  and 
knew  he  could  put  no  more  strain  on  it. 
. o.  JI 
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The  translators  fail  to  convey  the  fact  that  the  line  is  so  taut  that  if  the  old 
man  tries  to  pull  it,  it  will  be  harsh  on  his  shoulders.  A's  choice  of  the 
phrase  3upa4p.  46  1,  which  denotes  'he  was  collided  with  resistance'  and 
42.  týt  O  tt  via:  . 9i,  which  denotes  'that  made  him  realize  that  it 
was  impossible  to  make  the  line  short',  is  a  general  rendition.  B's  choice 86 
of  the  phrase  j.  JI  y  a9Lc9  i  Jul  ,  which  denotes  that 
Santiago  leaned  backward  then  pulled  the  line,  again  distorts  the 
meaning  and  the  action  in  the  ST,  which  denotes  that  whenever  the  old 
man  leans  back  in  order  to  pull  the  line,  he  feels  the  harshness  of  the  line 
on  his  back,  so  that  his  back  hurts.  Also,  the  word  4  as  an  equivalent 
to  'he  leaned  backward'  sounds  rather  awkward  in  Arabic. 
(18)  P.  46  "But  when  he  was  touching  the  breaking  point  he 
held  steady  and  settled  back  against  the  strain  of  the  line.  " 
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Both  translators  fail  to  understand  that  the  old  man  remained  steady  in 
his  grip  although  he  realized  the  line  could  break  at  any  moment.  It 
seems  that  both  translators  have  failed  to  understand  that  'settled  back 
against  the  strain  of  the  line'  denotes  'placed  himself  against  the  strain 87 
of  the  line'.  Thus  A's  translation,  which  denotes  'he  looked  for  a  support 
to  resist  the  tension  of  the  line'  and  B's  choice  'to  let  the  line  loose',  are 
both  incompatible  with  the  ST. 
(19)  P.  53  "He  is  a  great  fish  and  I  must  convince  him" 
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Here  both  translators  fail  to  render  the  text.  A's  rendition  t  ß`t_  9 
4-ja  which  denotes  'I  must  obtain  victory  over  her'  is  general.  B's 
rendition  ia#  gi  of  9  which  denotes  'I  must  persuade  her  to  return' 
is  incompatible  with  the  original  meaning.  'Convince'  in  this  context 
means  'to  persuade  the  fish  to  give  up'.  This  term  'convince'  denotes 
"allowing  the  fish  to  jump,  swim  and  dive  to  the  best  of  his  ability" 
(Sojka,  1985,131). 88 
(20)  P.  65  "I  must  cushion  the  pull  of  the  line  with  my  body  and 
at  all  times  be  ready  to  give  line  with  both  hands.  " 
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A's  translation  seems  fairly  close  to  the  original,  whereas  B  has  failed  to 
notice  that  the  old  man  must  himself  take  the  strain  and  let  out  a  little 
more  line  when  necessary  (Graham,  1989,16). 
(21)  P.  67  "The  flow  was  less  strong  and  as  he  rubbed  the  side  of 
his  hand  against  the  planking  of  the  skiff,  particles  of 
phosphorus  floated  off  and  drifted  slowly  astern.  " 
oý  -C  vtij  lg.  ýo  ü  jýljä  vltlt  CIA  CO&U.  :  1ý  ý  .1I  .  7e.  ýtt  ulk  A.  80 
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A's  choice  of  Is9  BSI  ý,.  xi1  uL(,  which  denotes  'the  sea  was  calmer'. 
does  not  correspond  to  the  ST,  which  denotes  that  the  old  man  felt  the 
speed  of  the  fish  by  examining  the  flow  of  the  water  with  his  hand.  B,  on 
the  other  hand,  has  successfully  chosen  the  literary  expression  sýi  ;9, 
which  denotes  'flows  unhurriedly'. 
3.4.3  Hemi_ngwaway's  use  of  details 
Hemingway,  writes  Kaushal  (1974,115-16,  cited  in  Bloom's  Notes, 
1996,51),  "took  his  vocation  with  the  same  meticulous  care,  with  the 
same  degree  of  high  seriousness  and  precision  as  Santiago  took  his.  This 
choice  of  precision,  exactitude,  minuteness  were  strictly  Hemingway's 
choices  in  his  profession  as  a  writer.  "  Below  are  some  examples  of  these 
choices  and  the  translators'  attempts  to  render  them. 
(22)  P.  5  "The  brown  blotches  of  the  benevolent  skin  cancer  the 
sun  brings  from  its  reflection  on  the  tropic  sea  were  on  his 
cheeks.  The  blotches  ran  well  down  the  sides  of  his  face  and  his 90 
hands  had  the  deep-creased  scars  from  handling  heavy  fish  on 
the  cords.  " 
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Whereas  A  has  successfully  rendered  this  text,  B's  translation  is  only 
fairly  close.  However,  there  are  instances  where  B  fails.  The  phrases  mac 
ar  c  and  "U  U19ac  are  verbose  for  such  a  powerful  description.  The 
verb  cj,  which  denotes  'to  deal  with  something',  has  no 
correspondence  in  the  ST.  Also,  itwts  Ui  is  an  over-dramatization  of  the 
description  of  the  old  man.  Further,  he  overlooks  'the  benevolent  skin 91 
cancer'  and  'on  the  tropic  sea',  thus  depriving  the  reader  of  the  writer's 
intention  to  offer  facts  as  a  device  to  persuade  acceptance  of  the  illusion. 
These  facts  are  that  strong  sunlight  on  the  skin  can  cause  cancer  and  that 
these  blotches  only  occur  if  the  old  man  spends  very  long  periods  of  time 
on  the  sea,  the  implication  being  that  he  is  an  old  fisherman.  Moreover, 
the  word  'turned'  is  incompatible  with  'ran  well'  in  'ran  well 
down  the  sides  of  his  face'.  Although  there  is  no  exact  equivalent  for  the 
word  'handling'  in  B's  Arabic  (words  such  as  &  jot.  or  etw  cannot 
carry  the  original  meaning:  'his  ability  to  control  and  deal  with  fish  by 
using  ropes  in  all  sorts  of  ways'),  the  translator  uses  a  more  specific  term, 
which  denotes  one  aspect  of  the  meaning  of  the  original.  His 
addition  of  t  cý  ,  normally  used  of  carving  or  engraving  metal,  is 
another  example  of  changing  the  style  of  the  original  by  telling  rather 
than  showing. 
Graham  (1961,302)  points  out  that  by  such  a  description  Hemingway 
wants  to  show  Santiago  as  "the  result  of  the  passage  of  time  and  action. 92 
The  continuous  action  of  nature  and  of  past  experience  on  the  old  man 
has  produced  the  present  figure.  " 
(23)  P.  13  "When  the  boy  came  back  the  old  man  was  asleep  in 
the  chair  and  the  sun  was  down.  The  boy  took  the  old  army 
blanket  off  the  bed  and  spread  it  over  the  back  of  the  chair  and 
over  the  old  man's  shoulders.  They  were  strange  shoulders,  still 
powerful  although  very  old,  and  the  neck  was  still  strong  too 
and  the  creases  did  not  show  so  much  when  the  old  man  was 
asleep  and  his  head  fallen  forward.  His  shirt  had  been  patched 
so  many  times  that  it  was  like  the  sail  and  the  patches  were 
faded  to  many  different  shades  by  the  sun.  The  old  man's  head 
was  very  old  though  and  with  his  eyes  closed  there  was  no  life 
in  his  face.  The  newspaper  lay  across  his  knees  and  the  weight 
of  his  arm  held  it  there  in  the  evening  breeze.  He  was  bare 
footed. 
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In  this  example,  both  translations  are  more  or  less  comprehensible, 
although  the  translators  fail  in  one  way  or another  to  present  an  adequate 
rendition  which  is  true  to  the  original.  A's  choice  of  tf  for  'old'  is 94 
inappropriate,  for  Ott  is  ambiguous.  It  may  denote  something  positively 
or  negatively  old.  He  is  aware  that  j  in  Arabic  does  not  collocate  with 
age,  so  he  successfully  shifts  the  reference  from  'shoulders'  to  'the  old 
man'.  He  also  rightly  provides  &01  fa&  as  supplementary  information, 
probably  to  achieve  a  dramatic  effect  on  the  TL  reader.  His  rendition  of 
'like  the  sail'  by  eiJL  c)uaii  is  inappropriate,  for  he  does  not  realize 
that  'the  sail'  refers  back  to  the  sail  mentioned  in  the  opening  paragraph. 
Moreover,  his  translation  of  'with  his  eyes  closed'  by  a,,  i  a9  is 
inaccurate,  for  it  denotes  that  the  old  man  had  deliberately  closed  his 
eyes. 
B's  choice  of  J9w  'to  get  or  to  obtain'  for  'took  off  is less  satisfactory  in 
this  context.  Also,  his  translation  of  'the  sun  was  down'  by 
'prepared  to  set'  is  inappropriate,  for  it  was  already  dark  when  the  boy 
came  back.  Moreover,  translating  'old'  by  cjt  is  incompatible  with  the 
ST.  ji  '  for  'spread  over'  is  not  the  right  choice,  for  denotes  'to 95 
unfold  or  to  unroll',  whereas  rjlo  means  'to  put  something  over  someone'. 
Further,  it  seems  that  he  is  aware  that  jbi  in  Arabic  does  not  collocate 
with  age.  Therefore,  he  resorts  to  the  metaphoric  collocation, 
og  f.  Furthermore,  his  rendition  of  'still  strong'  by  &#I  c;,  ,  aic  wLr  is 
incompatible  with  the  original.  denotes  'traits,  signs,  and  marks'. 
Hence,  the  phrase  o9.  an  c,  "  A.  Ja  4  Lc  in  this  context  denotes  that  part  of 
the  strength  has  already  been  worn  out  and  only  traces  of  it  still  exist. 
However,  his  choice  of  ,Ju 
'dangled'  for  'fallen  forward'  is  compatible 
with  the  ST,  as  it  connotes  that  the  old  man  is  motionless.  B's  rendition 
of  'the  patches  were  faded  to  many  different  shades  by  the  sun'  by  , ý9 
Ot  Jr  ßi.  9  4ýjjtl  o  , 
41  is  poor  as  it  is  an  inappropriate  rendition 
which  does  not  correspond  to  the  original.  Moreover,  does  not  exist 
in  the  ST  and  si  here  sounds  less  appropriate.  He  unsuccessfully 
provides  .:  u,  r  3A  s  l,  which  does  not  exist  in  the  original.  It  is  not  clear 
whether  ý:  tý,  ýºt  g.  ý,  sl  refers  to  the  head  of  the  old  man  as  it  is  or  to  the  way 96 
he  was  asleep.  In  addition,  his  choice  of  4p  'deep  rooted'  for  'very  old' 
is  inappropriate.  Further,  his  rendition  of  'with  his  eyes  closed  there  was 
no  life  in  his  face'  by  ölbi  r,  ýLu  J.  t  is  long- 
winded.  Finally,  his  translation  of  'the  newspaper  lay  across  his  knees 
and  the  weight  of  his  arm  held  it  there  in  the  evening  breeze'  by  öaý  ý  Lei 
.  as  xiýup  99  `  , 5j  ,  WU  o,  j1  Y  C:,  jL  is  less 
satisfactory.  His  choice  of  jfp  Y  does  not  correspond  to  the  original,  and 
'lay  across'  as  ii  rather  than  &  91  'his  arm'  as  oa4  rather  than 
axf,  3,  and  'held  it  there  in  the  evening  breeze'  as  aý  äýtý  Ott  cjLa  jj  do 
not  convey  the  scene  Hemingway  wanted  his  readers  to  perceive;  the 
newspaper  is  on  the  old  man's  lap  and  the  weight  of  his  arm  is  holding  it 
there  so  that  it  will  not  fall  down  by  the  blowing  of  the  evening  breeze. 
This  accuracy  of  details  is  not  matched  in  the  two  following  translations. 
(24)  P.  21  "leaning  forward  against  the  thrust  of  the  blades  in  the 
water,  he  began  to  row  out  of  the  harbour  in  the  dark" 97 
`ý'ý  c.  9  9"  yto,  ll  9  oJI  ýI  .i  _'  ý9ý!  °  ý1c  tý-ý~'q 
vom'  19  A.  27 
.  PSl1ýlt  ýo  ö)A  9  sl9j  Jt  ýJL  Ldt 
.  Pxýr  Lýr,  ;  ý.  rr  9  B.  30 
A  focuses  on  leaning  on  the  end  part  of  the  oars  not  the  thrust  of  the 
blades.  He  also  provides  an  abstract  rendition  of  the  concrete  'he  began 
to  row  out'  as  %t  nUý-  Jt  Ap  jz9  . 
B,  on  the  other  hand,  renders  'he 
began  to  row  out'  by  Peu  vjsu.  q9  and  overlooks  the  rest  of  the 
unit.  He  omits  important  details  that  are  deliberately  put  in by  the  author. 
In  the  passage  about  Santiago's  baiting  his  hooks,  there  is  an  abundance 
of  details.  Every  detail  of  the  time  of  day,  hook,  bait,  and  line  are  given 
full  attention.  They  show  how  expert  the  old  man  is.  This  however,  is  not 
matched  in  either  translation. 
(25)  P.  24  "Before  it  was  really  light  he  had  his  baits  out  and  was 
drifting  with  the  current.  " 
A.  30 
.  ýcjt1  ýw  Jaw  aIS9  4oW'1  Jý  i  toI  9-  J  ",  ji-5 98 
.  ý1  1  ýo  ýLWI  r1C.  r&  °J;,  c  to  ji  aC1iZ  ,  5AO  J;  ,  ýi  i}ä9  B.  33 
In  the  opening  sentence  -of  the  -passage,  both  translators  fail  to  understand 
that  'before  it  was  r-eaHy  light'  -denotes  The  time  before  the  end  of 
-darkness',  not  'before  the  completion  of  the  daylight',  which  denotes 
that  tie  light  is  already  there.  Translator  B  mistranslates  'he  had  his  baits 
out'  as  !I  ýo  oaýc  to  ý9.  i1  amt  , 
in  which  the  verb  ui  'to  prepare'  does  not 
correspond  to  the  original.  He  also  mistranslates  the  depth  of  the  fourth 
bait  as  1.9-6  , º.  ý9  ä..  ra->9  "dst0  ßi1  ßf9  'for  one  hundred  and  twenty-five 
fathoms',  while  A  wrongly  renders  'L  .g  &a  c-u  x  1V9,  which  denotes  'he 
was  -almost  drifting  with  the  current',  for  'and  was  drifting  with  the 
current'.  His  choice  of  av  'almost'  changes  the  meaning  of  the  original 
and  fails  to  capture  Santiago's  deliberate  action  of  using  the  current. 
Also,  it  would  have  been  better  if  he  had  chosen  ,  as  this 
collocates  with 
., 
to  rather  than  ej.  w  . 
(26)  P.  24  "Each  bait  hung  head  down  with  the  shank  of  the  head 
hook  inside  the  bait  fish,  tied  and  sewed  solid.  " 99 
&ILdI  jl  '9  or'Y  °L'=  Jb%  r°  jr  vi9 
.  PL<aPi  k:  -ý  -*ICJaIý 
`99sß  4.09  4'L  fwi6  uý9 
U  14  ý. 
f  4.  rI  ý'°  dxk9  JS  ß'!  S9 
A.  30 
B.  33 
. 
_fl  ülý￿o..  a  ýo  öo  ÄSý,  ra..  a 
Both  translators  fail  to  render  "the  positioning  of  the  sardines  on  the 
hook'  (Sojka,  1985,125).  A  uses  words  such  as  'suspended'  and 
i.  m  'bowing  one's  head'  that  are  incompatible  with  the  original.  They 
do  not  convey  the  meaning  that  the  bait  fish  are  placed  head  down.  B,  on 
the  other  hand,  overlooks  'each  bait  hung  head  down'  and  'tied  and  sewed 
solid',  thereby  deleting  elements  of  the  description.  Furthermore, 
rendering  'with  the  shank  of  the  hook  inside  the  bait  fish,  tied  and  sewed 
solid'  as  ä  o--  J 
c.  ý  ý''9 
(IU  1899?  `  'mall  J°  ä  jr  ý;,  `'lf9 
.I  ýt  ö  is  incompatible  with  the  original. 
(27)  P.  24  "all  the  projecting  part  of  the  hook,  the  curve  and  the 
point,  was  covered  with  fresh  sardines.  Each  sardine  was 
hooked  through  both  eyes  so  that  they  made  a  half  garland  on 
the  projecting  steel.  " 100 
cyaaj  jý  Iaiw  'L))  9  ý9-ý!  öýl  Jl  ý;  ro  ýýl.  JV  yl  uLc  `cA.  30 
ý:.  1  lg.  ,c  JU  tj.  ro  Z,  S..  Mº  ,  a.  9  aý  JI  zi  lI  ý  ýo  J.  V  ý:,  ý  1.  t9  2-  j  Ltd  V 
.tl  ;YI  j3  JAttr'Yf  o  ýr'P  tfC-  Jº 
J-r  wwij  j3  A-arjLlo  0-h-or  L-A.  13".  4  A4ý  Jrý 
jr  j  Jjlp  J,  -  r-.  3  *Q  J  tLuio 
B.  33 
Although  A's  rendition  is  very  close  to  the  original,  it  seems  he  follows 
the  form  of  the  original  text,  'with  fresh  sardines.  Each  sardine  was 
hooked'  which  results  in  a  text  that  does  not  follow  the  stylistic  norms  of 
ä  lac  A  jr  zs  to.  tArabic.  A  more  natural  rendering  might  be 
something  like  this  ý,  ýºiý9  ýºgät  týtý  ýýtýtý  ý:  u 
B's  rendition  of  Each  sardine  was  hooked  through  both  eyes  so  that 
they  made  a  half  garland  on  the  projecting  steel'  as  a  jc  ijj, 
jr  1  jjo.  6  aJ  .  Zqý*  ijLL  is  incompatible  with  the  original.  It  seems 
that  he  has  misunderstood  the  phrase  'was  hooked  through  both  eyes'. 
He  also  overlooks  'so  that  they  made  a  half  garland  on  the  projecting 
steel'.  It  seems  that  his  strategy  is  to  render  the  general  meaning  of  the 101 
text,  depriving  the  reader  of  Hemingway's  purpose  to  make  him  view 
the  entire  process  of  baiting,  as  it  would  have  been  seen  by  Santiago. 
(28)  P.  24  "There  was  no  part  of  the  hook  that  a  great  fish 
could  feel  which  was  not  sweet-smelling  and  good- 
tasting.  " 
cAsca  , JI  vc,  ýl  .  cit  c  oJl  ölt  att  ý:  LLi  ýo  ,  ýºa19  r  ra;,,  Lo  a.  ý  rJ  p9  A.  30 
.j 
Lw  1 
tn.  ý  %xý  91  ei  YIi  401  p 
.ö  4s;  t  ,  3u,  ß  1ý  ýo  lgý  vLcgA.?  rro,  11  o3ºtý  ýo  äc,  C  x  glýi  ßt9  B.  33 
We  note  that  in  order  to  summarize  the  whole  passage  A  adds  L9  'in 
a  word',  then  translates  'There  was  no  part'  as  in 
which  he  adds  the  word  to  make  the  description  more  specific.  His 
jz" 
rendition  of  'that  a  great  fish  could  feel'  by  saýj  %  öa  t  oý  tý  ;L 
i  is  an  interruption  of  the  flow  of  the  description  and  misses 
the  objective  of  the  statement  included  by  Hemingway:  'that  the  hook 
was  so  well  baited  that  even  a  big  fish  will  be  tempted  to  approach  it, 102 
and  eat  it.  B,  on  the  other  hand,  summarizes  this  unit  without  conveying 
any  details  contained  in  the  original. 
In  the  next  passage  Santiago  'arranges  his  tackle  in  a  manner  that  reduces 
chances  for  failure.  "Green-sapped  sticks'  serve  as  bobbers  and  inter- 
connected  lines  would  allow  a  fish  to  take  out  over  three  hundred 
fathoms  of  line.  "  (Sojka,  1985,125). 
(29)  P.  24  "Each  line,  as  thick  around  as  a  big  pencil,  was  looped 
onto  a  green-sapped  stick  so  that  any  pull  or  touch  on  the  bait 
would  make  the  stick  dip  and  each  line  had  two  forty-fathom 
coils  which  could  be  made  to  the  other  spare  coils  so  that,  if  it 
were  necessary,  a  fish  could  take  out  over  three  hundred 
fathoms  of  line.  " 
Jel  1c  ￿Ls  -.  4eui  rba  w  jÄ0  bit  Js  ýýs9 
I 
￿W 
I  )LS  c  LJI  ý9  )#1  v"'ýa'  11  Mall  01  Lo4  6cjg  j  . ýi 
ja 
A 
iig.  12,  ý;  ýc  tja  j,  9.  b  1  c,  A4  ýJJIt  ar;  icy 
uj,  c 
A.  31 
. 
4ßi.  9  ýiý.  QtS'lt 103 
CIO  d'  ,  ýý.  ý1  M4114U  4J  Y-""t  IJ  JT  C)  Lr9 
-Lan" 
410  cslail  x.  99? 
ý9 
!  a!  ý  ý.  ºý"ýv  ý,,.  oJ  31  I  xt  P  11,  ýss 
B.  33 
Although  A's  version  is  very  close  to  the  original,  his  rendition  of  the  last 
part  of  the  passage  is  less  satisfactory.  Contrary  to  Hemingway,  he  seems 
to  focus  on  the  old  man  rather  than  on  the  lines:  " ,  "A  . tom  4  ýýs9 
al  tU  C)i  oý  rat  '  ii  Therefore,  B's  injection  of  OLc 
stand  are  unnecessary  interruptions  of  this  focus.  His 
rendition  of  'Each  line,  as  thick  around  as  a  big  pencil'  by  Jr  ov9 
ý.  ec.,  oýytt  ßt1  1  ý,  tt  Jtý  is incompatible  with  the  original.  His 
choice  of  JL  .'  for  'lines',.  y  for  'thick',  and  his  addition  of  : 6t9  do  not 
equals  the  exact  description  given  in  the  original.  Also,  when  he  renders 
'a  big  pencil'  as  et  qt  i  he  changes  the  reference  to  something  definite 
rather  than  generic.  Moreover,  he  inappropriately  renders  'looped'  by 
,.  d,  'hang  down'  and  'green-sapped'  bye  9  (a  green-coloured 
light  stick'.  He  also  overlooks  'any  pull'  and  the  rest  of  the  text.  B's 
rendition  therefore  sacrifices  many  essential  details  for  brevity. 104 
3.4.4  The  use  of  figurative  language 
Hemingway  uses  figures  of  speech  "as  a  way  of  giving  extra  meaning  to 
his  seemingly  simple  descriptions"  (Wagner,  1973:  518).  He  uses  them 
when  the  simple  direct  statement  will  not  achieve  the  effect  that  he 
wants. 
(30)  P.  5  "The  sail  was  patched  with  flour  sacks  and,  furled,  it 
looked  like  the  flag  of  permanent  defeat.  " 
awl  äU  L  J1  o,  ýc  ý,  gb  ý9  Saw  gg.  9  ääý,  c  ýgýsý  ý1  ý  lýýo  ýlr.  l1  utý9  A.  7 
-  AaAýýf  46,11  014-G-  (A 
ro-,  C  9-lb  tiffs  raj  B.  11 
(31)  P.  5  "But  none  of  these  scars  were  fresh.  They  were  as  old 
as  erosions  in  a  fishless  desert.  " 105 
9-ý-ý  ý  Iý.  x,  o  Js_  Pa9  ýw  ý  ý:,  ý  tt  .L 
;  26  4A  rfv1  ý.  0  ýI  J9  A.  8 
.  ZJ.  W  I  CYO 
vl4  t1  P.  Aj  Jt, 
.  "+j  ,  uxzo.  tf;,  j  I9  t  ul.  B.  12 
.  zfragt  äw,  ýc  yflo 
Both  translators  fail  to  convey  the  connotation  of  this  simile.  Their  literal 
renditions  do  not  reveal  the  meaning.  In  fact,  this  description  "intensifies 
the  idea  of  Santiago's  failure  as  a  fisherman.  The  old  man's  physical 
features  have  been  worn  away  like  the  land,  and  this  emphasizes  the  idea 
of  Santiago's  age  and  of  his  character.  Like  the  land,  he  is  old  but  he 
survives,  despite  the  erosion"  (Cliffs  Notes,  1990:  14).  It  seems  difficult 
to  find  a  similar  simile  conveying  the  same  connotation  as  that  intended 
by  Hemingway,  but  the  problem  can  be  solved,  either  by  providing  the 
reader  with  such  information  in  footnotes  in  order  to  create  the  context 
of  the  situation  and  make  the  translation  more  communicative  and 
natural,  or  by  making  the  intended  meaning  plain,  without  using  a  simile. 106 
(32)  P.  8  "His  hope  and  his  confidence  had  never  gone.  But  now 
they  were  freshening  as  when  the  breeze  rises.  " 
lA.  g  v,  )  ,t  ill  ý;? 
ý19  .  Jý  výe9JI  LaA  jzv  ft!  a;  ü9  4L  01  A.  12 
2.16w,  06!  41  ý.  eý 
ýJ-0  9  J-'°y  1  ýýo  :S  a-'  ýJr' 
LcJ 
LOAIIZ  I 
B.  15 
(33)  P.  29  "But  these  poisonings  from  the  agua  mala  came 
quickly  and  struck  like  a  whiplash.  " 
.  l. ýT  rý  Lý.  (  Ito  ißt)  It 
AimU  4WI  s;  ý1 
ß;  Q9 
omitted 
A.  36 
B.  37 
(34)  P.  39  "The  line  showed  like  a  phosphorescent  streak  in  the 
water  straight  out  from  his  shoulders.  " 
cTý4j  . fcs,.  ýrý  Ic  4  1c  ýrlt  sL  sIciV  ý  ýo  `,  4  cl  X09  A.  47 107 
'  PLO  ýI  "täýºc  ýo  ý,,  ý￿o  tt  jh,:  t  IOV  B.  46 
(35)  P.  40  "The  old  man  had  gaffed  her  and  clubbed  her,  holding 
the  rapier  bill  with  its  sandpaper  edge.  " 
ltýýLäww  t  . ý.  zA  ý  c91)¬ 
-  C,  Lr;  ILj  ig  1  14  uai-  &,  IV  ýqý  0V  LSv  I 
omitted 
A.  49 
B.  48 
(36)  P.  49  "he  asked  the  cramped  hand  that  was  almost  as  stiff  as 
rigor  mortis.  " 
.  ILAC!  -q2! 
Jt  Sari  pro  L"  Pu.  vl  X11  ý:,  ýgxil  fä  AJ10,4  J`L3  A.  58 
.  lgl1  3  d.  c,  ýäxoi  oaf  ýI  1iw9 
B.  56 
(37)  P.  51  "He  looked  to  the  sky  and  saw  the  white  cumulus 
built  like  friendly  piles  of  ice  cream.  " 
JQ  uC  ö  oJ  l  yL  P5  lt  SIB  st  Jl  ,,  JI  . º9  A.  61 
,  ",,  fl  äo,.  tlwo  yla;  b_ 108 
13g  4611 
ö.  3ºs,  3ºlýýSli  lgý  ýt  ýo.?  w  ý,  ý.,,  l1  va  lS  fý  ýy  LoýJý 
ý1 
Vj  XS1  C%LW3 
.  ýýi 
T 
B.  58 
Both  translators  fail  to  convey  the  meaning  of  'friendly'.  This  word 
conotes  the  old  man's  optimistic  frame  of  mind  and  the  fact  that  the 
clouds  are  not  hostile  (Bonynge,  1977:  36). 
(38)  P.  52  "His  sword  was  as  long  as  a  baseball  bat  and  tapered 
like  a  rapier.  " 
pL.  iL$  Iý,  rj  ,f  9JJ"JýýJt  y..  'ctiort  oiv  utS.  9  lgýwý  lrol 
.  6A*,  JV  L4,  ºz!  'J  1!  ý6  P  OLSi  442")  trot 
A.  63 
B.  59 
(39)  P.  53  "his  left  hand  was  still  as  tight  as  the  gripped  claws  of 
an  eagle.  " 
110  . ooh  Jl,,  º9  A.  64 
.I  JI5,1  "s  ;  äI 109 
AwIr4  äß.  oj  Ir,  Y0  IVJ4.: 
0iV 
B.  60 
(40)  P.  56  "he  could  picture  the  fish  swimming  in  the  water  with 
his  purple  fins  set  wide  as  wings.  " 
sloJl  ý9 
lýeýlea  ý  Jt 
`  vI  4ýa  9  ý9  ýLa  `ßa9  iJ4  jr,...  J141,6j9  L  A.  68 
"_??  f  lt  ö  ,  4aý1  äýS  I.  ýJI  y  lýO.  xll  4äi  lc  jt 
omitted 
(41)  P.  96  "he  came  like  a  pig  to  the  trough.  " 
"i  k  LL 
4:  ý  a9j;  rV  41.  ß  uLr 
3.4.5  The  use  of  general  and  specific 
B.  63 
A.  113 
B.  103 
Hemingway's  style  is  concerned  with  reality.  It  is  designed  to  show 
rather  than  tell.  He  prefers  to  use  concrete  language  so  that  the  reader 110 
can  respond  to  it  using  with  his  own  judgement.  This  device  is  not 
matched  by  the  translators'  choice  of  lexical  items.  This  can  be  illustrated 
in  the  following  examples: 
(42)  P.  5  "without  taking  a  fish.  " 
.ö  le,  ;  ate  ýlrc  ýo  A.  7 
;  ý9:,  Jt  ,  "w  st  tQ.  ý  ,  x,,  114J.  , a.  ý  (bi  B.  11 
(43)  P.  5  "But  after  forty  days  without  a  fish.  " 
.1tv  ,JI, 
o4'  o>  *"t  .  Y@  L°9' 
ý:  Y»'ý'ý  I  ßa9  IS! 
.aA. 
7 
s 
(44)  P.  5  "in  another  boat  which  caught  three  good  fish.  " 
.  ýW  Iý  ý:  st  ýNil  vl  ý,  ýJ  La 
i-,  4-1  y)ls 
.  ütýb  vtSýo  vStiý 
_, 
c  ,  ýerJl  ý_ 
A.  7 
B.  11 
(45)  P.  5  "with  his  skiff  empty.  " 111 
.  6,  tWt  _  A.  7 
B.  11 
(46)  P.  7  "  The  successful  fishermen  of  that  day  were  already  in 
and  had  butchered  their  marlin  out.  " 
.,  art  ºi  1  ýi  ,  ýL  1ß:  v3  ;,  ß  ig;  b  J  1!  v9,  Led!  OV3  A.  9 
a9  ￿Sýg,,  l1  ￿ý;  ta  ýo  PgýJI  ý:  ttý 
,  , eý9;,  ytb  ý3J1  v9ýlýat1  vls9  B.  13 
(47)  P.  17  "But  I  know  many  tricks.  " 
- joi  I  ýý  ly-ir  ilic  I 
-ýn3 
-it?  jI  ýY-ATj-  ej  x1  4 
A.  23 
B.  26 
(48)  P.  17  "I  will  take  the  things  back  to  the  Terrace" 112 
.  rhJl  d!  LLs  Ll  øJ 
-; 
u  WWI  ý1  o  Cjlhu&  l  Li-Lwl 
A.  23 
B.  26 
(49)  P.  17  "There  is  no  such  fish  if  you  are  still  strong  as  you 
say" 
ISI  As:  &...  I  OAAý  JLjb 
S. 
La  41%XA  9rß  I.  ºs4.31 
A.  22 
B.  26 
j  Lo  I& 
(50)  P.  21  "He  fitted  the  rope  lashings  of  the  oars  onto  the  thole 
pins.  " 
.  Cyx,  of  ji  Low  C)Jf,.,  %oWI  uu  1,.  U3 
.  ýýýý 
A.  27 
B.  30 113 
(51)  P.  22  "each  one  headed  for  the  part  of  the  ocean  where  he 
hoped  to  find  fish.  " 
.,.  Mý9ý  jwo  tac  di  div  vl  vzry-  oLr  'WIWI  ce  s  jý  JI  LOLO  JT  4?  619 
ý..  ýJ  I  ULM  I.  -.  Pj  yvw  Lj;  A  jr 
(52)  P.  22  "where  he  hoped  to  find  fish.  " 
".  ',,,  '°ý'  ý'ý°  ý  `las  Zcä'  Vý}?  ý..  c:  ýý 
ý--- 
Vic 
(53)  P.  25  "Others  let  them  drift  with  the  current" 
"  °ý"ý  ýýläx'  jtcjl  v9rý"  19'lSý  v9  Y1  v9-5l*all  Lol 
.  N:  il  dJ  sLä  Lo,  L  iL  6tm  FI  JI  C)gS'".  '  ftj«it  ý`:  r'at  att  cý°  ofac  ý,  o  Lai 
A.  28 
B.  30 
A.  28 
B.  30 
A.  32 
B.  34 
(54)  P.  32  "I  picked  up  only  a  straggler  from  the  albacore  that 
were  feeding.  " 114 
"`ý  ,  ýý  .  'o!  I  ý'  ýJI  k  Lo..  wJI  .:  Uý  Cyo:  ULo  AS:  'tl  a,  ol  ftl  ul  A.  39 
"v 
l  ýý_ý5ý3ýlt  vt  ý;  ro  ö,  t9ro,  ä,  ý  v1glö,  ýºät  B.  40 
(55)  P.  35  "He's  taken  it.  " 
.  lý  apt  A.  43 
.  tom  t,  B.  43 
(56)  P.  37  "He  was  thirsty  too.  " 
tai  iota  aý  ,9A.  4  5 
. 
i.  -wl  u  Ig  B.  45 
(57)  P.  45  "It  was  the  yellow  Gulf  weed  that  had  made  so  much 
phosphorescence  in  the  night.  " 
X415  5j)  itt  s9.  l  4as  ý:,  Lý1  ý,  JI  s1,  ä.  ail  !I  vl  cl  ý:,  ýils  ßi1 
.  J411  ￿tL 
mw  1-4.6j,  kjAj  ci  La  "Ir.  Lol  I  4.  ý.  3  I.  Sk 
I 
k,.  La  4i  1 
A.  45 
B.  52 115 
(58)  P.  45  "But  I  will  kill  you  dead  before  this  day  ends.  " 
.,  LOi  J  Ji.  -  4FLO3 
.i  rr  ray  ý;,  i  jtg  -  ýý.  rr 
AMM  4.9gw  Loj 
(59) 
A.  54 
B.  52 
P.  53  "There  are  three  things  that  are  brothers:  the  fish  and 
my  two  hands.  " 
vcl,  ý9  :  Oa.;  YI  P;  S13  iL  vl 
.  419  Jl  :  yläi?,  ftr  r-  äl  U!  "  d  iMg3 
A.  64 
B.  60 
(60)  P.  63  "I  have  gained  on  him  in  the  question  of  sustenance.  " 
w2Iý  Id  o.  -P  W  o-o  Aiwa  I  "-  4ýo,  MJI  jgkJl  d  rtý  , iä9  A.  75 
.,  gaopyý 
.,  ",  ýý.  xttýt`t  ýttgýýt9  B.  69 
(61)  P.  63  "It  was  dark  now.  " 116 
.  A91  statt  4  A.  75  Try 
.  4i  a9  pSlýlt  ult9  B.  70 
(62)  P.  66  "But  I  don't  want  him  to  rest.  " 
A.  79 
.  Ui  at  ,  Oi  '411 
ý,  ý  `i  tt  ,ý  'L9 
B.  72 
(63)  P.  88  "The  old  man  knew  he  was  dead.  " 
A.  103 
.  6iLe  _  CJi  t  ýýýi9  B.  95 
(64)  P.  91  "The  breeze  was  steady.  " 
.  jg￿09,,  a  g,  Wj  6,4-  Ott  ,  Jts9  A.  108 
.  &;  I  P  CJ.  Yawlj  B.  99 117 
(65)  P.  92  "sailin  away  to  either  other  side.  " 
. Jt,..  it  cj1ý9  0.0.0,  tf  tea  A.  108 
omitted  B.  99 
(66)  P.  100  "He  lay  in  the  stern  and  steered.  " 
lS  1Cý  ý.  Lolý  &c  i1  l  ýs:  ýc.  Zi  výUiH  ý4.0  j 
`ßa19  A.  118 
.  ä9att  ýlc  caýý  ýýCýttt  ýI  i,  o  a9ý9  B.  107 
Judging  from  these  examples,  it  is fair  to  conclude  that  both  translators 
have  provided  concrete  language  as  in  the  original.  However,  there  are 
some  instances  where  a  specific  word  is  replaced  by  a  more  general  one. 
Both  translators  have  chose  j  jjýf,  u,  and  O&oavo  for  the  word  'fish', 
Jt  ßr19  ,  , tt  ýt,  for  'sustenance',  fvý  for  'feeding',  and  Jst  jL4l 
and  ý;,  11  ýtI  sly  u  Jl,,  ojý  ý:,  ý1,,  ziV  for  'drift'. 
3.5  The  translators'  use  of  Arabic  stylistic  devices 118 
Translators  always  endeavour  to  make  their  translations  successful.  In 
the  Arab  world  writers  and  translators  alike  are  always  expected  but  not 
required  to  provide  the  reader  with  highly  stylistic  productions  full  of 
classicism.  In  the  introduction  to  his  dictionary,  Hans  Wehr  (1976:  IX) 
explains  this  phenomenon  as  follows: 
Arab  authors,  steeped  in  classical  tradition,  can  and  do 
frequently  draw  upon  words  which  were  already  archaic  in 
the  Middle  Ages 
... 
Wherever  an  aesthetic  or  rhetorical  effect 
is  intended,  wherever  the  language  aims  more  at 
expressiveness  than  at  imparting  information,  authors  tend  to 
weave  in  ancient  Arabic  and  classical  idioms.  They  are 
artistic  and  stylistic  devices  of  the  first  order.  They  awaken 
in  the  reader  images  from  memorized  passages  of  ancient 
literature  and  contribute  to  his  aesthetic  enjoyment. 
Quotations  from  the  Koran  or  from  classical  literature, 
whose  origins  and  connotations  may  well  elude  the  Western 
reader,  are  readily  recognized  by  Arabs  who  have  had  a' 
traditional  education  and  who  have  memorized  a  wealth  of 
ancient  sources. 
What  follows  are  examples  highlighting  this  phenomenon: 
3.5.1  The  use  of  Arabic  literary  expressions 119 
Both  translations  show  a  tendency  to  use  Arabic  literary  expressions.  For 
example, 
(67)  P.  5  "the  old  man  was  now  definitely  and  finally  salao.  " 
.  6).  2!  j  6.  dý;  yl  ".  06.  wV"  .4  ;  Aýft4f  r991"  A- 
(68)  P.  17  "But  there  is  only  you.  " 
.  1aý9  -  zx  B.  25 
(69)  P.  18  "the  high  capes  and  the  great  brown  mountains.  " 
.  III  sI  lI  L  iL,  ýý  4oýJ1  äa  I  loýýt?  ýI 
ýr'99ý9 
B.  27 
(70)  P.  36  "`Now!  '  he  said  aloud  and  struck  hard  with  both 
hands.  " 120 
W.  I  ZG°9  B.  44 
Le 
(71)  P.  88  "he  did  not  like  to  look  at  the  fish.  " 
(72)  P.  89  "Think  of  something  cheerful.  " 
J.  0 
A.  104 
A.  105 
(73)  P.  90  "Don't  think  about  sin.  It  is  much  too  late  for  that.  " 
too 
B.  97 
(74)  P.  90  "you  killed  him  for  pride.  " 
.  sytllg  acs;  tt  ,  äýcý  t  aý  A.  107 121 
(75)  P.  102  "I  hope  so  much  I  do  not  have  to  fight  again.  " 
JG  db 
' 
_______ 
3.5.2  Arabization  and  Islamization 
A.  120 
(76)  At  the  beginning  of  the  novel,  Hemingway  introduces  his 
protagonist  with  the  words,  "He  was  an  old  man  who  fished 
alone  in  a  skiff  in  the  Gulf  Stream  and  he  had  gone  eighty-four 
days  now  without  taking  a  fish"(p.  5).  Translator  B  renders  "He 
was  an  old  man"  by  tic  Ott  tu-  'ts  (p.  11),  in  which 
the  word  tom,  which  denotes  'to  attain  a  great  age',  is  an  echo 
from  the  Qur'anic  Surat  Maryam  in  which  Zakariyya  asks 
God,  "How  shall  I  have  a  son,  when  my  wife  is  barren  and  I 
have  grown  quite  decrepit  from  old  age.?  "  (tr.  Ali,  1983:  768) 
A  uses  the  verb  &U  (p.  7),  which  denotes  'to  take  the  skin  off  the  body' 
as  a  metaphorical  translation  for  'had  gone',  implying  'he  had  spent 
eighty-four  days  in  pain'. 
(77)  When  the  boy  asked  the  old  man,  "Where  are  you  going?  " 
(p.  9),  Santiago  answered  him,  "Far  out  to  come  in  when  the 122 
wind  shifts.  I  want  to  be  out  before  it  is  light.  "  B  renders  this  by 
ýi 
. -.  awti  zxy  sLQJ  C  yz-ýj  (p.  16),  another  echo 
from  Surat  al-Bagarah,  using  a  phrase  which  denotes  "until  the 
white  thread  of  dawn  appear"  (tr.  All,  1983:  74) 
(78)  When  Santiago's  left  hand  becomes  uncramped,  he  begins 
to  shift  more  of  the  strain  to  it  and  "he  shrugged  the  muscles  of 
his  back  to  shift  the  hurt  of  the  cord  a  little.  "  A  renders  this  by 
cjx.  j  41  4.  The  phraseýj,  4.11 
i  ý,.  Ul  is  a  quotation  from  the  Qur'anic  Surat  Al-Sharh;  "And 
removed  from  thee  thy  burden,  the  which  did  gall  thy  back?  " 
(tr.  Ali,  1983:  1755). 
(79)  The  narrator  refers  to  the  position  of  the  sun  at  a  certain 
time  of  day:  "When  the  sun  had  risen  further  the  old  man 
realized  that  the  fish  was  not  tiring"  (p.  44).  A  renders  this  by 
Plc  JI  C.  j1u  j  `r.  tt  aý  iýl  (53).  The  word  Z.,  Lu  denotes 
'place  of  ascent',  as  in  Surat  Zukhruf  :  "for  everyone  that 
blasphemes  against  (God)  Most  Gracious,  silver  roofs  for  their 
houses,  and  (silver)  stair-ways  on  which  to  go  up"  (tr.  Ali, 
1983,1331) 
(80)  When  the  old  man  was  thinking  about  how  rarely  he  and 
the  boy  used  to  talk  when  they  fished  together,  he  thought,  "It 123 
was  considered  a  virtue  not  to  talk  unnecessarily",  (p.  3  1),  which 
translator  A  renders  it  by:  c$.  A  g  ; Uj  I  tl.  5 
(p.  39).  Here  he  uses  which  denotes  'to  believe',  for 
'considered'  and  the  word;  LLw  ,  which  connotes  'the  Sunnah  of 
the  Prophet  Muhammad'  (peace  be  upon  him),  to  translate  "a 
virtue" 
(S  1)  P.  17  "I  hope  no  fish  will  come  along  so  great.  " 
-  JIN. 
A.  22 
B.  25 
In  this  example  B  uses  the  word  41,  for  which  there  is  no 
correspondence.  A  prefers  not  to  make  any  additions  in  his  translation,  in 
order  to  make  his  style  fairly  close  to  the  original. 
(82)  In  another  place  in  the  novel,  when  the  old  man  is  thinking 
that  the  boy  might  help  him  rub  his  left  hand,  Santiago  thought, 
But  it  will  loosen  up  (52).  B  renders  this  by  r  toi  c 124 
A.  W 
(62). 
(p.  59),  unlike  A,  who  renders  it  by  ötiI  tm,  9tw,  , 
The  word  'God'  in  the  original,  is  rendered  by  a_ut  or  , 
41  in both 
Arabic  translations  rather  than  y,  41,  which  is  traditionally  reserved  for 
'God'  or  'the  lord'  as  we  may  see  in  the  following  examples: 
(83)  P.  34  "God  help  him  to  take  it.  " 
.  t+,  VI  t&uL  ti  A.  42 
.  ti  041  B.  42 
(84)  P.  37  "Thank  God  he  is  travelling.  " 
plot  ýt  t  ýi  a.  ut  i  ßt9  A.  44 
B.  44 
(85)  P.  53  "But  thank  God 
,  they  are  not  as  intelligent  as  we.  " 125 
. wes;  JýA  4.01a  4l  Ab  4L 
.  a,  L￿o  CV;  pj 
U  Ls  4  01  4  aoar119  t  .oZ.  t"JI 
c:  t09 
A.  64 
B.  60 
(86)  P.  72  "But  God  knows  he  has  had  enough  chances  to  learn.  " 
.  ýtrolvl  atao-j  ý:,  ýI.  t  . JI  üYL  r.  o  Of  fig  4..  Ul  ;  is 
vIja  irIr  4. 
ýW  %Lohm 
i 
, gär.  4Utr  rte'  0,433 
A.  86 
B.  78 
By  translating  'God'  as  . Jul,  both  translators  have  given  a  Muslim 
connotation  to  the  Christian-oriented  texts.  However,  in  the  following 
example  the  translators  render  the  word  'Christ'  differently.  A  renders  it 
by  thus  keeping  his  rendition  as  close  as  possible  to  the  original. 
B,  on  the  other  hand,  renders  it  by  at  ,  thereby  making  his  style  as  close 
to  the  TL  as  possible. 
(87)  P.  34  "Christ  knows  he  can't  have  gone.  " 126 
"  '3º'  of  vi  4v»  r  4f  A.  42 
.  oI  ..  rtLvio  at  B.  42 
3.5.3  The  use  of  emotive  words 
Sound  devices  such  as  alliteration  and  rhyme  can  have  expressive  value 
and  a  powerful  influence  on  Arabic  speakers.  In  the  words  of  Hitti 
(1937:  90,  cited  in  Aziz  (1995,88), 
No  people  in  the  world,  perhaps,  manifest  such  enthusiastic 
admiration  for  literary  expression  and  are  moved  by  the 
word,  spoken  or  written,  as  the  Arabs.  Hardly  any  language 
seems  to  be  capable  of  exercising  over  the  minds  of  its  users 
such  irresistible  influence  as  Arabic.  Modem  audiences  in 
Baghdad,  Damascus  and  Cairo  can  be  stirred  to  the  highest 
degree  by  the  recital  of  poems,  only  vaguely  comprehended, 
and  by  the  delivery  of  orations  in  the  classical  tongue, 
though  it  be  only  partially  understood.  The  rhythm,  the 
rhyme,  the  music,  produce  on  them  the  effect  of  what  they 
call  "lawful  magic". 127 
Both  translators,  in  their  endeavouring  to  make  their  translations  natural 
and  to  achieve  the  target  of  maximum  effect,  resort  to  the  employment  of 
highly  emotive  words  and  phrases,  Below  are  a  few  examples. 
(88)  P.  5  "It  made  the  boy  sad  to  see  the  old  man  come  in  each 
day. 
" 
"Ps'  Js  cý  cý.  ri  ýý  xýcý  ;  4ý  ýs,  ý  ý;,  i  p,  ýýs9  B.  11 
In  this  example,  the  word  'sad'  in  the  original  sentence  could  have  been 
translated  by  but  B  prefers  to  heighten  the  emotive  tone  of  the 
original  sentence  by  using  the  more  emotive  collocational  expression 
,  which  literally  means  'to  make  an  incision  in  the  boy's  heart',  PL  11  ktjj, 
which  obviously  is  more  emotive  than  'sad'. 
(89)  P.  6  "Others,  of  the  older  fishermen  looked  at  him  and  were 
sad.  " 128 
.ay;  ýeJl  oac  Jug  4.  JI  14  itg..  hý  v3,  j4011  lol 
"L°  ____ 
ý.  i_'!  aJf  Výfy.  slý  aä9  ýv.,  ýt  aJ1  Z,  Lol 
A.  9 
B.  13 
In  this  example,  the  older  fishermen  look  upon  the  old  man  as  unlucky 
and  no  longer  the  champion  he  used  to  be.  In  order  to  render  the  word 
'sad',  both  translators  seem  to  upgrade  the  emotiveness  of  the  situation  to 
its  highest  degree.  A  uses  the  metaphorical  phrase  r*  ýý, 
meaning  'their  hearts  are  full  of  grief.  B,  on  the  other  hand,  uses  a  series 
of  nouns 
respectively. 
(90) 
sL  j3  ýqt  t9  iwhich  mean  'in  sorrow,  regret,  and  pity' 
When  the  boy  says  to  the  old  man,  "I  could  go  with  you 
again"(p.  6),  B  adds  the  following  phrase  prior  to  the  old  man's 
answer:  `}  . fit  pup  1t  P  uiI  CiLoI  its  (p.  12).  This  actually 
means,  'the  boy's  words  were  a  sign  of  gratitude'.  This  also 
shows  how  B  wants  to  make  the  situation  very  emotive  for  the 
reader,  and  to  highlight  the  warm  attachment  between  the  boy 
and  the  old  man. 129 
(91)  P.  10  "'The  mast  was  nearly  as  long  as  the  one  room  of  the 
shack.  " 
"  cri  ,  ýrw  rý  a  ri  VJo,  i,  iC  arI  ,tlB.  17 
B  prefers  to  heighten  the  emotive  tone  of  the  original  sentence,  by  using 
the  word  ti  ,  the  literal  meaning  of  which  'orphan',  for  'one  room'. 
He  could  have  chosen  ögýi,  but  he  wants  to  make  the  reader  feel  how 
poor  the  old  man  is,  a  theme  Hemingway  further  elaborates  on  by  his 
description  of  the  material  objects  in  the  shack. 
(92)  P.  16  'The  great  Sisler's  father  was  never  poor.  ' 
.,  ill  ö,  l,  ra  Lý,  3ºý  ý!  oVi  u19.1X11)  «:  ý  Lc  B.  24 
B  uses  the  collocation  ,, w  ö.  jtyo  jaý  ti  to  denote  that  Sisler's  father  had 
'never  experienced  the  bitterness  of  poverty,  '  a  fuller  rendering  than 
the  single  English  word  in  the  ST. 130 
(93)  P.  29  "He  had  no  mysticism  about  turtles.  " 
A.  36 
(94)  P.  29  "Most  people  are  heartless  about  turtles.  ' 
.  ýyi.  wJt  ýtc:  lt  ,  "w  ö,  ýi  vý  ýal.;  llwo  ul  A.  36 
In  the  above  two  examples  A  renders  the  words  'mysticism'  and 
'heartless'  with  the  highest  emotive  choice  of  phrases.  Thus,  aIwtp  * 
denotes  'his  heart  is  not  as  hard  as  stone'  and  Ott  o.  1;,  meaning  'a 
tiny  amount  of  pity',  is  used  to  denote  'unkind'.  It  seems  that  the 
translator  is  aware  that  in  this  kind  of  emotional  situation,  Arab  readers 
usually  expect  a  highly  emotive  choice  of  words. 
(95)  P.  62  "He  let  his  hand  dry  in  the  air  then  grasped  the 
line  with  it  and  eased  himself  as  much  as  he  could.  " 
.  ý0ýý0,11  o,  ýº.  MýýI}Iý  ýlgý  ý,  }  JI  ýslggJl  ýsý.?  ci  oý  ýjý9  A.  47 131 
A  renders  'eased  himself  as  much  as  he  could'  by 
. 59,  otl  Z1.  )19, 
meaning  'and  he  eased  his  worn  out  body',  in  order  to  engage  readers  in 
emotional  participation  in  the  old  man's  ordeal. 
(96)  P.  81  "But  he  cleaned  the  harpoon  line  and  let  it  run  slowly 
through  his  raw  hands.  ' 
A.  95 
A  makes  'his  raw  hands'  physically  explicit  in  order  to  add  an 
atmosphere  of  sadness  about  the  condition  of  the  old  man's  hands. 
(97)  P.  105  "then  he  saw  the  old  man's  hands  and  started  to. 
He  went  out  very  quietly  to  go  to  bring  some  coffee  and  all  the 
way  down  the  road  he  was  crying.  " 
y9.  ß  1.0  .0  4bSJ1  ;.  1-AG  .!  I  tý.  f9"  L  'I9  j9?  ý!  t  ýj.,  41  ý5ý  ý5>>  eil  w  A.  124 
.  ý,  ý  ,j  ip"JrF  ý:,  ýcs  ýJ9.  ö  ri  gar  J.  1 132 
In  this  example,  the  word  'cry'  in  the  original  sentence  is  rendered  by 
which  denotes  'to  sob',  and  'crying'  by  aý,  ý  j,  %;,;  e"a  ý-JLc 
which  means  'the  tears  were  falling  down  on  his  cheeks'.  While  the 
original  word  denotes  a  simple  action,  its  Arabic  rendition  takes  it  one 
step  further  by  adding  emotive  dramatization  to  the  act  of  crying.  The 
same  purpose  is  equally  evident  in  the  following  examples: 
(98)  P.  107  "'I  missed  you,  '  he  said.  " 
B.  114 
For  the  simple  phrases  'I  missed  you'  and  'he  said',  B  uses  tat, 
which  denotes  literally  'I  completely  lost  you',  and  4w3  q  which 
denotes  'my  [dear]  son'. 
(99)  B  renders  the  following  passage  as  a  poem. 
"But  in  the  dark  now  and  no  glow  showing  and  no  lights  and 
only  the  wind  and  the  steady  pull  of  the  sail  he  felt  that 
perhaps  he  was  already  dead.  He  put  two  hands  together  and 
felt  the  palms.  They  were  not  dead  and  he  could  bring  the  pain 133 
of  life  by  simply  opening  and  closing  them.  He  leaned  his 
back  against  the  stern  and  knew  he  was  not  dead.  His 
shoulders  told  him"  (p.  100). 
.  ýSw  . fatA9 
s 
.  btJ 
'r&J'  1J'3 
? 
tt9  Ji1)t  iL  :  ￿s:  3  i 
.  ýgoJv 
"0'. 
jjpý  rtis 
LOA 
pF- 
.  cjLd  d!  o,  ý,  i9  ýc  ,:;  ý9  ra  r  zrý!  J9ý  J4 
.  Jw  ý;,  ýAa  ý!  dý  ý 
(p.  107)  !  oL  S  dt  h  .  Jt9  I.  WA 
It  seems  that  B  tries  to  match  Hemingway's  stylistic  power,  modulating 
sentences  with  rhythms  and  visual  images  so  that  they  read  like  poetic 
vignettes. 
3.5.4  The  use  of  emphatic  morphemes 
This  stylistic  device  is  very  well  evident  in  A's  version.  He  uses  it  in 
order  to  elevate  the  emotive  tone  of  his  translation,  as  is  clear  from  the 
following  examples. 134 
(100)  P.  8  "If  you  were  my  boy  I  'd  take  you  out  and 
gamble.  " 
.  ý:  l019  ý.  La  fIý:  lJS  ý:  1ý  S  a!  9  ý;,  M.  t  9!  A.  11 
The  verb  'take'  has  been  rendered  by  j1w  I.  Then  the  translator  adds  the 
emphatic  morpheme  '...  j'  which  creates  an  emotive  overtone  that  does 
not  exist  in  the  original  sentence. 
(101)  P.  54  "I  promise  to  make  a  pilgrimage  to  the  Virgin  of 
Cobre  if  I  catch  him.  " 
.  tgýI-aoI  lo  ISI  c  IjJ4I  I jo  ýJI 
"?  l  t 
`J.  e  A.  65 
A  resorts  to  double  emphatic  morphemes.  First,  he  renders  the  verb 
'promise'  by  i  which  denotes  'to  swear'.  Then  he  adds  the  emphatic 
morpheme  ...  j  to  this  verb,  and  also  to  the  other  verb,  ý`t  , 
in  order  to 
elevate  the  emotive  effect  of  the  whole  sentence. 135 
Further  examples  of  emotive  effect  added  by  the  translator  through  the 
use  of  emphatic  morphemes  can  be  seen  in  the  following: 
(102)  P.  16  "I  know.  It  was  a  great  mistake.  He  might  have  gone 
with  us.  Then  we  would  have  that  for  all  of  our  lives.  " 
v  9-19  taw 
`mo  w  v1  jet  I  Do  CLS,  xÄi  .ö.,  S  ZL-ýc  6Ais  .  Sý  i  A.  21 
.  wc  J31V  Lob"4  is  s 
(103)  P.  75  "It  may  make  him  jump  though  and  I  would  rather  he 
stayed  circling  now.  " 
"Lg'  fý9ý  ý.  ý.  °ý9  9f  ýL;  ýt  vl  ý1  uLs  J9  9JI  ýt  1,3ºý  Lý  .  ý9  A.  89 
3.5.5  The  use  of  rhythmical  balance 
Arabic  is  a  poetic  and  flowery  language  and  the  Arab  reader's  reaction 
to  a  rhythmical  sentence  is  one  of  total  involvement.  Translators 
normally  use  this  device  in  order  to  make  the  text  more  assertive.  Below 
are  some  examples  of  A's  use  of  rhythmical  balance. 136 
(104)  P.  25  "The  sun  rose  t  from  the  sea.  " 
,  ý:  'o  v!  A.  31 
In  this  example  the  translator  could  have  rendered  the  word  'thinly'  by 
14,  only,  but  since  this  word  ends  with  the  sound  /a/,  it  has  been 
supported  by  uu  ja  word  which  has  the  same  meaning  and  which 
ends  with  the  same  sound  as  Ai4j. 
(105)  P.  34  "Maybe  he  has  been  hooked  before  and  remembers 
something  of  it.  " 
.  oto  tý  ý;  ro  örü,  33ý  014r 
UwL  vý  ttB.  43  Jj 
(106)  P.  77  "sometimes  they  would  swim  easily  in  his 
shadow.  " 137 
.  06  A1  &G  J.  )io  s9  A.  91 
The  word  'easily'  could  have  been  rendered  by  of  only,  but,  because 
it  ends  with  the  sound  /I/  or  /ayn/  because  of  its  occurrence  in  a 
prepositional  phrase  it  has  been  supported  by  -ý,  another  word 
which  has  approximately  the  same  meaning  and  which  ends  with  the 
same  sound  as 
Other  examples  of  such  additions  that  have  occurred  in  A's  rendition  and 
which  are  the  result  of  his  attempt  to  achieve  rhythmical  balance  can  be 
seen  in  the  following  passages: 
(107)  P.  29  "'The  iridescent  bubbles  were  beautiful.  But  they 
were  the  falsest  things  in  the  sea.  " 
.5  1a9  t  äý  tý  ýl'a`fSJI  f  tgý.  ýJ9  äälß  ugUl  iä11  täýJl  ý:,  ýts  A.  36 138 
(108)  P.  33  "But  today  is  eighty-five  days  and  I  should  fish  the 
day  well.  " 
°Wl  `sr°9'  Yb  Iris  X19  A.  40 
(109)  P.  46  "He  looked  around  for  the  bird  now  because  he  would 
have  liked  him  for  company.  " 
sl  "ý  utS  ýI  ýgs  11  uc  (IN  alga  Lo  j  Abp  `f  U!.  13  A.  56 
3.5.6  The  use  of  the  accusative 
Both  translators  in  their  renderings  of  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea  inject 
some  stylistic  devices  appropriate  to  Arabic.  One  of  these  devices  is  the 
accusative  Pubi  JAI.  Below  are  some  examples  from,  both 
translations. 
(110)  P.  63  "He  did  not  truly  feel  good  because  the  pain  from  the 
cord  across  his  back  had  almost  passed  pain.  " 139 
rbj  4  B.  69 
.w  UZI  LooyI  jo 
B  uses  as  a  stylistic  device  to  elevate  the  emotive  effect  of 
the  original. 
(111)  P.  76  "The  sea  had  risen  considerably.  " 
. 
WL  (cam  ý,  ýiüý1  JI  olw  ý:,  ýtS9  A.  90 
A  renders  'risen  considerably'  by  JL'  LtajI  I  to  make  his  translation 
more  emotive. 
(112)  P.  23  "She  is  kind  and  very  beautiful.  But  she  can  be  cruel 
and  it  comes  so  suddenly.  " 
öT  tý..,  aL  v}5..  ß  vl  a.  J9  ä.  ý,  ý,  äi  Zc'  5  4j.  . L'u'a'°J1  vl  B.  31 
.  mac  lklaa 140 
(113)  P.  70  "He  woke  with  the  jerk  of  his  right  fist  coming  up 
against  his  face  and  the  line  burning  out  through  his  right 
hand.  " 
A.  83 
. 
ýý 
(114)  P.  78  "On  the  next  circle  the  fish's  back  was  out  but  he  was 
a  little  too  far  from  the  boat.  " 
ý,  ýw 
. )Jill  vc  ult  Sig  stroll  Jul  öj9alf  ý9  A.  92 
.  JtM  i»G 
(115)  P.  74  But  the  circles  were  much  shorter  now.  " 
A.  88 
3.6  The  translators'  renderings  of  cultural  concepts 
Language  and  culture  are  two  inseparable  elements  in  the  definition  of 
translation.  Nida  (1964,90)  states  that  "the  person  who  is  engaged  in 141 
translating  from  one  language  into  another  ought  to  be  aware  of  the 
contrast  in  the  two  languages.  " 
Translation  from  English  into  Arabic  may  raise  more  problems  than 
from  English  into  any  other  Indo-European  language.  Indo-European 
languages  to  some  extent  share  common  linguistic  and  cultural  origins. 
Deficient  familiarity  with  the  cultural  background  of  the  ST  causes  many 
of  the  mistranslations  that  are  encountered  in  the  translations  of  The  Old 
Man  and  the  Sea.  In  fact,  the  translator  must  bear  in  mind  that 
all  meaning  is  culturally  conditioned.  He  must  endeavour  to 
enable  the  receptor  language  readers  to  interpret  the  message 
in  terms  of  their  own  culture.  He,  too,  should  be  aware  of  the 
fact  that  they  cannot  draw  on  the  experiences  of  the  source 
text  writer,  but  only  on  their  own.  To  recapitulate,  the 
translator  must  make  it  possible  for  the  reader  to  understand 
the  message  in  light  of  the  source  text  background.  To  do 
this  he  must  supply,  at  some  point,  the  information  needed. 
Some  can  be  woven  into  the  translation,  when  appropriate, 
but  much  of  this  background  will  need  to  be  given  in 
introductions,  notes,  or  glossaries,  (Larson,  1984,441) 142 
The  specific  cultural  problems  we  intend  to  highlight  include  those 
which  relate  to  adequate  rendering  of  the  following:  (1)  geographical 
names,  (2)  food  items,  (3)  weights  and  measures  (4)  sexual  references 
(5)  baseball  terms,  and  (6)  the  significance  of  biblical  names. 
3.6.1-  Geographical  names 
(116)  A  renders  'Gulf  Stream'  (p.  5)  by  L*iv  ýt  (p.  7)  in  addition  to 
explaining  its  meaning  in  a  footnote,  whereas  B  inaccurately  renders  it 
by  , ýt  (p.  11),  in  which  the  word  ate  has  no  correspondence. 
He  has  not  explained  it  in  the  footnotes.  It  might  be  a  printing  error. 
According  to  Bonynge,  (1977,30)  the  "Gulf  Stream  is  a  warm  sea- 
current,  one  strand  of  which  flows  at  a  rate  of  6.5  kilometres  (four  miles) 
per  hour  between  the  Florida  Keys  and  Cuba,  into  the  Atlantic.  "  It  is 
important  to  know  that  Americans  and  Europeans  are  in  one  way  or 
another  familiar  with  this  name.  This  is  obviously  not  true  for  Arab 
readers. 
3.6.2.  Food  items 143 
(117)  A  renders  'a  pot  of  yellow  rice  with  fish'  (p.  11)  byt  jftt  ce  ja,  9 
l  ß(p.  15).  Here  the  word  ßa9  is  a  more  classical  Arabic  term  than 
He  renders  'yellow  rice'  by  cjIj  tl  ,  which  actually  denotes  'rice 
with  saffron',  which  in  fact  he  explains  in  a  footnote.  B,  on  the  other 
hand,  relies  on  word-for-word  translation  and  renders  the  text  by  saº;,  ý 
j  jSri  (p.  18).  The  words  jtj  j,  ýt  could  refer  to  rice 
cooked  with  turmeric  or  with  saffron.  Although  'black  beans'  is  not  a 
well-known  food  item  in  most  of  the  Arab  world,  A's  rendition  of  black 
beans,  and  rice,  fried  banana,  and  some  stew'  (p.  14)  by  j,  "9  tjji9  w,  t 
e.  tf1tý9  is  close  to  the  original.  B  renders  it  by  ýýi9  ýºi 
,a 
kind  where  jqö  is  broad  beans',  but  the  word  L-iu 
of  ragout  is  only  known  in  some  Arab  countries  . 
Both  translators  fail  adequately  to  render  'in  two-decker  container' 
(p.  14).  B's  choice  of  3  and  (p.  22)  is  inappropriate.  The  word 
Acdenotes  'post,  shaft,  and  pole',  and  denotes  'bowl,  dish,  and 144 
plate'.  A  provides  a  satisfactory  translation,  although  his  rendition  ate 
sounds  less  idiomatic  than  the  original.  It  would  have  been 
better  to  render  this  term  by)iw 
. 
3.6.3  Weights  and  Measures 
Both  translators  render  terms  for  weights  and  measures  as  they  are 
mentioned  in  the  novel.  There  is  no  attempt  to  come  up  with  their  Arabic 
equivalents,  making  it  difficult  for  Arab  readers  to  comprehend  the 
meaning  whenever  they  stumble  upon  these  terms.  What  follows  are  but 
some  examples  of  these  difficulties. 
(P.  118)  "dressed  out  over  a  thousand  pounds.  " 
-4. 
ý-9ý1  Ce  Cýi  'Z&-) 
-4  - gej-6k,  ýe  poi  o;  lsýuw 
(119)  "there  was  a 
A.  15 
B.  19 
sudden  deep  of  seven  hundred 
fathoms.  " 145 
-:  6U:  UWAtm!  ýlLH  Lt  ott  aýo,  c  A.  28 
B.  31 
Both  translators  provide  explanations  in  footnotes.  A  explains  'fathoms' 
clearly,  whereas  B  explains  'fathoms'  in  terms  of  'feet'  rather  than 
'metres'.  A  is  somewhat  inconsistent  in  his  rendering  of  measurements. 
Although  he  uses  the  British  imperial  system,  we  find  him  on  page  30 
adding  &J  all  6:  tL  :  ýo  aý13  oä  ml  or  'there  was  no  part  of  the  hook'. 
Also,  he  renders  the  Portuguese  man-of-war's  deadly  filaments  'trailing  a 
yard  behind  it'  as  1g.  ß  toj-6  ZJWi  äßo  äýtgýý'ýt  týu4i9.  B,  on  the  other 
hand,  overlooks  this  text. 
(P.  120)  "He'll  weigh  ten  pounds.  " 
up  1ö  ýc  v  L*;  j9  of 
UP  1ö  gxi  v  jý  lgý  I 
A.  38 
B.  39 
(P.  121)  "he  is  two  feet  longer  than  the  skiff.  " 146 
"  aý  dill  J1.61  A.  63 
"  ýý9ýJýý!  B.  59 
(P.  122)  "the  old  man  could  not  raise  him  an  inch.  " 
. 
1.  ý19  t.;  ý  1  lgýý'  of  Oct.,..  Jt  1aýcI  A.  44 
.  ö.  WLZO  :  ýc  LOY  v`t  ý9arýJý  ,qf!  9  B.  44 
Conveying  here  that  translator  B  prefers  to  use  an  Arabic  expression  of 
the  same  meaning  as  the  original. 
(P.  123)  "school  of  porpoise  that  stretched  for  eight  or  ten 
miles.  ' 
.V 
WYE  i  mi  t  4j  ,JVJ.,  j  ice.  1j 
.  öTic  9i  lwt  luv  rº+  JýJI  4  :.  to,...  ýi  ýo  Vý.  ýa 
A.  82 
B.  75 
3.6.4  Sexual  references 147 
In  this  subject  of  cultural  differences,  sexual  references  are  a  very 
sensitive  area,  especially  in  Arab  society.  Below  are  examples  from  both 
translations. 
(P.  124)  When  Santiago  talked  about  turtles,  he  mentioned 
something  about  their  love-making:  "the  huge,  stupid 
logger-heads...  strange  in  their  love-making"  (p.  29). 
.  3,  *  65.  UL  o  WLJI  laxi  sf  A.  36 
A  uses  a  general  word,  I,  which  could  mean  either  love  or  sex  in 
general,  in  an  attempt  to  approximate  the  original  meaning  to  the  TL 
reader.  The  problem  with  this  strategy  is  that  the  choice  could  be 
ambiguous,  as  it  is  in  this  example.  It  would  be  better  to  render  it  by  aý 
JI  cat  ýýt  ýt.  B  takes  the  bold  step  of  omitting  this  text. 
Hemingway  describes  the  scene  where  the  old  man  passed  a  great  island 
of  Sargasso  weed  as  follows: 148 
(125)  P.  61  "as  they  passed  a  great  island  of  Sargasso  weed  that 
heaved  and  swung  in  the  light  sea  as  though  the  ocean  were 
making  love  with  something  under  a  yellow  blanket.  " 
-ý' 
vLr  ß.  r'9'  9'ýI  utS9  r9ro,  %+all  ý,  lcjlý  .c  ýo  ö,  ws  oý;?  ýl;  s  U  ýs  A.  73 
.  oI  yltac  ý;,  ýi  Lo  ýý.,:, 
ßs9  Z9lraý'9  ýrýä  ,:  -ý'lS9  r'"ýý  vlr:.  cf  v.  o  SýoJI  ßa19  6y  B.  68 
`mac  ,  ý9  Lý,  if  ül.  fa.  ýJ  ,  -ro  d.  i_  j  d.;.  Ply  ,iß,  9o  i;  +  . L-  roll  i.  itt'  ow 
!  sfý#o  ösm&ý  oj*lý 
A  uses  Jjtk,  an  ambiguous  term  that  can  denote  either  'to  display 
amorous  behaviour  toward  a  woman'(Wehr,  1976,672)  or  'make  love  to 
a  woman'.  B,  on  the  other  hand,  prefers  the  expression  cjtt  j 
sit,  which  is  a  socially  acceptable  way  of  denoting  what  the  original 
means.  Moreover,  he  explains  this  further  by  his  choice  of  o  asj 
s  Imo  öyirw 
. 149 
On  another  occasion  the  old  man  expressed  his  feelings  towards  the 
deadly  Portuguese  man-of-war's  purple  filaments  in  the  following 
manner: 
(126)  P.  28  "'Aqua  mala,  '  the  old  man  said.  'You  whore.  '" 
Although  A  overlooks  'agua  mala'  which  denotes  bad  water',  he  renders 
'you  whore'  by  ö  tit  c$:  a  isI  (35),  which  is  socially  acceptable  to 
Arabs.  B,  however,  overlooks  the  section  including  this  phrase. 
During  the  first  night  after  hooking  the  marlin,  the  old  man  remarks  that 
the  fish  "took  the  bait  like  a  male  and  he  pulls  like  a  male  and  his  fight 
has  no  panic  in  it"  (p.  40).  Describing  Santiago's  love  of  the  sea,  the 
narrator  comments  that  "he  always  thought  of  the  sea  as  la  mar  which  is 
what  people  call  her  in  Spanish  when  they  love  her.  Sometimes  those 
who  love  her  say  bad  things  of  her  but  they  are  always  said  as  though  she 
were  a  woman"  (p.  34).  Unlike  some  fishermen  who  speak  of  the  sea  "as 
el  mar  which  is  masculine",  Santiago  "always  thought  of  her  as  feminine 
and  as  something  that  gave  or  withheld  great  favours,  and  if  she  did  wild 150 
or  wicked  things  it  was  because  she  could  not  help  them.  The  moon 
affects  her  as  it  does  a  woman,  he  thought.  "(p.  23)  The  sea  is  presented  as 
romanticized  and  feminine  both  cruel  and  cleansing"(Cliffs  notes,  1990, 
48). 
The  'marlin'  is  translated  as  t  by  A,  but  sometimes  äz.  11  thus,  it  is 
not  clear  to  the  TL  reader  what  the  gender  of  the  fish  really  is.  The  fish  is 
called  'my  brother'(p.  49),  a  phrase  which  both  translators  render  by 
,,;..  -*i 
'my  sister'.  They  also  render  'like  brothers'  in  "With  his  mouth  shut  and 
his  tail  straight  up  and  down  we  sail  like  brothers"  (p.  85)  by 
,;  -  `t  j 
(A.  100)  and  A4,  Z  (B.  73)  Elsewhere  the  old  man  says  "The  fish  is 
my  friend  too"(63),  a  statement  which  the  translators  render  respectively 
by  i  aý  äý  tt9  (A.  76)  and  LA 
.t  oa.  A  (B.  70). 
Furthermore,  they  render  "but  he  was  such  a  calm,  strong  fish  and  he 
J  seemed  so  fearless  and  so  confident"  by  ýtL4  ia9  tL 
aU6  ii  OVAL 
(A.  84)  Y  tg  w 
juLý,  f  (B.  77).  Notice  that  A  seems  to  be  aware  that  the  fish  is  a  Iri:  u 151 
male,  his  choice  of  refer  to  a  male  subject.  If  both 
translators  had  very  carefully  read  the  text,  more  specifically  "He  took 
the  bait  like  a  male  and  he  pulls  like  a  male  and  his  fight  has  no  panic  in 
it"  (p.  40),  which  A  renders  by  9  s, ý,  '  týis,  ýº;  ý  9dis  h  ß,,  t9  , mot 
, ýtt  tit  .4 
(A.  48)  and  B  renders  by  sr'  .r  in  c,  ala  jt  mot 
(B.  47),  they  would  have  realized  that 
the  fish  was  distinctly  a  male.  In  addition,  the  old  man  consistently  refers 
to  the  fish  as  'he',  not  'she'.  The  translators'  decisions  to  change  the  sex  of 
the  second  most  important  character  in  the  novel  to  a  female  rather  than 
a  male  weakens  the  quality  of  the  old  man's  struggle  against  the  fish.  It  is 
a  well-known  fact  that  all  Hemingway's  heroes  fight  male  opponents,  not 
females.  These  heroes  usually  possess  certain  qualities.  When  Santiago 
wishes  that  he  were  the  fish  'with  everything  he  has'(p.  54),  he  is  referring 
to  strength,  speed,  magnitude,  nobility,  and  dignity.  Such  qualities  are 
usually  associated  with  male  characters.  Therefore,  since  there  is  no 
exact  equivalent  for  the  word  'marlin',  it  would  have  been  better  if  both 
translators  had  provided  a  transliteration,  such  as  :.  t  jut  . 152 
3.6.5  Baseball  terms 
In  their  article  about  Baseball  in  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea,  Barbour  and 
Sattelmeyer  (1972,281)  have  noted  that  Hemingway 
presents  us  with  the  curious  problem  of  a  modern  novelist 
who  increasingly  requires  historical  annotation.  This  is 
especially  true  of  his  references  to  the  world  of  sport,  where 
the  names  of  yesterday's  heroes  may  evoke  only 
bewilderment.  For  foreign  readers  and  for  Americans  whose 
minds  are  uncluttered  with  old  earned-run  and  batting 
averages,  Hemingway's  many  baseball  references,  in 
particular,  warrant  explanation. 
The  following  are  examples  of  how  the  translators  tackle  references  to 
baseball  terms. 
(127)  P.  12  "When  I  come  back  you  can  tell  me  about  the  baseball.  " 
.  kgcl  troaýc  `ý1  stýi-  `;  . 0ei  vlc 
"  J!  '  ;  '''ý  '  `ý.  ýe'  Zýý  1  Lek 
A.  19 
B.  16 153 
Regardless  of  the  close  correspondence  between  both  A's  and  B's 
translations  and  the  ST,  both  of  them  fall  short  of  conveying  the 
denotational  associations  of  this  game  to  Arab  readers.  It  is  deeply 
rooted  in  American  culture,  but  is  relatively  unknown  in  the  Arab 
culture.  Because  there  is  no  conception  of  this  game  in  the  target 
language,  both  translators  have  resorted  to  transliteration,  which  baffles 
the  receptors.  It  would  be  helpful  if  both  translators  had  mentioned  the 
denotation  and  connotations  of  this  game  in  a  footnote  or,  more 
practically,  in  the  introductions  to  their  translations,  in  order  to  provide 
the  necessary  background  and  prevent  obscurity  in  the  text  in  the  TL. 
(128)  P.  12  "'The  Yankees  cannot  lose.  '" 
A.  16 
w.;;  u  Y.  ý-  C)  I  B.  19 
.  ULIM;  1,1441, 
.-C. 
Both  translators  find  the  proper  name  'the  Yankees'  a  rather  hard  nut  to 
crack.  This  is  because,  while  this  team  name  is  generally  well  known  in 
the  world  of  American  sport,  it  is  not  well  known  to  the  Arabs  because 154 
they  do  not  play  the  game.  Therefore,  being  aware  of  this  fact,  B 
helpfully  supplies  the  word  y  'team'.  Translator  A,  on  the  other  hand, 
resorts  to  a  footnote  in  which  he  mentions  that  this  "is  an  epithet  applied 
to  the  people  of  North  America  in  particular.  "  It  is  self-evident  that  the 
author  of  this  footnote  has  grasped  the  wrong  lexical  definition  of  the 
team  'Yankees',  so  that  his  note  is  completely  irrelevant  to  the  actual 
context  and  quite  misleading  to  the  receptor  of  the  TL.  Thus,  his  note 
should  be  expanded  to  explain  that  'the  Yankees'  refers  to  a  baseball  team 
in  New  York  City  whose  full  name  is  'the  New  York  Yankees'. 
Furthermore,  while  A's  choice  of  t3,44  jyy  for  'cannot  lose'  is  close 
to  the  original,  it  would  have  been  improved  by  the  addition  of 
'impossible'  ,.  ý.  tt  . 
B's  choice,  on  the  other  hand,  öV  Lt.  o  '  Y,  has 
no  futurity;  he  has  correctly  conveyed  the  sense  of  the  impossibility  for 
the  Yankees  to  lose. 
(129)  P.  12  "But  I  fear  the  Indians  of  Cleveland.  " 
t  O.  Lrjl  A.  16 155 
. 
',  mo  T  vA  4.4C 
JAW4  9  B.  19 
In  an  attempt  to  make  their  translation  communicative  to  the  receptors  of 
the  TL,  both  translators  render  the  word  'Indians'  by  ag;  A  (a  word  that 
refers  here  to  the  Red  Indians),  while  they  transliterate  the  place  name 
'Cleveland'.  It  seems  that  both  translators  fail  to  recognise  the 
deliberately  humorous  Spanish  word  order.  For  American  readers,  the 
humour  lies  in  the  fact  that  the  team  is  properly  called  'the  Cleveland 
Indians'  and  not  'the  Indians  of  Cleveland',  similar  to  the  nomenclature  of 
other  baseball  teams  such  as  'the  New  York  Yankees',  'the  Cincinnati 
Reds',  'the  Chicago  White  Sox',  and  'the  Detroit  Tigers'.  For  the  English 
reader,  parallel  humorous  renderings  might,  for  example,  be  'the  Arsenal 
of  Woolwich'  or  'The  Villa  of  Aston'.  It  is  worth  mentioning  that  the 
battles  in  the  game  in  the  baseball  Leagues  parallel  the  battle  of  the  old 
man's  life  at  sea.  To  sum  up,  it  is  evident  that  neither  of  the  translators 
has  been  able  to  convey  either  the  denotation  or  the  connotation  of  the 
main  intention  of  the  writer  in  referring  to  this  team  in  this  particular 
manner. 156 
(I  30)  P.  12  7  fear  both  the  Tigers  of  Detroit  d  the  Indians  of 
Cleveland.  " 
.  a.  ý19  C-il  ai  sT9  lei  A.  16 
.,  ýºiSJI%  9  ý4  C)  B.  19 
As  already  indicated  immediately  above,  both  translators  are  unable  to 
render  the  names  of  the  baseball  teams.  Here  A  uses  9ýýci  rather 
than  B's  choice,  on  the  other  hand,  of  ö  'tigresses',  which 
is  quite  inappropriate  and,  in  fact,  grammatically  incompatible  with  his 
own  prefixed  addition  'two  teams'  (masculine)  Commonly  the 
members  of  baseball  teams  are  males,  and  his  rendering  is  also 
incompatible  with  the  ST's  'the  Tigers'.  Further,  it  is  important  to  notes 
that  the  teams'  names  are  capitalized,  an  orthographic  device  which 
Arabic  lacks,  because  they  are  names  of  teams.  This  indicates  that  the 
best  course  would  have  been  to  transliterate,  a  fact  neglected  by  both 
translators. 157 
(131)  P.  12  "the  Reds  of  Cincinnati  and 
"  Chicago. 
the  White  Sox  of 
.  stJýtJ,  act(  4t  &IJJ.  &  Ui  ,  ro.  >  sT 
yJJ  3Iiiw 
A.  16 
B.  19 
In  this  example,  both  translators  have,  through  their  lack  of  knowledge 
about  baseball,  misunderstood  the  whole  text.  A.  for  example,  not  only 
translates  'Reds'  asi  rather  than  transliterates  it,  but  also  renders 
'White  Sox  of  Chicago'  as  resorting  to  word-for-word 
translation,  a  strategy  which  in  fact  makes  the  name  of  the  team  quite 
humorous.  B  also  translates  'Reds'  as  1  and  'White'  as  ,  rather 
than  transliterating  the  team  names. 
(132)  P.  15  "1  must  take  Brooklyn.  But  then  I  think  of  Dick  Sisler 
and  those  great  drives  in  the  old  park.  " 158 
99  ! jagt  tbj  rs-,  ý  ý9-ýý  9"ßr-ý9ý  L?  vi  "  A.  20 
w  :  L?  )Jv 
fuu  IS  yQýQll  ct_J/t  lýJ1j1ý`, 
..  il  c:  9ý'  Z?  JI.  sip 
B.  24 
. 
ý.  wýJt  ý,  ýcýloJl  ý 
,  "ý,,,  ýrµ,  tJl 
ý,.  -T. 
Although  the  two  translations  are  fairly  close  to  the  original,  both 
translators  fail  to  convey  the  exact  meaning  of  the  technical  term 
'drives'.  A's  rendition  conveys  the  meaning  of  'hits',  but  not  'home  runs'. 
Further,  'the  old  park'  should  be  transliterated,  for  it  is  the  name  of  the 
stadium  in  which  the  baseball  match  had  taken  place.  The  old  man 
remembers  Sisler  for  the  home  runs  he  had  hit  in  the  old  Tropical  Park 
while  playing  winter  ball  in  Havana.  B's  rendition,  on  the  other  hand,  of 
'those  great  drives"  by  tin  ju:  q  t  z-%13  is  totally  incompatible  with 
the  original.  The  word  'drives'  denotes  'scoring  system  in  baseball'  not 
'heroes'  Also,  he  has  mistranslated  'old  park'  as  .  tt  W. 
3.6.6  The  significance  of  biblical  names 159 
The  religious  references  in  the  story  are  presupposed  to  be  known  to  the 
participants,  so  that  no  tedious  explanations  are  given.  It  is,  of  course, 
true  that  the  more  the  reader  is familiar  with  the  cultural  background  of 
the  characters,  the  more  he  sees  interesting  implications  in  it. 
Although  most  Muslim  Arab  readers  are  familiar  with  some  Christian 
names,  especially  Jesus  Christ,  because  it  is  mentioned  in  the  Qur'an, 
they  are  not  familiar  with  the  Christian  tradition  nor  with  the  redemptive 
value  of  suffering  as  it  is  presented  in  Christianity.  Therefore,  it  is  not 
easy  for  them  to  immediately  comprehend  the  suffering  of  Santiago. 
Hence  the  topic  of  the  story. 
Brenner  (1991,32)  has  stated  that  Santiago  "exudes  a  strong  religious 
sensibility".  This  'Saint  James',  as  his  name  translates,  conjures  up  Saint 
Francis  of  Assisi,  known  for  his  love  for  the  birds  of  the  air  and  creatures 
of  the  land.  '  He  is  also  associated  with  ideas  of  faith:  "He  hasn't  much 
faith"(p.  6),  hope:  "it  is  silly  not  to  hope"  (p.  90),  and  love:  "You  loved 
him  when  he  was  alive  and  you  loved  him  after"(p.  91)  or  humili  :  "He 
was  too  simple  to  wonder  when  he  had  attained  humility"(9),  four 160 
concepts  basic  to  Christianity.  We  believe  that  the  Arab  reader's  attention 
should  be  drawn  to  this  fact  in  the  translation,  most  appropriately  in 
footnotes(see  Bonynge,  1977,16). 
However,  Bonynge,  (1977,16)  writes  that  the  reader  should  be 
cautioned  not  to  look  for  Christian  symbolism; 
Hemingway  does  not  intend  Santiago  to  represent  Christ,  or 
any  religious  figure,  but  he  uses  Christian  references  to 
underline  the  significance  of  the  old  man's  ordeal.  The 
Christian  story  of  Crucifixion  and  Resurrection  is  an  ideal 
example  of  the  belief  that  man  can  triumph  in  defeat,  and  by 
reflecting  the  suffering  of  Christ  in  the  story  of  Santiago, 
Hemingway  emphasizes  the  importance  of  this  theme. 
Therefore,  in  what  follows  are  but  some  examples  of  such  references  in 
the  story.  First,  Hemingway  has  deliberately  made  use  of  Christian 
symbolism  in  his  descriptions  of  Santiago's  physical  appearance,  as  in 
stating  that  his  "hands  had  deep  creased  scars"  (p.  5).  When  Santiago  saw 
the  first  of  the  sharks,  "'Ay',  he  said  aloud.  There  is  no  translation  for  this 
word  and  perhaps  it  is  just  a  noise  such  as  a  man  might  make, 
involuntarily,  feeling  the  nail  go  through  his  hands  and  into  the  wood. 
(P.  92)  In  the  scene  near  the  end,  Santiago  climbs  the  road  from  the 
harbour  to  his  shack  carrying  his  mast,  which  parallels  Christ's  carrying 161 
his  cross  to  Calvary.  "He  started  to  climb  again  and  at  the  top  he  fell  and 
lay  for  some  time  with  the  mast  on  his  shoulder  and  looked  at  the  road. 
A  cat  passed  on  the  far  side  going  about  its  business  and  the  old  man 
watched  it.  Then  he  just  watched  the  road"  (p.  104). 
(133)  P.  10  "there  was  a  picture  in  colour  of  the  Sacred  Heart  of 
Jesus  and  another  of  the  Virgin  of  Cobre.  " 
s1  ý3ýc.  i  ý￿S?  l19  ýý;  f  1,  t  Ikop1  A.  14 
.  y5  WJ  5  19  ýa,  ýº  L  JI  ý,.,  J  ýi'9ý°  °ý9'°  Jý  v1ý'ý  ý'ý'  c9  B.  18 
For  the  majority  of  Arab  readers  the  Arabic  text  denotes  something 
related  to  the  Christian  faith,  but  both  translators  fail  here  to  relate  to  the 
reader  something  of  the  religious  culture  of  Cubans.  They  partially 
render  'the  Virgin  of  Cobre'  by  cgs  st.,  aa  and  ytý,  u.  It  would  have  been 
better  if  they  had  explained  in  foot-  notes  that  these  are  typical  sacred 
pictures  to  be  found  in  any  poor  Catholic  home  in  Cuba  and  that  the 
Virgin  of  Cobre  is  a  sacred  figure  particularly  worshipped  on  the  island. 162 
CHAPTER  FOUR 
Mistranslations 
4.1  Definition  of  the  term  mistranslation 
However  careful  the  translator  may  be  in  seeking  to  transfer  the  ST  to 
the  TT  effectively,  it  is  inevitable  that  his  translation  may  deviate  in 
some  points  from  the  original  for  one  reason  or  another.  Mistranslation 
therefore  is  the  deviation  of  the  translation  from  the  original  and  shows  a 
translator's  failure  of  effort  in  the  translation  process.  Mistranslation 
occurs  for  many  reasons,  sometimes  because  of  a  translator's 
misunderstanding  of  a  word,  phrase,  or  sentence  in  the  original, 
sometimes  because  of  cultural  differences,  and  sometimes  because  of  a 
technical  use  of  words.  In  this  chapter  we  will  deal  with  those  errors, 
which  are  related  to  lexical  items  in  general,  while  cultural,  and  technical 
descriptive  details  will  be  dealt  with  in  their  respective  chapters.  The 
main  emphasis  here  will  be  on  misunderstanding  of  the  ST  and  wrong 
choice  of  single  lexical  items  due  to  carelessness.  Both  translations  have 
a  number  of  mistranslations  due  to  misunderstanding  of  the  ST, 163 
inaccurate  and/or  irrelevant  lexical  choice,  inconsistency,  additions,  and 
omissions. 
4.1.1  Misunderstanding  of  the  original  text 
(134)  P.  11  "How  would  you  like  to  see  me  bring  one  in  that 
dressed  out  over  a  thousand  pounds?  " 
sit;  6  ý,  j  al  i  oy  t%,;,.  t'l  C".;;  j  11  sa  J#  Is  A.  15 
silp.  )  a'  4:  ýQ  op  Zrýý  ''j  31  &.  zzxý  to  B.  19 
'vzol 
It  seems  that  both  translators  fail  to  understand  that  this  text  denotes  'a 
fish  that  weighed  over  a  thousand  pounds  even  after  being  gutted  and 
trimmed  (Graham,  1989,15),  not  'a  fish  weighing  more  than  one 
thousand  pounds.  Moreover,  A's  choice  of  its  ýýý  9  is  irrelevant.  This 
is  probably  due  to  his  misinterpretation  of  'that'  as  a  demonstrative 
pronoun  referring  to  his  boat,  rather  than  as  a  relative  pronoun  referring 
to  the  fish. 164 
(13  5)  P.  12  "Be  careful  or  you  will  fear  even  the  Reds  of 
Cincinnati  and  the  White  Sox  of  Chicago.  " 
Lw1  I  Y!  9  4  j..  ýe!  I'r  Lei  Y 
.  9.?  I  too  uä 
A.  16 
.  J;  t  t  gJE1  y)'3  '  Wit  -  Th9  6  1.,  E  j  B.  19 
In  this  example  A  fails  to  understand  the  actual  meaning  of  the  phrase 
'be  careful',  which  denotes  'don't  get  carried  away'.  In  his  attempt  to 
make  this  text  humorous,  Hemingway  changes  the  normal  word  order  in 
the  names  of  the  teams,  thus:  'the  Reds  of  Cincinnati'  for  the  Cincinati 
Reds  and  'the  White  Sox  of  Chicago'  for  the  Chicago  White  Sox.  It 
seems  that  the  translators  have  blindly  resorted  to  word-for-word 
translation,  leading  them  to  produce  inaccurate  renditions. 
(136)  P.  15  "he  might  have  gone  with  us.  Then  we  would  have 
that  for  all  of  our  lives.  " 165 
43t  ý}ýOtý9  ,  tt  sýo,  a.  ýw  5ý,  ý  ý;  ý04  Fl  o  vi  lilt  ýo  uts9  B.  24 
.,  Wit  J  1,41P  Lu 
B's  rendition  is  incompatible  with  the  original.  There  is  nothing  to 
suggest  that  Dick  Sisler  is  going  to  stay  all  of  the  rest  of  his  life  with 
them. 
(137)  P.  22  "The  old  man  knew  he  was  going  far  out.  " 
9 )t  6g3la4; 
1  ivJ,  9  A.  28 
A  fails  to  read  the  ST  very  carefully.  As  the  old  man  begins  his  journey, 
he  knows  that  he  is  going  'far  out'  (Cliffs  Notes,  1990,23),  not  'he 
knows  that  he  has  gone  very  far.  ' 
(138)  P.  24  "Before  it  was  really  light  he  had  his  baits  out  and  was 
drifting  with  the  current.  " 
.i  llýo-atrj,  4roWo1ß.  f1Z  1ýlgýJls9.  o  ýj`t  A.  30 166 
m)L￿i9&w,  o0,  cLojl  WU-  1.  Zleall  s4-;  o  JAZZ-  ul  `}x. 
99 
.J 
týhzn 
B.  33 
Both  translators  fail  to  understand  that  'before  it  was  really  light'  denotes 
'the  time  before  the  end  of  darkness',  not  'before  the  completion  of  the 
daylight,  which  denotes  that  the  light  is  already  there.  They  also 
mistranslate  'was  drifting  with  the  current'  as  meaning  t 4l  &  cj,  %  ats9 
and  ýL41  &a.,  tw9,  whereas  the  sentence  denotes  that  the  baits  are  drifting 
with  the  current. 
(139)  P.  32  "it  was  only  the  great  deep  prisms  in  the  blue  water  that 
the  old  man  saw  now  with  his lines  going  straight  down  into 
the  water  that  was  a  mile  deep.  " 
abgý,  ý  r-ý9 
.  1.19  Sao  ýl  JcuxroJl  ýo,  c  vl  ýa99.  ýcýýri  of  a 
flA  49W1 
omitted 
A.  40 
B.  40 167 
In  this  passage  A  fails  to  understand  that  'the  water  is  a  mile  deep'  is  a 
straightforward  fact  presented  by  the  writer.  The  word,,  aj,  which  denotes 
'to  estimate  or  to  assess',  does  not  convey  this  fact.  B,  by  contrast,  has 
omitted  to  translate  this  part  of  the  text. 
(140)  P.  36  "Have  you  been  long  enough  at  table?  " 
sP9bZj96ºýoöý;  ýaJ1d!  ý:,  M"  job 
?  rL&Wf  öWU  SC  t-s.  ta  Jtb  job 
A.  44 
B.  44 
The  literal  rendering  of  'Have  you  been  long  enough  at  table?  '  by  j 
and  sPttý  ö,  ýtA  Jtb  does  not 
exactly  convey  the  meaning  'if  the  fish  has  eaten  enough  of  the  sardines 
on  the  hook'. 168 
(141)  P.  41  "My  choice  was  to  go  there  to  find  him  beyond  all 
people" 
.,.  Yj  LjI  It  44  it  jlw  I  C)  I  uI  C)IIA.  50 
L  to  i9  B.  48 
A  has  successfully  rendered  the  text.  B  has  misunderstood  some  of  the 
meanings  when  he  selects  the  words  which  denote,  that  'the  old 
man  went  with  the  fish  all  the  way  far  from  all  the  people'.  This  is  not 
what  is  meant  in  the  ST.  This  rendition  destroys  one  important  statement 
in  the  story,  that  is,  that  it  was  the  old  man  who  was  looking  for  the  fish. 
(142)  P.  45  "What  are  birds  coming  to?  " 
.  ýIýJI  ýJ1  ýgýL  iI  gcaý  SwI  Lo  A.  55 
sty  B.  53 169 
In  this  example,  the  translators'  rendition  of  'What  are  birds  coming  to?  ' 
by  j  tit  ,.  di  O  tt  ýaºý  s,  t  L.  ,  which  denotes  'what  makes  birds  escape',  is 
incompatible.  This  rendition  overlooks  the  idea  that  the  old  man  knows 
what  the  fate  of  the  bird  will  be  'and  even  the  small  bird  that  rests 
momentarily  on  his  fishing  line  may  fall  to  the  hawks  before  reaching 
land.  '  (Halliday,  1957,2). 
(143)  P.  53  "He 
thought.  " 
is  a  great  fish  and  I  must  convince  him,  he 
"  lg  c  Jul 
.  Dagid4  1  CJ  1  ý,  ej  Z<"  41 
A.  63 
B.  60 
The  translators  fail  to  understand  that  this  phrase  in  this  context  denotes 
that  'he  must  force  the  fish  to  give  up'. 
(144)  P.  69  "Then  he  dreamed  that  he  was  in  the  village  on  his  bed 
and  there  was  a  norther  and  he  was  very  cold  and  his  right  arm 
was  asleep  because  his  head  had  rested  on  it  instead  of  a 
pillow.  " 170 
cs  ý  ll  ýý  ý:,  9.  ýJt  ý  aýir9  Zý?  o  a.,  t  Pt  . tt  sip  rJr  A.  82 
ýäý..,  ý  v1  v.  o  Y.  4  l,  oo  1&  1ý  vYt  LaiU`  mo  ýI  4cIj  V3. LS  "  .,  wjLitI  ßr.  1I  aý 
.  Lo  ö,  )  x%9.9 
,,  ýý  ßu  JLO-Wt  CLL,  SIC 
L5 
jwf  a;  b  rbLv,  B.  75 
.  lgýc  roJI  JL1  týeJ  i  44  vgl  ýolýw  ß,  J  9  ýcr'ýL 
Although  both  translations  are  comprehensible,  they  fail  to  disambiguate 
to  the  reader  the  reality  from  the  dream  in  their  Arabic  text.  Santiago 
'finds  himself  asleep  on  his  own  bed  in  the  village,  but  his  right  arm  is 
paralyzed  because  his  head  rests  on  it  instead  of  on  the  pillow,  and  it  is 
very  cold.  The  actual  discomfort  of  his  ordeal  penetrates  into  the  dream' 
(Cliffs  Notes,  1990,35). 
(145)  P.  82  "It  is  not  much  more  than  noon,  he  thought.  And  the 
trade  wind  is  rising.  The  lines  all  mean  nothing  now.  The  boy 
and  I  will  splice  them  when  we  are  home.  " 171 
I  tirls;  3  :  Ai;  Cj  IS  Jt919  A.  97 
ui  4  4.:  wi  Lo  J'A  j9-ß  9.  P9-oJt  A6  sly  cif;  w  rbl  L  16  JL.  ýIj  .  ý., 
.  fit  s.  d! 
A's  translation  W1  a4  which  denotes  'he  no  longer  needs  the  lines  from 
today  onward',  is  not  quite  compatible  with  the  original.  If  the  translator 
had  paid  close  attention  to  the  next  sentence,  he  would  have  seen  that  the 
old  man  would  splice  them  with  the  boy.  In  other  words,  he  plans  to  use 
them  in  the  near  future.  He  should  have  rendered  it  as  ýýrt.  Moreover,  his 
rendition  of  'The  boy  and  I  will  splice  them'  as  Ui  c  Leza  La  Jot  j,  ßt9 
PývLV9  is  inappropriate.  He  shifts  the  focus  from  the  boy  to  the  man,  while 
the  writer  seems  to  emphasize  that  the  old  man  is  tiring  now  and  it  is  the 
boy  who  can  do  most  of  the  labouring  work.  This  carries  on  in  the  next 
sentence,  where  he  incorrectly  renders  'when  we  are  home'  by  01 
(146)  P.  89  "Now  the  bad  time  is  coming  and  I  do  not  even  have  a 
harpoon.  " 172 
"  ug?  ý  ý5  9ý  s9.  ß'  ut  äý  lt 
`jt9ý'ýt  9i  ,ý9A.  104 
There  is  no  correspondence  between  'now  the  bad  time  is  coming',  which 
denotes  'a  hard  time  is  coming',  and  A's  rendition  jf  ýýl  9ý  t&  5 
.`  which  denotes  'the  weather  is  getting  worse'.  Furthermore, 
he  overlooks  the  word  'even'  in  'I  do  not  even  have  a  harpoon'. 
(147)  P.  90  "he  watched  only  the  forward  part  of  the  fish  and  some 
of  his  hope  returned.  " 
JAý1  oa91.  c9  .  aIS  ý.  ocýl  srJl  r.  c  ý5ý'  vý  Zwý1  ell-e°'  roJ9 
A.  106 
.  yý.  Swi  `j  W- 
9  ,  which  denotes  'the  old  man  was  not  His  rendition  two  etw  Cýrj 
able  to  watch'  for  'he  watched',  is  incompatible.  Furthermore,  in  the 
context  of  the  situation  the  writer  emphasizes  the  old  man's  hopefulness, 
whereas  the  use  of  ýt  rot  means  that  the  old  man  tried  to  look  at 
the  fish  but  could  not,  as  if  something  prevented  him  from  looking  at  the 
rest  of  the  fish. 173 
(148)  P.  101  "'Don't  be  silly,  '  he  said  aloud.  And  keep  awake  and 
steer.  You  may  have  much  luck  yet.  I'd  like  to  buy  some  if 
there's  any  place  they  sell  it,  'he  said' 
Up,  !i  CýZY  A.  118 
-  La  0  LSZO  j  &-  X.  LAýýJr-  Lo  SPI  40-1*1  4:  ýo  Lt-.  ý  41zi  131  . 111  )Si'l 
There  is  no  correspondence  between  A's  renditionLi  tom, 
which  denotes  'I'd  like  to  buy  some  of  its  meat'  and  the  ST  which  refers 
to  the  old  man's  desire  to  buy  luck. 
(149)  P.  101  "I  would  take  some  though  in  any  form  and  pay 
what  they  asked.  " 
ii  i-u  Le  `JS 
jpj  f  6e9*j  Flo  öý9.0  . 1cr.  xlf  ýylý  to  1  jF,  fw 
ßi1 
ýc9  A.  119 
. 
47j 
Once  more  A  fails  to  render  the  ST  correctly.  He  renders  'pay  what  they 
asked'  by  a.  ß.  9  to  Js  i  Jo  ,  which  denotes  'I  will  do  all  that 
they  ask'.  He  is  referring  to  something  completely  different. 174 
As  we  can  see,  both  translators  on  many  occasions  fail  to  render  the  ST 
successfully.  There  follow  more  examples,  presented  without  comments, 
for  all  the  errors  are  obvious. 
(150)  P.  45  "There  was  yellow  weed  on  the  line  but  the  old  man 
knew  that  only  made  an  added  drag  and  he  was  pleased.  " 
5.4d1  ýtý,  c1'1  ucw  ult9 
. lL  L  fl  t41g!  o.  16),  o  AUý  aýaltýo  ý  Li  sill  ýFt  1  a'  v! 
B.  52 
(151)  P.  55  "I  wish  a  flying  fish  would  come  on  board 
tonight.  " 
.  ZL1UI  A  öý  tb  ý:,  ýJ 
B.  62 
(152)  P.  56  "the  hurt  of  the  cord  across  his  back  came  to  him 
easily  and  smoothly.  " 
.Lii  ýetä.  ý  o1gb  I  j,  o9  B.  63 
(153)  P.  56  "I  wonder  how  much  he  sees  at  that  depth,  the  old 175 
man  thought.  " 
s,  ýl 
, 
4o.?  ll  lw\jb 
, 
jc  a0  ITj  3e  ;,,,,  ro  A`1  Jl,,  g  B.  63 
(154)  P.  60  "and  leaned  back  on  the  line  to  see  if  it  was 
possible  to  gain  any  on  the  fish.  " 
t  jik  rLa  rI 
_, 
)  t  jto9  B.  67 
6F  ý' 
(155)  P.  69  "it  is  hard  on  the  right  hand.  But  he  is  used  to 
punishment.  " 
.  yls"ýtll  yaW  Ja  As:.  ---  1,.  41,,,  g  LA  B.  75 
4.1.2  Inaccurate  lexical  choice 
Newmark  (1988,45)  emphasizes  the  fact  that  lexical  items  must  be 
faithfully  reproduced  in  the  TL: 176 
In  the  most  concentrated  drama,  the  essence  of  which  is  that 
words  are  packed  or  charged  with  meaning,  semantic  takes 
precedence  over  communicative  equivalence,  since  the 
translator  assumes  that  the  dramatist  has  made  use  of  his 
inventive  resources  to  give  his  language  communicative 
potential. 
Indeed,  the  lexical  choice  in  any  work  is  very  important.  The  translator's 
task  is  to  make  sure  that  he  transfers  words  as  accurately  as  the  TL 
permits. 
Newmark  (1995,189)  also  believes  that  referential  and  linguistic 
mistakes  are  among  those  errors,  which  reveal  the  quality  of  a  translator: 
They  are  about  facts,  the  real  world,  propositions  not  words. 
They  reveal  the  ignorance  of  the  translator  or  worse,  of  the 
writer,  which  the  translator  has  copied.  Linguistic  mistakes 
show  the  translator's  ignorance  of  the  foreign  language:  they 
may  be  grammatical  or  lexical,  including  words,  collocations 
or  idioms. 177 
Below  are  examples  of  the  translators'  attempts  to  render  Hemingway's 
choice  of  words  in  The  Old  Man  and  the  Sea. 
(156)  P.  10  "They  walked  un  the  road  together  to  the  old  man's 
shack.  " 
.  tI  i-  J.:  16  tu  A.  14 
It  seems  that  A  skipped  over  translating  the  phrasal  verb  'walked  up', 
which  in  this  context  denotes  'climbed  up  the  hill  toward  the  old  man's 
shack'.  The  word  tAaag,  on  the  other  hand,  denotes  'to  move  forward',  the 
closest  equivalence  for  which  would  be  t,  w9.  It  is  clear,  therefore,  that 
his  translation  is  incompatible  with  the  original. 
(157)  P.  16  "When  I  was  your  age  I  was  before  the  mast  on  a 
square-rigged  ship  that  ran  to  Africa.  " 
J,  1  ý9ý'  bra  ý  3j,  ut  PLO!  ta!  9  Za  Zt  'J  "gis  A.  21 
.  ätv" 178 
It  seems  that  translator  A  falls  back  on  word-for-word  translation  when 
he  renders  'before  the  mast'  by  ,,  LJi  PLai  will,  instead  of  5.,  c 
because  the  phrase  'before  the  mast'  conveys  the  meaning  that  he  used  to 
work  as  a  sailor. 
(158)  P.  27  "Then  he  baited  another  line  and  left  it  coiled  in  the 
shade  of  the  bow.  " 
"  P9'iJ1  ýb  LgSý'9  S1  °ýL;  ýob  ýi  A.  33 
The  choice  of  =,  which  denotes  'folding  or  bending',  for  'coiled'  is 
inappropriate.  It  would  be  better  to  render  it  as  'x  . 
(159)  R35  "It  was  the  weight  of  the  fish  and  he  let  the  line 
slip  down,  down,  down,  unrolling  off  the  first  of  the  two 
reserve  coils.  " 
Saýtý  tTý  i  9ý  p  9ý.  ý.  tt  U.  S..  ýtt,  ý.  ý  A.  42 
ýcýýrr  uý 179 
It  seems  that  although  A  has  understood  the  denotation  of  the  text,  his 
choice  of  L  'to  seek  help  or  aid'  is  unnecessary  dramatization,  and  it 
does  not  convey  the  real  action  of  unrolling  off  the  coils'. 
(160)  P.  37  "He  was  thirsty  too  and  he  got  down  on  his  knees  and, 
being  careful  not  to  jerk  on  the  line,  moved  as  far  into  the  bow 
as  he  could  get  and  reached  the  water  bottle  with  one  hand.  " 
U  jj911t  P'aa09ý'  C%fCeä.  "-  Of  lisL  ro  6.  %9  .  Lc*  `l  LW  44  ßt9 
..  strap  Lnp  Uýj!  l  w+L  ll  4t  5j  LS  I  Izw  Sz  .  US 
call  et6;.  w1 
A.  45 
A's  rendition  distorts  the  high  quality  of  the  description  of  the  ST  The 
phrase  'to  jerk  on  the  line'  denotes  to  move  the  line  a  short  distance 
suddenly.  It  connotes  that  the  old  man  does  not  want  to  pull  the  line  lest 
the  fish  make  a  sudden  evasive  movement,  which  may  snap  the  line.  He 
chooses  ý  t9  ,  which  denotes  'to  skid',  for  'moved'.  However,  it  seems 
illogical  for  the  old  man  to  skid,  with  all  its  consequences,  while  he  is 
being  so  careful  not  even  to  jerk  on  the  line.  It  would  be  better  to  render 
the  word  by  ß  j9. 180 
(161)  P.  42  "It  could  have  been  a  marlin  or  a  broadbill  or  a,  shark. 
I  never  felt  him.  " 
. 
jjc1 
001 
A.  51 
A's  rendition  of  'felt'  in  'I  never  felt  him'  by  chi  , 
literally  denotes  'I 
never  pulled  it  out',  rather  than  by 
..  ii  i,  is  irrelevant  because 
for  the  old  man  touching  or  feeling  is  a  way  of  communication  with  the 
fish  and  a  way  to  show  how  skilful  he  is.  This  meaning  is  not  expressed 
in  A's  translation  of  this  text. 
(162)  P.  43  "He  adjusted  the  sack  and  carefully  worked  the  line  so 
that  it  came  across  a  new  part  of  his  shoulders  and,  holding  it 
anchored  with  his  shoulders,  he  carefully  felt  the  pull  of  the 
fish.  " 
SS.  ýo  öa.  ±.  ýºr  äý  ýJI  . L-u.  ýr11  C:  I ji  WU  u  ý9ý  s3l  Lß°9  ü"ac9  A.  52 
As:  aýJi  D  349  -  ß,  aä,,  ý  ßs1,  yl  4a  ýo  mil 181 
A's  rendition  of  `-anchored',  -  ieh  denote  s  wed  firmly  on  his 
shoulders',  by  äxli"1  ar..  L  is  inappropriate.  This  translation  seems 
inharmonious  with  the  context  and  the  communicative  effect  which  he 
has  endeavoured  to  convey  through  his  translation.  Also,  the  rendition  of 
'felt  the  pull'  by  j.  Cf.,  is  rather  too  general;  it  would  be  better  to  render 
it  by  i 
(163)  P.  44  "he  tried  to  increase  the  tension,  but  the  line  had  been 
taut  up  to  the  very  edge  of  the  breaking  point  since  he  had 
hooked  the  fish  and  he  felt  the  harshness  as  he  leaned  back  to 
pull  and  knew  he  could  put  no  more  strain  on  it.  " 182 
ra.  ýJl  ý:,  ýo,  g  rJl  vI  I  ý9  uLs  4;  -Cl  'P  Jl  ucw  106.  +11  I,  ýA.  53 
J  ye  t 
cýý'' 
ý! 
-L.  x.  91.  ißt  __i  Jtý 
ýsllc 
W  Ala 
The  problem  with  A's  rendition  in  this  example  is  that  he  makes  what  is 
deliberately  explicit  in  the  ST  implicit  in  the  TT.  This  is  clear  when  he 
renders  'he  tried  to  increase  the  tension'  by  sl:  Ji  w  . lcwell  aia  of  j,  L>-3 
which  denotes  'he  tries  to  pull  the  line  a  little'.  Moreover,  his  rendition 
of  'he  felt  the  harshness  as  he  leaned  back  to  pull'  asyljgll'I  ,  Lxif  ICI 
9  ý.  ý  aý  Otis  inappropriate,  for  harshness  denotes  very  painful 
or  rough,  whereas  : 63u  denotes  'resistance.  '  Overall,  his  rendition  of  this 
text  is  less  satisfactory. 
(164)  P.  46  "who  would  learn  about  the  hawks  soon  enough.  " 
.  +.  9  ý:.  ý4,  ý  ö1  j  11  ýc  ö  ylýil  a  vl  4s  4i  ý  yL(  Ji9  A.  55 183 
It  is  clear  that  translator  A  falls  back  on  word-for-word  translation,  as  he 
renders  'learn',  which  denotes  'to  find  out  about  the  hawks',  by;.,  which 
denotes  'to  gain  knowledge'.  Moreover,  inconsistency  cannot  be  escaped 
in  A's  rendition,  for  his  employment  of  a.  t  its  ,  which  denotes  'he 
should  have  worked  hard  learning  about  the  hawks',  is  incompatible 
with  ,gh  .  99. 
(165)  P.  46  "But  when  he  was  touching  the  breaking  point  he  held 
steady  and  settled  back  against  the  strain  of  the  line.  " 
ie  ￿'.  .  jLS  A.  56 
.. 
dI 
. 
ai,;  o  4u  414 
T" 
It  seems  that  A  fails  to  understand  that  'settled  back  against  the  strain  of 
the  line'  denotes  'placed  himself  against  the  strain  of  the  line',  not 
'looked  for  a  support  to  resist  the  tension  of  the  line'.  Therefore,  his 
rendition  is  incompatible  with  the  ST. 184 
'looked  for  a  support  to  resist  the  tension  of  the  line'.  Therefore,  his 
rendition  is  incompatible  with  the  ST. 
(166)  P.  50  "He  put  his  left  foot  on  the  heavy  line  that  the  left 
hand  had  held  and  lay  back  against  the  pull  against  his  back.  " 
.  3º.  xi  19.  o,  A  Sj,  ý.  ý,  l1  JI  ý:,  ýi  L(SWI  JI  JJI  j-c  S  JI  "4J  !.  'O99 
A.  60 
.  olgb  `jaäi1  S3ºtt  J_,  91  '-s''.  ýlýw  4b  off.?  >o 
A's  use  of  which  denotes  'lever  or  support',  does  not  correspond  to 
the  ST.  It  does  not  convey  the  meaning  that  the  old  man  settled  against 
the  same  place  the  line  hurt  on  his  shoulders.  Furthermore,  o  Li,  a 
quotation  from  the  Qur'an,  Surat  Al-Sharh  is  an  over-  dramatization  of 
the  ST,  conveying  the  meaning  'the  heavy  burden  that  wrecked  his 
shoulders'. 
(167)  P.  50  "But  he  could  see  the  prisms  in  the  deep  dark 
water  and  the  line  stretching  ahead  and  the  strange 
undulation  of  the  calm.  The  clouds  were  building  up  now 
for  the  trade  wind.  " 185 
j  1J. 
) 
Li  jjý,  J.  L03 
ýý,  ýI  you  ir  6-Y  1  ,ýU.  x11  ý1....  ll  sl..  all  ý:.  ýlaq-  3  1PLO,  Li 
,  ýla!:  Jl 
A.  61 
A's  choice  of  Waa  ,  which  denotes  'running',  for  'stretching',  which 
denotes  'spreading  out'  is  incompatible,  for  the  ST  refers  to  something 
fixed,  whereas  the  TT  refers  to  movement.  Furthermore,  he  skips  over 
'the  clouds  were  building  up'  and  makes  'the  undulation  of  the  calm' 
build  up  for  the  trade  wind,  a  rendition  which  clearly  alters  the  whole 
meaning  of  the  original. 
(168)  P.  53  "He  is  a  great  fish  and  I  must  convince  him,  he 
thought.  " 
A.  63 
The  translator  fails  to  understand  that  the  text  denotes  that  the  old  man 
must  force  the  fish  to  give  up. 186 
(169)  P.  57  "and  he  shrugged  the  muscles  of  his  back  to  shift  the 
hurt  of  the  cord  a  little.  " 
A  it  SwI  iilgl  tiA  r  A.  68 
In  this  example  A  fails  to  convey  the  old  man's  ordeal  and  suffering 
from  the  continuous  pain  caused  by  the  line  on  his  shoulders.  His 
rendition  of  'shrugged  his  muscles'  by  cj.,  is  too  general,  for  cvjj  does 
not  collocate  with  o  cj),  týc  in  Arabic.  Also,  his  choice  of  'to 
move'  for  'shift'  is  irrelevant.  Although  the  Qura'nic  phrase  dramatizes 
the  situation  of  the  old  man,  contrary  to  the  ST,  it  denotes  that  the  pain 
which  racks  the  old  man's  back  muscles,  is  removed. 
(170)  P.  72  "If  he  cramps  again  let  the  line  cut  him  off.  " 
.U 
!7ý,,  c,  ý  1cc: 
r°  . tce  rJ  IIjSI  öýo  º  Lo  119  A.  86 187 
In  this  example,  while  the  phrase  'cut  off  denotes  'to  chop  off,  the  word 
denotes  'to  leave  a  deep  mark'  i.  e.  in  the  hands  of  the  old  man,  so 
that  A's  translation  is  incompatible  with  the  ST. 
(171)  P.  90  "Do  not  think  about  sin.  It  is  much  too  late  for  that 
and  there  are  people  who  are  paid  to  do  it.  Let  them  think 
about  it.  " 
ýý  ,  wUi  LI46  JJt  ,  Lrt  6:,  gu  xar  .j  tt  ,  ýt  LWi  r  JI  Y  A.  106 
f 
ý.  IJJ  'ýo±ýgcJ  "049  . 
ýJ  ,  4ýýI  ,  J! 
A's  translation  of  'it  is  much  too  late'  by  jlti!  j  W  is  rather 
inappropriate,  for  this  cliche  is  very  often  applied  to  people  who  put 
aside  the  idea  of  getting  married  and  settling  down  for  too  long. 
Moreover,  his  rendition  of  'there  are  people  who  are  paid  to  do  it'  as 
099  ý  ýºý 
, tý  ýaý  ýý  i  .tg  is  totally  irrelevant.  'It  is  priests  who  are 
paid  to  think  about  sin'  (Graham,  1989:  21). 188 
(172)  P.  95  "I  shouldn't  have  gone  out  so  far,  fish.  " 
s  J'  Li  aae11  lap, 
,  ýt  ý,,  ýsI  uts  lo  A.  111 
,  ti  Sij  ýýs  for  'I  shouldn't  have  gone  A's  translation  amts  tam,, 
out  so  far'  is  rather  vague,  for  it  either  refers  to  distance  or  exceeding  the 
limits.  Therefore,  while  the  ST  denotes  'to  be  so  far  out',  the  TT  is  liable 
to  two  interpretations. 
(173)  P.  95  "But  she's  much  lighter  now.  " 
.ýý;,,  ".  ý  iý:,  it  ug  A.  112 
In  this  example  A  fails  to  understand  that  the  pronoun  'she'  refers  to  the 
boat,  not  the  fish.  Therefore,  his  rendition  is  disjunct. 
(174)  P.  99  "I  cannot  be  too  far  out  now,  he  thought.  " 
.P  i'"  UJt 
Cva  ,  'Yi  , -4  4  91  ýr  ýi  444:  A.  116 189 
A's  rendition  of  this  text  is incompatible,  because  the  ST  denotes  that  the 
old  man  concluded  he  was  getting  closer  to  Havana,  while  the  TT 
denotes  that  he  should  not  go  far  out  from  now  on. 
(175)  P.  101  "'I'd  like  to  buy  some  if  there's  any  place  they  sell  it. 
'he  said.  " 
La  c)L'Co  °jyr.  LoS!  "j  t,  19.  ra9i  A.  118 
There  is  no  correspondence  between  A's  renditionte  t  L4.;  4j  `t  31  a9i 
which  denotes  'I'd  like  to  buy  some  of  its  meat',  and  the  ST,  which  refers 
to  the  old  man's  desire  to  buy  luck. 
(176)  P.  5  "It  made  the  boy  sad  to  see  the  old  man  come  in  each 
day  with  his  skiff  empty  and  he  always  went  down  to  help 
him.  " 
i  lAýýýýýýý  Uý-.  Js  A.  7 
. 
4to 190 
I"-'  Jr  XIt  j  , fit  I  ,d  ý9.  Y  J;  B.  11 
t___  và  L½JV  c#  ii 
Although  both  translators  have  successfully  rendered  'come  in'  by 
and  xOu  respectively,  they  fail  to  convey  to  the  reader  the  meaning  of 
'went  down',  which  denotes  that  the  skiff  was  below  where  the  boy  was, 
for  B's  &jlbij  'running  towards  him'  and  A's  ýu  uw  'went  to  meet 
him'  are  rather  disjunct  with  the  original. 
(177)  P.  7  "Rogelio  will  throw  the  net.  " 
.  Lovil  I  9-,?  9.  )  Cs1  9  B.  14 
In  this  example  the  phrase  'throw  the  net'  should  have  been  rendered  by 
är.  -ß  e.,  rather  than  jL  iv  J&,  >-. 
(178)  P.  8  "five  and  you  nearly  were  killed  when  I  brought  the 
fish  in  too  green  and  he  nearly  tore  the  boat  to  pieces.  Can  you 
remember?.  " 191 
9  x'91  3.  U  Ub  Igo  w  la  ,  ýI  Loma 
.i  mar  a3  B.  15 
s.  äý  till  o  ýt  i  JIB  I  ýý  I  Jj9  jf  Xj.  G  vI  P9läý 
In  this  example,  the  word  'killed'  in  this  context  denotes  'caused  to  die'. 
The  word  t:  u  by  contrast,  has  more  the  connotation  of  'perished',  which 
means  'to  die  in  a  terrible  sudden  way'.  This  meaning  is  incompatible 
with  the  denotation  of  'killed'  used  by  the  writer,  a  word  that  emphasizes 
the  image  of  confrontation  and  struggle  with  the  fish,  which  the  word 
ý.  uý.  ý  fails  completely  to  convey.  The  phrase  'when  I  brought  the  fish  in' 
denotes  bringing  the  fish  close  in  to  the  boat,  so  that  äsa.  iv  :,  which 
denotes  'I  carried  the  fish',  is  disjunct.  There  is  no  correspondence  at  all 
between  B's  translation  and  the  ST,  because  this  phrase  denotes  literally 
my  net  or  ropes  caught  a  fish.  In  addition,  he  undermines  the  emphatic 
pronoun  'I'  as  being  deliberately  used  by  the  writer:  'I  brought  the  fish  in'. 
Furthermore,  while  'green'  denotes  'fresh,  strong,  full  of  life',  and  not 
'exhausted',  the  word  uL  denotes  'large,  big,  and  huge',  which  is 
incompatible  with  the  word  'green'  employed  by  the  writer.  He 192 
successfully  renders  'he'  by 
,  as  the  word  'fish'  is  always  feminine  in 
Arabic,  and  rather  than  9A 
counterpart  in  the  original. 
he  adds  PjL  'resist',  which  has  no 
(179)  P.  8  "I  can  remember  the  tail  slapping  and  banging  and  the 
thwart  breaking  and  the  noise  of  the  clubbing.  I  can  remember 
you  throwing  me  into  the  bow  where  the  wet  coiled  lines  were 
and  feeling  boat  shiver  and  the  noise  of  you 
clubbing  him  like  chopping  a  tree  down  and  the  sweet  blood 
smell  all  over  me.  " 
. oý±  x:  131  ýýt9  "Zýlý°  ýi"ý'  ý-  rß'9  jý9ji1  ý-'  "  ýIý  L4J  v1  ý5ý1 
i.  )93i1J.  x?  aj4  Iz,  -1J1  lVjJ  A  ja  I401. 
.  --  iei 
äUL  ö 
"ý9ý  as  L+O,  )  uls  I..  Lip  I 
J 
B.  15 
B  has  not  been  able  to  match  most  of  the  passage.  So  'the  tail  slapping 
and  banging,  the  thwart  breaking,  and  the  noise  of  the  clubbing'  is  only 
an  introduction  to  the  scene.  His  choice  of  a.  494  for  'the  thwart'  is 
disjunct,  because  r3.4  denotes  'the  fore  part  or  front  of  something'.  It 
the  whole 193 
seems  that  he  has  misunderstood  the  denotation  of  'thwart',  which  is  'a 
seat  across  a  rowing  boat'.  Furthermore,  the  word  ä.;,  o.  ,  which  denotes 
'bend  or  curve',  is  disjunct  with  the  original.  Also,  his  choice  of  ji.  for 
'lines'  is  incorrect,  for  JL  are  not  frequently  used  for  fishing,  but 
normally  for  anchoring  ships.  Further,  B  has  overlooked  the  word 
'coiled'.  In  addition,  the  word  j  in  j  1;.  ß  jg  i  j.  is 
not  the  right  choice,  for  in  order  to  show  what  the  boy  feels  the  translator 
should  use  ßi9.  On  the  other  hand,  he  appropriately  uses  the  phrase 
as  an  equivalent  to  'shiver'  in  order  to  dramatize  the 
situation.  But  he  mistranslates  'the  noise  of  clubbing'  as  zygo,  whereas 
in  fact  the  ST  refers  to  the  noise  of  Santiago's  clubbing  the  fish.  Also, 
his  use  of  the  word  Pj  ,  which  means  'to  struggle,  or  to  resist,  '  distorts 
the  image  connoted  in  the  original.  Furthermore,  although  B's  rendition 
of  'chop'  by  ak  is  very  close  to  the  original,  his  use  of  äßt&  ö,  which 
means  a  'huge  tree',  and  iii  which  denotes  'throwing  something 
down',  is  hypertranslation.  Finally,  he  has  wrongly  chosen  the  word 194 
which  means  'to  explode'  as  an  equivalent  to  'all  over'.  This  rendering  is 
incompatible  with  'the  sweet  blood  smell,  for  has  a  quite  negative 
connotation,  in  comparison  with  the  word  'sweet'. 
(180)  P.  10  "They  picked  up  the  gear  from  the  boat.  The  old  man 
carried  the  mast  on  his  shoulder  and  the  boy  carried  the 
wooden  box  with  the  coiled,  hard-braided  brown  lines,  the  gaff 
and  the  harpoon  with  its  shaft.  " 
`J.  A.  ''  a.  äS  c  ýSýL,  äI  ýtl  J.  ro.  ý  ýulaýw  StAae9  ý9ý9ýti  ,, 
Jl  Lou,  B.  17 
uAl  jj9lýj1  r's9r°  4:  0  MAW  J-ý-  L-9  I.  ym  lj  JLýxJ19  j9aid  P  lI 
.p  arr  ý,  ,,  mar  o9r,  ýr  ý  20 
B's  translation  falls  short  of  conveying  a  number  of  denotations  of  the 
ST.  First,  his  choice  of  the  classical  Arabic  term  although 
comprehensible,  is  rather  reserved  for  old  women.  Second,  he  is 
confused  over  the  semantic  function  of  the  preposition  'with'  in  the 
original's  'the  wooden  box  with  the  coiled  lines',  denoting  the  coiled  lines 
that  are  contained  in  the  wooden  box,  and  he  translates  it  as  O  tt  J9,  tý 195 
ýJtt9  as  if  the  word  Jt  tt  were  separated  from  the  wooden  box.  Third, 
he  avoids  translating  'hard-braided  brown',  using  a  completely  different 
superordination,  Jt  tl.  Fourth,  he  avoids  translating  'the  gaff  and  the 
harpoon  with  its  shaft',  using  a  single  wide  superordination,  äßp.  which 
conveys  the  meaning  of  neither  the  'gaff  nor  the  'harpoon  with  its  shaft'. 
Fifth,  B  uses  the  phrase  Li  L,  which  can  be  rendered  in  English  as 
'etc.  ',  for  which  there  is  no  correspondence  at  all  in  the  SL.  Sixth,  the 
phrase  ýý9rt!  is  misleading,  as  it  might  denote  'under  the  skiff, 
which  makes  it  accessible  to  water.  Seventh,  his  rendering  of  týrý  V 
as  an  equivalent  to  'subdue'  is  inaccurate,  because  it  does  not  convey  the 
exact  meaning  of  'subdue',  which  means  'to  overcome  by  physical 
strength'. 
(181)  P.  10  "the  old  man  thought  that  a  gaff  and  a  harpoon  were 
needless  temptations  to  leave  in  a  boat.  " 196 
ý,,.  c  sý1rý'I  ä19  v.  a  tg.  J  Lo  vl  Jpx  j9.7WI  utr  ij  ý  _, 
laý.;,.  +lr,.  alI  LaI  A.  17 
..  L+Jloý  ela  iJ&iC;  aiii 
J&N 
ý;,  ý 
This  is  an  example  of  a  translation  that  is  incompatible  with  the  ST,  for  it 
conveys  to  the  reader  the  idea  that  a  gaff  and  a  harpoon  are  worthless 
tools,  and  no  one  would  bother  stealing  them.  We  may  further  note  that 
both  tý41ý  is  not  an  adequately  equivalent  translation  for  'a  gaff 
and  a  harpoon'.  oy.  19  &ýt  would  have  been  a  better  choice. 
(182)  P.  16  "'I  would  like  to  take  the  great  DiMaggio  fishing,  '  the 
old  man  said.  'They  say  his  father  was  a  fisherman.  Maybe  he 
was  as  poor  as  we  are  and  would  understand.  '  'The  great 
Sisler's  father  was  never  poor  and  he,  the  father,  was  playing  in 
the  big  lea  es  when  he  was  my  age.  '  When  I  was  your  age  I 
was  before  the  mast  on  a  square-rig  eg  d  ship  that  ran  to  Africa 
and  I  have  seen  lions  on  the  beaches  in  the  evening.  " 
',  U>  rht  1!  (  L,  )  ,i  C)i  i  ý.  s  : j9..  ýJ  cý  9B.  24 
I  Ott  o1l  jxJ  $)J  X09  ýlýo  uL5  oýl  v!  v9ý9j''' 197 
uLS  L  gteuf  ci_  l,.  o  L  vIS  IöI`x  oil  ul4  1  loj- 
6swJ 
JýA  j 
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In  this  example  B's  choice  of  4,3.  ul  c,  tý.  )lr,  o  d  for  'the  big  leagues'  is 
incorrect,  for  he  overlooks  the  contextual  meaning  of  'big',  which  here  is 
'major'.  It  would  be  better  therefore  to  render  it  asj,  tý 
Furthermore,  his  rendition  of  'I  was  before  the  mast  on  a  square-rigged 
ship  that  ran  to  Africa  and  I  have  seen  lions  on  the  beaches  in  the 
evening'  by 
OWfce..  J!  is  totally  incompatible  with  the  ST.  The 
phrase  'before  the  mast'  denotes  that  Santiago  worked  as  a  sailor,  so  it 
would  be  better  to  render  it  by  5L  j  "I  z,  ý  r.  Further,  he  again  falls  back 
on  word-for-word  translation  and  renders  'on  a  square-rigged  ship'  by  j 
e  vyo  iuw  rather  than  by  , ci  i4iw  j.  He  also  mistranslates 
denotes  the  verb  'ran'  in  'ran  to  Africa'  as  ýVt  jjt  Lip  i.  The  verb  Ltib 198 
that  Santiago  went  to  Africa  only  once,  whereas  'ran'  in  this  context 
denotes  that  ships  regularly  travelled  to  and  from  Africa.  This  kind  of 
translation  overlooks  Hemingway's  deliberate  choice  of  the  verb  'run'  to 
show  that  Santiago  had  been  to  Africa  many  times.  Further,  his  choice  of 
ei  ii,  which  denotes  'predatory  animals  in  general',  is  inappropriate. 
Next,  he  provides 
'to  fool  around'  which  has  no  correspondence  in  the  ST.  Also  he 
renders  'beaches'  by  s  rather  than  by  ý  tý.  Furthermore,  he 
mistranslates  'the  evening'  as  but  rather  than  yVj. 
(183)  P.  16  "'should  we  talk  about  Africa  or  about  baseball?  ' 
-'baseball  I  think,  '  the  boy  said.  'Tell  me  about  the  great  John 
J.  McGraw.  '  He  said  Jota  for  J. 
-'He  used  to  come  to  the  Terrace  sometimes  too  in  the  older 
days.  But  he  was  rough  and  harsh-spoken  and  difficult  when 
he  was  drinking.  His  mind  was  on  horses  as  well  as  baseball. 
At  least  he  carried  lists  of  horses  at  all  times  in  his  pocket  and 
frequently  spoke  the  names  of  horses  on  the  telephone.  ' 
-'He  was  a  great  manager,  '  the  boy  said.  'My  father  thinks  he 
was  the  greatest.  ' 199 
-'Who  is  the  greatest  manager, 
Gonzalez,  ' 
-  'I  think  they  are  equal.  ' 
-  'And  the  best  fisherman  is  you.  ' 
-  'No.  I  know  others  better,  ' 
really,  Luque  or  Mike 
-'Que  va,  '  the  boy  said.  'There  are  many  good  fishermen  and 
some  great  ones.  But  there  is  only  you.  ' 
(9rýec10) 
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B  inappropriately  renders  ygý  for  'should'  rather  than  or  ,.,  -r-Y  JJ% 
Although  the  word,  t  denotes  'to  prefer'  or  'to  choose',  it  is  very  formal 
in  such  a  situation.  He  should  also  have  rendered  'or'  by  rirather  than  9i, 
for  the  sentence  is  a  question  in  Arabic.  Further,  he  overlooks  'John  J.  ' 
and  'He  said  Jota  for  J.  ',  possibly  under  the  impression  that  this  is 
irrelevant  to  the  TL  reader.  It  would  be  better  to  explain  in  footnotes 
that  Jota  is  the  Spanish  name  of  the  letter  J.  Further,  his  choice  of  1v.  9 
for  'in  the  older  days'  is  inappropriate  and  should  preferably  be  rendered 
by  ýi  ti  rL  ti  j.  He  also  incorrectly  renders  'difficult'  by  t  .o  rather 
than  by  ýýý.  tý  Moreover  the  rendition  of  'His  mind  was  on  horses 
as  well  as  baseball'  by  Jg  , ý13  t  a1.  Jl  :  y,  Uj3  -wi.,  C)Ls  is 
incompatible  with  the  original,  because  'mind'  in  Arabic  denotes 
, 
and  not  L" 
Thus,  a  closer  equivalent  would  be  something  like  ocs9 
Ij,  9jI  ohi  äti.  He  mistranslates  'frequently'  as  Ji  ßt9  rather 
than  c,  u9ýt  ,,,  j.  He  also  mistranslates  'manager'  as  rather  than 201 
ýý,  ý.  Further,  the  Arabic  equivalent  of  'great'  in  this  situation  is  ,  jaa 
not  Wis.  Moreover,  the  best  equivalent  for  'thinks'  is  aaw  rather  than  j 
a.  ý.  His  rendition  of  'and  the  best  fisherman  is  you'  as  a  question,.  *ol  9 
se  io1;  i?  4  makes  the  boy's  remark  very  sarcastic  and  undermines  his 
continuous  acknowledgement  of  the  old  man's  excellence,  since  the  old 
man  has  taught  him  the  basic  principles  of  how  to  be  a  great  fisherman. 
He  also  overlooks  the  Spanish  phrase  'Que  va',  which  denotes  'nonsense' 
ýýý.  Its  translation  is  important,  for  it  shows  that  the  boy  does  not  agree 
with  the  old  man,  and  shows  his  respect  for  him.  The  phrase 
:  ja.  o,  9  is  long-winded  and  is  an  unnecessary  attempt  to  liven  up  a  simple 
sentence  with  idiomatic  phrases.  It  would  be  better  therefore  to  provide  a 
simple  straightforward  counterpart  such  as  ý:  u  W. 
(184)  P.  19  "He  no  longer  dreamed  of  storms,  nor  of  women,  nor 
of  great  occurrences,  nor  of  great  fish,  nor  contests  of  strength, 
nor  of  his  wife.  He  only  dreamed  of  places  now  and  of  the 202 
lions  on  the  beach.  They  played  like  young  cats  in  the  dusk 
and  he  loved  them  as  he  loved  the  boy.  " 
vl'%>ýl..  ý  ý9.  s1  lý  Y9  ý.  sýola  !  l..  ý  -oma  ý.  oýI  .  -ý9-?  ýI  a-'ý'  X19  A.  27 
ýUI'FI  rtit:  Ji  S)  LOD4  S)  '  r!.  4P9  jý  Y9  ögä!  I  JJLUJ  ý4ýZ11a  YJ  äaß  Jl 
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In  this  example,  the  translator  overlooks  'nor  of  great  fish',  even  though 
fish  play  a  significant  role  in  the  old  man's  career,  so  that  this  phrase  is  - 
an  important  element  in  the  series  of  events  in  the  text.  B  inappropriately 
adds  oa&  uui  d  to  explain  what  the  writer  implies  rather  than  letting  the 
reader  reach  his  own  conclusions.  His  choice  of  the  noun  eLJl  is  too 
general;  ýtý  would  have  been  a  better  choice,  as  it  totally  overlaps 
with  the  word  'lions'  in  the  ST.  Repeating  the  verb  in 
.  1c  ý.  tl 
does  not  match  Hemingway's  short  sentences. 
Thus,  it  is  better  to  render  it  as  jtt  jt  tts  LWI  jc  tf  E  fj- 
Finally,  his  choice  of  .A  in  PsLw  eLý.,  jf  aý.;.  ýº  'ßs9  shifts  the 203 
meaning  of  the  sentence  to  the  old  man's  love  of  only  seeing  the 
lions  while  they  are  playing,  and  away  from  the  old  man's  fascination 
with  lions  whether  they  are  playing  or  not,  as  Hemingway  tried  to 
emphasize. 
(185)  P.  12  "You  study  it  and  tell  me  when  I  come  back.  " 
"ýgcl  lo.  ý,  c  aýý,  va  c  ýý  a.  +or1  L  ,  ýi  ý..  ýr«+t  B.  20 
B's  translation  of  'you  study  it',  which  denotes  'read  carefully  the 
baseball  news',  as  I  'I  will  leave  you  to  study  the 
situation'  does  not  correspond  with  the  ST,  but  in  fact  alters  the  meaning 
of  the  original.  This  seems  to  be  the  result  of  his  misunderstanding  of 
the  meaning  of  the  verb  'study'  and  the  pronoun  'it'  in  this  context.  It 
refers  here  to  the  newspaper,  not  to  a  particular  situation. 
(186)  P.  36  "His  line  was  strong  and  made  for  heavy  fish  and  he 
held  it  against  his  back  until  it  was  so  taut  that  beads  of  water 
were  jumping  from  it.  " 204 
ý9  ý  ýýý9.  äro.  cJl  J"ýf  T  l.  ýci-.  t  .  a99i  aL>  ulr9 
.  d9 
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B.  44 
B  again  fails  to  convey  the  picture  in  the  ST.  His  choice  of  ýi  for 
'strong'  is  inappropriate,  for  it  does  not  collocate  with  'line'  or  'rope'. 
Therefore,  it  would  be  better  to  render  it  by  L.  Also,  the  word  !  >au  in 
a.  ýtý  ýºýrýl  for  'heavy  fish'  is  another  example  of  literal 
translation;  31  y  would  have  been  a  better  choice.  Moreover,  he  fails  to 
correctly  understand  the  phrase  'held  it  against',  which  literally  means  'to 
keep  it  firmly',  using  inappropriately  the  word  y,  rather  than  the 
more  suitable,,,  ti  He  also  adds  o  ýcc  a  , 9.  ý9  'lying  down',  for 
which  there  is  no  correspondence  in  the  ST  and  which  is  a  total 
distortion  of  'held  it  against  his  back'.  It  would  be  better  to  render  it  as 
His  rendition  a.  9.,  9  jj  4ta9  aas  for  which  there  is  no 
correspondence  at  all,  is  overdramatizing  and  verbose.  He  also 
overlooks  the  firmness  of  the  line,  that  Hemingway  brilliantly  describes 
as  being  'so  taut  that  beads  of  water  were.  jumping  from  it'. 205 
(187)  P.  36  "The  fish  moved  steadily  and  they  travelled  slowly  on 
the  calm  water.  The  other  baits  were  still  in  the  water  but  there 
was  nothing  to  be  done.  " 
qý,  äi  ý  JLc  .  ýºSýLgJI  oLýo.  1t  law  IjLwj  J  iga  l  ,  Saä.  i  BIS  iI  Ata,  JI  C-doia  B.  44 
.  spa  äý  ý  DL&  j  c,  go,  ýb  J  jf..  V  J1  it 
In  this  example  the  word  z,  spa  does  not  convey  the  intended 
meaning  as  in  the  ST,  which  denotes  to  go  forward  or  to  advance.  Also, 
the  phrase  ýl.  I  'systematically'  does  not  denote  the  meaning  of 
'steadily'.  It  should  have  been  rendered  at,.  tpý  'uninterrupted'.  Moreover, 
the  addition  of  j.,  9  j  tß  is  inappropriate,  for  it  is  clear  from  the  context 
that  the  fish  is  hooked  to  the  line  that  the  old  man  is  holding.  Thus,  it 
will  pull  the  boat  if  it  moves.  In  addition,  B  has  misunderstood  'but 
there  was  nothing  to  be  done'  and  renders  it  by  which 
denotes  without  promising  anything. 206 
(188)  P.  37  "He  was  thirsty  too  and  he  got  down  on  his  knees  and, 
being  careful  not  to  jerk  on  the  line,  moved  as  far  into  the  bow 
as  he  could  get  and  reached  the  water  bottle  with  one  hand.  He 
oene_d  it  and  drank  a  little.  Then  he  rested  against  the  bow.  He 
rested  sitting  on  the  unstepped  mast  and  sail  and  tried  not  to 
think  but  to  only  to  endure.  " 
B.  45 
äßr  4Jtr.  9  -s  ýi  ':  yjpý  ir,  WI  öj9l  19 
c,  11  jmarJ  4,  c5  j  Sý1  X09 
oy.  l  !  oaf  JS.  ýJ.  I,  sciJ9L  Yý  ýýý 
ý:  ý  0'j«)9;  ' 
.,  mall  9 
B's  choice  of  gis,  Jc  jt  ji  I,  which  denotes  'skidding  on  his  knees', 
does  not  correspond  to  'got  down  on  his  knees'.  In  addition,  the  word 
'to  crawl'  is  not  the  closest  equivalent  to  'moved'.  He  generally 
renders  'being  careful  not  to  jerk  on  the  line'  by  jsa  'Y  ,  thus 
overlooking  how  the  old  man  was  so  careful  not  to  disturb  the  fish  by  not 
jerking  the  line.  He  also  overlooks  'He  opened  it  and  drank  a  little'. 207 
Furthermore,  B  mistranslates  'He  rested  on  the  unstepped  mast  and  sail' 
as  s..  Ltl  ýýr";  ýý  äý" 
(189)  P.  37  "Then  he  looked  behind  him  and  saw  that  no  land  was 
visible  and  that  makes  no  difference,  he  thought.  I  can  always 
come  in  on  the  glow  from  Havana.  " 
J-Wl  s1g.  ýI  c  "UUL  it  >o  ý:,  lratllaj  fig,,  Y1  :  amt  Jläý  B.  45 
In  this  example,  B  overlooks  'Then  he  looked  behind  him  and  saw  that 
no  land  was  visible.  '  He  also  mistranslates  'I  can  always  come  in  on  the 
glow  from  Havana'  as  11  slg,  oi  c  "UL  L"  LQJL?  . 
(190)  P.  39  "The  line  showed  like  a  phosphorescent  streak  in  the 
water  straight  out  from  his  shoulders.  " 
1.00  iIý  ro  r  sl-  "!  d.  ý  ý)-°  jxj1  utS9  B.  46 
.  zlro  l 208 
B's  addition  of  ýa,  which  denotes  'something  suspended  or  hanging', 
contradicts  the  whole  context  of  the  situation  which  Hemingway  is  very 
concerned  to  highlight.  He  has  already  described  the  critical  situation  of 
the  line,  that  it  was  so  taut  that  beads  of  water  were  jumping  from  it.  The 
same  can  equally  be  said  about  B's  choice  of  rather  than  ;,  r  ,  which 
is  the  closest  dynamic  equivalent.  It  contradicts  the  dramatic  image 
Hemingway  is  trying  to  emphasize:  the  fish  with  his  great  strength  being 
able  to  tow  the  boat  with  the  old  man  in  it.  It  is  difficult  to  imagine  that 
his  neck  can  endure  such  massive  strain. 
(191)  P39  "Then  he  thought,  think  of  it  always.  Think  of  what 
you  are  doing.  You  must  do  nothing  stupid...  No  one  should 
be  alone  in  their  old  age,  he  thought.  But  it  is  unavoidable.  " 
LaLB.  46 
..  bA+tio  JLoo  J3  C.  Iýiý:,,  o  IjII  9  wvIýý1c  ±?  lsýoJIvI 
B  overlooks  'think  of  what  you  are  doing',  an  important  phrase  showing 
how  disciplined  the  old  man  is.  His  rendition  of  'you  must  do  nothing 
stupid',  which  denotes  'you  should  be  very  cautious  and  on  the  alert  lest 209 
error  should  occur',  by  9.01  SUi  aslws-  141  yLS  ýY,  which  denotes 
'you  must  be  fully  committed  to  make  a  mistake  to  rescue  the  situation', 
is  incompatible  with  the  ST.  Moreover,  while  the  ST  reads  that  it  is 
advisable  that  one  should  not  be  alone  in  their  old  age,  B's  translation 
h 
denotes  that  man  can  not  survive  if  he  remains  alone  in  his  old  age.  Such 
a  rendition  contradicts  the  ST. 
(192)  P.  41  "My  choice  was  to  go  there  to  find  him  beyond  all 
people" 
B.  48 
The  wordi  denotes  that  the  old  man  went  with  the  fish  all  the  way 
far  from  all  the  people.  This  is  not  what  is  meant  in  the  ST.  This 
rendition  destroys  one  important  statement  in  the  story,  which  is  that  it  is 
the  old  man  who  was  looking  for  the  fish. 
(193)  P.  43  "He  adjusted  the  sack  and  carefully  worked  the  line  so 
that  it  came  across  an  ew  part  of  his  shoulders  and,  holding  it 
anchored  with  his  shoulders  he  carefully  felt  the  pull  of  the 210 
fish  and  then  felt  with  his  hand  the  progress  of  the  skiff 
through  the  water.  " 
Ic  oaýI  a  `e  A4  Aiýa  J9ý  J  19.  '?  ý!  1  ää 
__ 
B.  50 
I Jý,  Z 
`4)a?  ýc  1L 
.4AS  __ 
.  PLoJV  kam-' 
In  this  example,  while  the  word  'adjusted'  denotes  'adopted,  modulated', 
the  word  i  denotes  'to  tighten  or  to  fasten'.  Thus,  while  the  ST 
denotes  that  the  old  man  adjusted  the  sack  in  order  to  relieve  part  of  his 
shoulder  of  the  pain  caused  by  the  line,  the  TT  denotes  that  he  tightened 
himself  up  and  consequently  hindered  his  ability  to  move.  Moreover  B's 
choice  of  ass  I  ,.,  I  ý.  tý  J19  c  ög  +oJl  a9  ý'0  ZýOý9 
is  incompatible  with  the  original.  His  rendition  denotes  that  the  old  man 
adjusted  the  other  parts  of  the  sack,  stuffed  between  the  line  and  his 
shoulders,  in  order  for  the  line  to  make  a  cut  on  another  part  of  his 
shoulder.  He  overlooks  'holding  it  anchored  with  his  shoulders'.  He  also 
mistranslates  'he  carefully  felt  the  pull  of  the  fish'  as  Ski  äßc  i  l;  os9 
which  denotes  that  he  felt  another  surge  of  the  fish.  This  kind  of 211 
translation  deprives  the  reader  witnessing  how  Santiago  can  measure  the 
strength  of  the  fish  by  feeling  the  rope.  The  last  sentence,  jysº  i  . 2)aU 
PLO  jý  for  'then  felt  with  his  hand  the  progress  of  the  skiff  through 
the  water',  is  another  example  of  mistranslation  due  to  the  translator's 
carelessness  in  reading  the  ST. 
(194)  P.  45  "'It's  steady,  '  the  old  man  told  him.  'It  is  too  steady. 
You  shouldn't  be  that  tired  after  a  windless  night.  What  are 
birds  coming  to?  " 
po  s  äLJ  ,  sIýJI  1ýce 
, 
Ir  0?  w  yI  ;.  ý,  ý,  Jl  Wl  .:.  U 
, ýV  to9  vt  . tl  jr  cj  41  B.  53 
%A,  21  jA..  ýgl,  jb  Ibu,  kl. 
B's  rendition  of  'You  shouldn't  be  that  tired  after  a  windless  night',  which 
denotes  that  Santiago  wonders  what  makes  the  bird  so  tired  after  a 
windless  night,  by  ýý  x'  ýo,  fJ1j  put  I&  jr  .?  cä  vl  jý  jail  Lei  6:.  u  u!  S  lag 
j,  which  denotes  that  the  old  man  is  blaming  the  bird  for  taking  the 
trouble  to  fly  all  the  way  to  the  boat  in  a  windless  night,  is  incompatible 
with  the  ST.  This  rendition  implies  that  the  bird  should  not  fly  in  a 212 
windless  night,  which  is  contrary  to  the  meaning  of  the  ST.  Moreover, 
B's  rendition  of  'what  are  birds  coming  to?  '  by 
F 
is 
incompatible  with  the  original.  Santiago's  remark  could  either  mean 
'birds  are  not  as  strong  as  they  used  to  be'  or  'the  bird  has  a  hard  time 
coming  when  it  approaches  the  hawks  waiting  near  the  land'. 
(195)  P.  51  "He  looked  ahead  and  saw  a  flight  of  wild  ducks 
etching  themselves  against  the  sky  over  the  water,  then 
blurring,  then  etching  again  and  he  knew  no  man  was  ever 
alone  on  the  sea.  " 
zJ  joý,  -j  sl  j*i4 
Loo  j5..  wl  rß.;  9  B.  58 
.froa.  M.  äJ  I,  Ia.  9  jo,  T  cU1..  ý.  jI  yI  ,  5ý.. 
-rýý  "  '9  ý".  $'  rý'  9  '9  -IOU  g  yLo  ll 
öýalt  o  .. J.  '. 
&"  d  T- 
B's  translation  'sea  geese'  as  an  equivalent  for  'wild  ducks'  is 
disjunct,  for  'wild  ducks'  is  si4:  y1.  His  rendition  of  'etching  themselves' 
are  a  little  awkward.  The  worddenotes  'swinging'.  In  addition, 
His  translation  of  'he  knew  no  man  was  ever  alone  on  the  sea'  as  ys-  rt9 
1.  ý,  tt  j  öa.  oýot  oaA,  jj.  a..  ýtýi  a9  ýýýrt  a  uLi  ,.  )i  is  incompatible  with  the 213 
ST.  He  deprives  the  TL  reader  of  a  very  important  statement  in  the  story, 
that  he  finds  in  the  life  around  him  a  source  of  companionship. 
(196)  P.  56  "When  the  old  man  saw  the  fish  once  before,  he  could 
picture  him  deep  in  the  water:  'he  could  picture  the  fish 
swimming  in  the  water  with  his  purple  pectoral  fins  set  wide  as 
wings  and  the  great  erect  tail  slicing  through  the  dark.  " 
ý.  %SIJºýI  sI  i-o.  -PJI  Ui(t  j,  sL  oJI  L  L-w  I  jlaz  vi  91.3  Lo  w  A.  68 
.  r-Uw  fl  ý..  ý1ý  `g.  º,.  ý  JI  91i9ý  ýrýs  ö,  . ý.  rý 
.  PwI  z:,  o  ý,,,,  c  16,0  LeLO3  B.  63 
Translator  A  incorrectly  renders  'purple'  by  a,  riwi  se  i  rather  than 
He  also  misunderstands  'set  wide  as  wings'  and  renders  it  the 
phrase  äý;.  ý  girls  öý  I.  Moreover,  he  mistranslates  the  position  of  the 
fish's  erect  tail  as  ýf  rather  than  '.  a  i.  Translator  B,  on  the  other 
hand,  only  renders  'he  could  picture  the  fish  in  the  water'  and  overlooks 
the  rest  of  the  text. 214 
(197)  P.  63  "He  did  not  truly  feel  good  because  the  pain 
from  the  cord  across  his  back  had  almost  passed  pain  and 
gone  into  a  dullness  that  he  mistrusted.  " 
UZI  mxlij  L  U-Ni  14  4oL  a-1  90  jý,.  ýJt  uls  %ii  B.  69 
B  does  not  render  'dullness',  an  important  word  that  shows  how  painful 
it  was  and  how  much  the  old  man  endured. 
(198)  P.  65  "He  is  much  fish  and  I  saw  that  the  hook  was  in  the 
corner  of  his  mouth  tight  shut.  The  punishment  of  the  hook  is 
nothing.  The  punishment  of  hunger,  and  that  he  is  against 
something  that  he  does  not  comprehend,  is  everything.  Rest 
now,  old  man,  and  let  him  work  until  your  next  duty  comes.  " 
4'.  41  !` 
'#-  9  is  t  J,  5týcy  l.  0j  , alt  ö  ýýtrJt  ýlro.  ýýt  yo  äý.  a..  lt  o9B.  71 
v  lA-m  ýf  ß..  4  J1  ý..  ý  IJº..  c  v1.  A.  ýo  `ý5ý  ,  ý..  9tý.  ýr.  11  l.  ýo  .+a.  äý  ý 
ss 
9..  9.  Q,  C,  o  jýv  pý1c  DLO  tg.  ý  19.  p11 215 
B  mistranslates  'He  is  much  fish'  as  lQ 
,;  iv  ilawt  Cl  yl  :  ýo  d  , ll  oa&  j 
ýý  ýý  which  denotes  that  this  fish  belongs  to  a  rare  species  that  is 
seldom  confronted  by  man.  He  also  provides  a  general  statement  about 
the  fish  a.  ý  ýs'.  1  j  JLL  i  t.,  a.  w  4,  U1  Ott  ,  tbj,  rather  than 
rendering  the  meaning  that  Santiago  made  sure  that  the  fish's  mouth  was 
tight  shut  on  the  hook 
. 
4.2  Inconsistency 
The  translators  are  sometimes  inconsistent  in  their  translation.  in  what 
follows  are  some  examples  of  their  inconsistency  concerning  the  main 
participants  in  the  story. 
4.2.1.  The  old  man 
B  uses  the  word  I  as  part  of  the  title  of  the  translation  l9  :  J1. 
However,  he  never  uses  it  again;  instead,  he  uses  the  word  j9.  owl.  A,  on 216 
the  other  hand,  is  inconsistent.  He  renders  the  word  'the  old  man'  in  a 
variety  of  ways,  viz: 
In  the  title  as  ,  then: 
(199)  P.  5  "he  was  an  old  man.  " 
.t  , Tits  A.  7 
(200)  P.  5  "the  boy's  parents  had  told  him  that  the  old  man  was" 
.  ýi  Yr.  ýWl  ryi  JL  A.  7 
(201)  P.  10  "They  walked  up  the  road  together  to  the  old  man's 
shack  and  went  in  through  its  open  door.  The  old  man  leaned 
on  the  mast.  " 
.  k,  LM  "i 
IRs  i  ßi9  .  ýý;  roll  ash  lýJ99  ý9s9.  tý  cý  9  A.  14 
(202)  P.  11  "but  the  old  man  brought  it  out  from  under  the  bed.  " 217 
. Yr.  JI  ý*ý  t.  '  ßt9  A.  15 
(203)  P.  13  "when  the  boy  came  back  the  old  man  was  asleep. 
The  boy  took  the  army  blanket 
...  and  spread  it  over  the  back  of 
the  chair  and  over  the  old  man's  shoulders  ...  the  creases  did  not 
show  so  much  when  the  old  man  was  asleep..  . 
The  old  man's 
head  was  very  old.  " 
äß,  s.  rr  ý.  rr  rr  ýý9  ...  ,.  ter  ýý  ýLs  ý  rr  ý9A.  17 
j  5j, 
ýjer,  ýÄä  ý:  u;  &9...  rui  di  ý.  tl  ýI,  a1  Sxi  e;  ojii  1, 
so 
Uop-  lam  &ýý 
(204)  P.  13  "'Wake  up  old  man,  '  the  boy  said  and  put  his  hand  on 
one  of  the  old  man's  knees.  " 
r  gis,  LS  ! 
Ld  oaf  °99  ý:.  Us  PSI;  ýlI  ýJU!  a  rt  tv  iiA.  18 
(205)  P.  20  "'How  did  you  sleep  old  man?  '  the  boy  asked.  " 
A.  26 218 
(206)  P.  21  "Good  luck  old  man.  " 
.,  a.  ý.  )I  L¬  I  Imo,  U  ý:.  U  ;  oil 
4.2.2.  The  Ocean 
A.  27 
A  has  rendered  the  word  'the  ocean'  inconsistently,  he  even  has  coined 
öi  as  an  equivalence  for  the  Spanish  la  mar.  B  on  the  other  hand  has 
been  consistent  in  his  translation.  Below  are  but  some  examples: 
(207)  P.  21  "There  were  other  boats  from  the  other  beaches 
going  out  to  sea.  " 
IL"ä°  51ýf  v>>99  cý°1ý  cam  .'I  601lf1 
"  `gj  19  j  o,  ýw  sWI  lxlo  v)4-"I  , jj 
A.  27 
B.  30 
(208)  P.  22  "and  rowed  out  into  the  clean  early  morning  smell  of 
the  ocean  ... 
he  rowed  over  the  part  of  the  ocean  ...  the  steep 
walls  of  the  floor  of  the  ocean...  " 219 
L.  01  Ix  tý,  aý  ýt  ;ý  JA.  28 
ö,  ýa.  l1.  lct..  ac+j1  eu  vI)  Pa.  lceýcv  ` 
.  JI,  iYl 
ZLectll  ö  lýJl  L-L,  ýxo,  l1  ýxi  1ý  ýlýr,.  ý9  I9  yL..  a11  ý9-ýý  Zýý9  B.  30 
____  _4  3.  Js-Is 
(209)  P.  23  "when  the  ocean  can  be  so  cruel? 
.19  Týaýä  IPlalO  A.  29 
(210)  P.  23  "He  always  thought  of  the  sea  as  la  mar?  " 
1e  ý  ý,  ý,  jý  ý  jr,  A.  29 
(211)  P.  23  "He  always  thought  of  the  sea  as  la  mar" 
. 
ººöý.  tl'º  1cýaýroýll  ýtýt  vlS9  A.  29 220 
oSLo,  zi  ÖLS  ...  Jýýl  B.  31 
. 
"Jloy"  4i 
(212)  P.  52  "then  the  surface  of  the  ocean  bulged  ahead 
of  the  boat" 
.  ýýýi  DL  LJ  ýrI  A.  63 
4.2.3.  The  boy 
It  has  been  noticed  that  there  is  a  frequent  inconsistency  in  the 
translation  of  the  word  'the  boy'  by  A.  while  the  word  'the  boy'  denotes 
male  person  up  to  the  age  of  seventeen  or  eighteen  years,  the  word  Ott 
denotes  a  person  who  is  up  to  the  age  of  twelve  years,  the  words  r,  ýWI  and 
ß,  t1  denote  someone  who  is  up  to  thirty  years  old. 
(213)  P.  5  "a  b  had  been  with  him.  " 
A.  7 221 
(214)  P.  6  "The  old  man  had  taught  the  boy  to  fish.  " 
.  ZU  .  J1  a_o  41  row  ,i  , sýtt  ucs  A.  8 
(215)  P.  12  "'We  can  do  that,  '  the  boy  said.  " 
.öol  ýlýiý  A.  16 
(216)  P.  13  "When  the  boy  came  back.  " 
.,  ý9  A.  17 
4.2.4.  The  fish 
Hemingway  has  presented  the  fish  as  a  male  in  the  story.  In  English  the 
word  'fish'  is  neuter  whereas  its  equivalent  in  Arabic,  att,  is  always 
feminine.  Both  translators  have  wrongly  used  M  in  their  translation. 
However,  A  is  aware  of  this  problem  and  sometimes  resorts  to  using 
alternative  words  to  refer  to  the  fish.  This  strategy  is  evidently  a  failure, 
because  he  only  confuses  the  reader  whether  to  identify  the  fish  as 222 
masculine  or  feminine.  This  is  of  course  an  important  issue,  for  this  will 
have  a  certain  effect  on  his  judgement  of  the  character  of  the  old  man. 
(217)  P.  33  "one  hundred  fathoms  down  a  marlin  was  eating 
the  sardines.  " 
4DW:  Utj  Z.  i4,  a  ￿w  1  js  L,  t..  "  u,  A.  41 
.  ýya 
(218)  P.  38  "The  fish  never  changed  his  course.  " 
.  aaýlýeý  i  ßt9  aýLo  Y 
__  _ 
t.  ov  rýJ9  A.  46 
(219)  P.  40  "he  had  hooked  one  of  a  pair  of  marlin.  " 
"?  'b  i'k  Wit;  'r  . ai/  9  A.  49 
(220)  P.  46  "Just  then  the  fish  gave  a  sudden  lurch.  " 
Zoo.  U4  3.1;  0  .;  IS  J1  Zý  I  äs  owl  ý:.  w  19  A-55 223 
(221)  P.  56  "Now  that  he  had  seen  him  once,  he  could  picture  the 
fish  swimming  in  the  water" 
.  >39  Let" 
.  Pti 
4.2.5.  The  boat 
A.  68 
Both  translators  have  used  different  words  for  the  word  'the  boat'.  While 
the  word  'the  boat'  or  'skiff  denote  'small,  light  boat'.  The  words  y,,  U, 
,.,  sý  and  j.  9  j  refer  to  'skiff  or  boat'. 
denotes  'motor-boats'. 
However,  the  word  j  .  3j  often 
(222)  P.  5  "who  fished  alone  in  a  skiff.  " 
'wlju  w'l9*oJk>9ý:.  l  Jýý  . ctt  A.  7 
-  ja- 
. 
Ia9  ýlývtý 
`f 
I  a;  t.  J9  B.  11 
(223)  P.  6  "you're  with  a  lucky  boat.  " 224 
.b  6-rß  ;iA.  8 
(224)  P.  21  "Sometimes  someone  would  speak  in  a  boat.  " 
"sýrýv°ý1,  ýts9  A.  27 
.A3  19  jö  "w  P  LQJ  I  Ixio  vk,.  o  I  .  i9  B.  30 
(225)  P.  22  "They  spread  apart  after  they  were  out  of  the  mouth  of 
the  harbour.  " 
ÜroJlýcöýacvlýwý..  ý  I~,  rý:  Uýýýlä9 
jpuo  ojI  1'P'  üalS  l09 
A.  28 
B.  30 
(226)  P.  31  "he  thumped  his  life  out  against  the  planking  of  the 
boat.  " 
. 
ß/y1  ýwi  ,z  tý9  A.  38 
"  jo;  c,.  o.  ij9  B.  39 225 
(227)  P.  37  "the  skiff  moving  steadily  to  the  north-west.  " 
"45  11  j&. 
iii  I  JAI  4  C)  ULA.  45 
(228)  P.  69  "the  boat  moved  into  the  tunnel  of  clouds.  " 
"P9-ß  ý9ý'  44P  A.  83 
(229)  P.  70  "the  boat  was  going  fast.  " 
.  äcý,.,  º  diill  jia;  13  A.  83 
4.2.6.  The  breeze 
The  word  rjt  in  Arabic  denotes  'a  light  gentle  wind'.  The  word  &jlI  on 
the  other  hand  denotes  'wind'.  The  examples  below  illustrate  this  point. 
(230)  P.  13  "held  it  there  in  the  evening  breeze.  " 
A.  17 226 
(231)  P.  85  "the  old  man  knew  the  breeze  would  last  all  night.  " 
"jIJv34-to  j  C.  ),  4  &-Aj  1jA.  101 
(232)  P.  90  "The  breeze  was  fresh  now.  " 
.x  )Ls  A.  106 
(233)  P.  91  "The  breeze  was  steady" 
Vi  ý,  ýi  ls9  A.  108 
(234)  P101  "the  ocean  which  was  rough  now  with  the  increasing 
breeze.  " 
.  2u  it  ü,  l  vi  ýw  ýbSL:  +  aýt9.  oi  ý;,  ýb  SýºJI  .  . otý  aý9  ý9  jai  A.  119 
(235)  P.  104  "The  breeze  had  risen  steadily.  " 227 
4.3  Omissions  and  additions 
"ýcýý  aý  ý:,  ýV3  A.  122 
One  of  the  most  important  issues  in  any  discussion  of  translation  is  the 
extent  to  which  the  translator  has  the  right  to  omit  or  add  parts  from  or 
into  the  ST.  Hervey  (1992,24)  states  that  "the  translator  can  concentrate 
on  the  realistic  aim  of  cutting  down  on  translation  loss,  rather  than  the 
unrealistic  one  of  seeking  the  ultimate  translation  of  the  ST.  "  In  what 
follows  are  examples  from  both  translations. 
4.3.1.  Omissions 
(236)  P.  5/B.  11  "The  brown 
cancer.  " 
(237)  P.  6/B.  13  "already  in.  " 
blotches  of  the  benevolent  skin 
(238)  P.  8/B.  15  "the  thwart  breaking.  " 228 
(239)  P.  8/B.  15  "and  the  sweet  blood  smell  all  over  me.  " 
(240)  P.  10/B.  17-18  "the  tough  bud-shields  of  the  royal  palm 
which  are  called  guano.  " 
(241)  P.  21/B.  30  "He  fitted  the  rope  lashings  of  the  oars  onto 
the  thole  pins  and,  leaning  forward  against  the  thrust  of  the 
blades  in  the  water,  he  began  to  row  out  of  the  harbour  in  the 
dark.  " 
(242)  P.  24/B.  33  "Each  bait'  hung  head  down  with  the  shank  of 
the  hook  'inside  the  bait  fish',  tied  and  sewed  solid,  and  all  the 
projecting  part  of  the  hook,  the  curve  and  the  point,  was 
covered  with  fresh  sardines.  Each  sardine  was  hooked  through 
both  eyes  so  that  they  made  a  halfg  arland  on  the  projecting 
steel.  There  was  no  part  of  the  hook  that  a  great  fish  could  feel 
which  was  not  sweet-smelling  and  good-tasting.  " 
(243)  P.  24-25/B.  34  "and  each  line  had  two  forty-fathom  coils 
which  could  be  made  fast  to  the  other  spare  coils  so  that,  if  it 
were  necessary,  a  fish  could  take  out  over  three  hundred 
fathoms  of  line.  " 229 
(244)  P.  26B.  35  "But  he  crowded  the  current  a  little  so  that  he 
was  still  fishing  correctly  though  faster  than  he  would  have 
fished  if  he  was  not  trying  to  use  the  bird.  " 
(245)  P.  28/B.  36-37  "the  red  sifting  of  the  plankton  in  the  dark 
water  and  the  strange  light  the  sun  made  now...  and  he  was 
happy  to  see  so  much  plankton  because  it  meant  fish...  the 
purple,  formalized,  iridescent,  gelatinous  bladder  of  a 
Portuguese  man-of-war...  it  turned  on  its  side  and  then  righted 
itself.  It  floated  cheerfully  as  a  bubble  with  its  long  deadly 
purple  filaments  trailing  a  yard  behind  it  in  the  water...  'agua 
mala,  '  the  man  said. 
'You  whore.  '  From  where  he  swung  lightly  against  his  oars  he 
looked  down  into  the  water  and  saw  the  tiny  fish  that  were 
coloured  like  the  trailing  filaments  and  swam  between  them 
and  under  the  small  shade  the  bubble  made  as  it  drifted.  They 
were  immune  to  its  poison.  But  men  were  not  and  when  some 
of  the  filaments  would  catch  on  a  line  and  rest  there  slimy  and 
purple  while  the  old  man  was  working  a  fish,  he  would  have 
welts  and  sores  on  his  arms  and  hands  of  the  sort  that  poison 
ivy  or  poison  oak  can  give.  But  these  poisonings  from  the 
agua  mala  came  quickly  and  struck  like  a  whiplash.  " 
(246)  P.  29/ß.  36-37  "The  iridescent  bubbles  were  beautiful.  But 
they  were  the  falsest  thing  in  the  sea  and  the  old  man  loved  to 230 
see  the  big  sea  turtles  eating  them.  The  turtles  saw  them, 
approached  them  from  the  front,  then  shut  their  eyes  so  they 
were  completely  carapaced  and  ate  them  filaments  and  all.  " 
(247)  P.  35/B.  42  "down,  down,  down,  unrolling  off  the  first  of 
the  two  reserve  coils.  As  it  went  down,  slipping  lightly  through 
the  old  man's  fingers,  he  still  could  feel  the  great  weight, 
though  the  pressure  of  his  thumb  and  finger  were  almost 
imperceptible.  " 
(248)  P.  35/B.  43  "'What  a  fish,  '  he  said.  " 
(249)  P.  35/B.  43  "with  his  left  hand  and  made  fast  the  free  end  of 
the  two  reserve  coils  to  the  loop  of  the  two  reserve  coils  of  the 
next  line.  Now  he  was  ready.  He  had  three  forty-fathom  coils 
of  line  in  reserve  now,  as  the  coil  he  was  using.  " 
(250)  P.  36B.  44 
... 
"and  struck  hard  with  both  hands,  gained  a 
yard  of  line  and  then  struck  again  and  again,  swinging  with 
each  arm  alternately  on  the  cord.  " 231 
(251)  P.  36B.  44  "until  it  was  so  taut  that  beads  of  water  were 
jumping  from  it.  Then  it  began  to  make  a  slow  hissing  sound  in 
the  water  and  he  still  held  it.  " 
(252)  P.  36B.  44  "but  there  was  nothing  to  be  done.  " 
(253)  P.  37B.  45  "Then  he  looked  behind  him  and  saw  that  no 
land  was  visible.  " 
(254)  P.  38/B.  46  "The  sack  cushioned  the  line  and  he  had  found 
a  way  of  leaning  forward  against  the  bow  so  that  he  was  almost 
comfortable.  The  position  actually  was  only  somewhat  less 
intolerable.  " 
(255)  P.  38/46  "I  can  do  nothing  with  him  and  he  can  do  nothing 
with  me,  he  thought.  Not  as  long  as  he  keeps  this  up.  " 
(256)  P.  39B.  46  "For  if  the  fish's  course  held  true  I  must  see  it 
for  many  more  hours.  " 
(257)  P.  39B.  47  "I  wonder  how  the  baseball  came  out  in  the 
grand  leagas  today,  he  thought.  It  would  be  wonderful  to  do  this 
with  a  radio.  " 232 
(258)  P.  40/B.  48  "and  clubbing  her,  holding  the  rapier  bill  with 
its  sandpaper  edge.  " 
(259)  P.  41/B.  48  "his  lavender  wings,  that  were  his  pectoral  fins, 
spread  wide  and  all  his  wide  lavender  stripes  showing.  He  was 
beautiful,  the  old  man  remembered,  and  he  had  stayed.  " 
"settled  himself  against  the  rounded  planks  of  the  bow.  " 
(260)  P.  43/B.  50  "When  Santiago  wants  to  cut  the  other  lines  and 
link  the  coils.  This  happened  in  the  dark.  " 
"and  cut  it  away  and  hook  up  the  two  reserve  coils.  " 
(261)  P.  46/B.  54  "When  the  fish  made  a  sudden  lurch  that  pulled 
the  old  man,  he  could  not  pull  the  line,  for  it  was  so  taut  he 
held  steady  and  settled  back  against  the  strain  of  the  line.  " 
(262)  P.  47-48B.  55  "and  the  steady  movement  of  the  water 
against  his  hand  as  the  boat  moved.  " 
(263)  P.  48B.  55  "I  can  reach  him  with  the  gaff  and  eat  him  here 
in  comfort  ...  with  the  gaff  and  drew  it  toward  him  keeping  it 
clear  of  the  coiled  lines.  Holding  the  line  with  his  left  shoulder 
again,  and  bracing  on  his  left  hand  and  arm,  he  took  the  tuna  off 
the  gaff  hook  and  put  the  gaff  back  in  place.  He  put  one  knee  on 
the  fish  and  cut  strips  of  dark  red  meat  longitudinally  from  the 233 
back  of  head  to  the  tail.  They  were  wedge-shaped  strips  and  he 
cut  them  from  next  to  the  back  bone  down  to  the  edge  of  the 
belly.  " 
(264)  P.  48B.  55  "Make  yourself  into  a  claw.  " 
(265)  P.  48/B.  56  "When  his  hand  cramped  he...  looked  at  it  in 
disgust.  " 
(266)  P.  481B.  56  "Make  yourself  into  a  claw.  " 
(267)  P.  491B.  56  "the  cramped  hand  that  was  almost  as  stiff  as 
rigor  mortis.  " 
(268)  P.  53B.  60  "although  they  are  more  noble  and  more  able.  " 
(269)  P.  53/B.  60  "It  is  unworthy  of  it  to  be  cramped.  " 
(270)  P.  54B.  61  "Hail  Marys  are  easier  to  say  than  Our  Fathers,  he 
thought.  Hail  Mary  Full  of  Grace  the  Lord  is  with  thee.  Blessed 
art  thou  among  women  and  blessed  is  the  fruit  of  thy  womb, 234 
Jesus.  Holy  Mary,  Mother  of  God,  pray  for  us  sinners  now  and 
at  the  hour  of  our  death.  " 
(271)  P.  56/B.  63  "and  the  old  man  rode  gently  with  the  small 
sea.  "old  man  thought.  " 
(272)  P.  57B.  64  "What  is  a  bone  spur?  He  asked  himself.  We  do 
not  have  them.  " 
(273)  P.  58/B.  65  "Each  one  was  trying  to  force  the  other's  hand 
down  onto  the  table.  " 
(274)  P.  58/B.  58  "went  in  and  out  of  the  room  under  the  kerosene 
lights  and  he  had  looked  at  the  arm  and  hand  of  the  negro  and  at 
the  negro's  face.  " 
(275)  P.  61/B.  68  "and  he  worked  his  way  back  to  the  stern  and 
crouching  ...  stepping  on  the  gained  line  each  time  with  his  bare 
left  foot.  " 235 
(276)  P.  62B.  68  "its  tail  and  its  head  until  he  clubbed  it  across  the 
shining  golden  head  until  it  shivered  and  was  still" 
(277)  P.  62/B.  69  "and  washed  his  right  hand  in  the  sea.  " 
(278)  P.  62/B.  69  "and  allowed  himself  to  be  pulled  forward 
...  so 
that  the  boat  took  the  strain  as  much  or  more,  than  he  did.  " 
(279)  P.  62/69  "I'm  learning  how  to  do  it,  he  thought.  This  part  of 
it  anyway.  " 
(280)  P.  63B.  70  "he  lay  against  the  worn  wood.  " 
(281)  P.  65B.  72  "and  confided  more  and  more  of  the 
resistance  of  the  fish  to  the  skiff  itself.  " 
(282)  P.  95  B/102  "He  held  the  tiller  under  his  arm.  " 
4.3.2.  Additions  and  explanations 236 
Hemingway  invites  his  readers  "to  look  at  a  few  details  very  closely  and 
unemotionally,  without  any  "trimmings'  of  style  or  commentary.  " 
(Graham,  1989,30).  There  are  some  instances  where  both  translators 
have  attempted  to  intervene  with  the  flow  of  the  narration  or  to  make  the 
tone  of  their  translation  more  emotional  than  the  original.  Some 
examples  follow. 
(283)  P.  5  "The  sail  was  patched  with  flour  sacks.  " 
.  Uac  ,  WL  . 
Au  w,  o  el"  it  trj  A.  7 
(284)  P.  6  When  the  boy  suggests,  "I  could  go  with  you  again. 
We've  made  some  money.  "  the  translator  adds  the  following 
sentences. 
.  . irrý,  u,  aabiP  wrýLJi  iss  A.  12 
.  ä;.  roJt  oý3.  te  ý1aý  f4  jýulý  l9B.  12 
(285)  P.  8  "'one,  '  the  old  man  said" 237 
-t".  °-ý9-?  ý1  f..  Jl>ti  B.  15 
(286)  P.  11  "Once  there  had  been  a  tinted  photograph  of  his 
wife  on  the  wall.  " 
.  äßl  ter  9j  üU.  -.;  Lo  _  :  J"9  B.  18 
(287)  P.  11  under  his  clean  shirt 
.ý  !  I1lI  a.  o.  9  B.  18 
(288)  P.  11  "There  was  no  cast  net  and  the  boy  remembered 
when  they  had  sold  it" 
LALaV  o  Y.  X  9-i%9  "  Lil  ý4?  9  'Y  ý1  1  __ 
.)Ij  pW  I  JVr  B.  18 
tgi.  oä  I..  J 
.  yoäll,  In 
(289)  P.  18  "I  can  remember  it,  'the  old  man  said.  " 238 
".  :  61  1  B.  26 
(290)  P.  19  "He  no  longer  dreamed  of  storms,  nor  of  women.  " 
r>tm-  -oma  aoU  .  -jj.  >wl  au  rij  B.  27 
(291)  P.  22  "and  rowed  out  into  the  clean  early  morning  smell  of 
the  ocean.  " 
. rilýJl  ý  11  öýý!  laJl  .  ýeý.  ýeroll  ýa  "'  Zýý9  B.  30 
(292)  P.  23  B  adds  a  whole  sentence  before  "He  always  thought  of 
the  sea  as  la  mar.  " 
j;,  mý  ý9aWix  B.  31 
(293)  P.  23  "The  moon  affects  her  as  it  does  a  woman.  " 
2"'  öi,  ýoj  'r  l+oS  1g.  a  vý  A.  29 239 
(294)  P.  25  B  adds  a  whole  sentence  before  "The  sun  rose 
thinly  from  the  sea.  " 
"  jam.  '-ý±  tJ  -Ujilj  B.  34 
(295)  P.  26  "He  did  not  hurry  and  he  kept  his  lines  straight  up 
and  down.  " 
L.,,  b  1,  jI  wir.  1  G.:  l1  '  rý9  A.  33 
.. 
öý'9ý° 
(296)  P.  27  After  "My  big  fish  must  be  somewhere.  "  B  adds 
.  c#,,  jj  B.  36 
(297)  P.  27  B  adds  a  whole  sentence  before  "he  adds  a  whole 
sentence.  " 
"r  ýIJ'&'ýý9?  ýJIJ  ivy  B.  36 
(298)  P.  30  "He  ate  them  all  through  May  to  be  strong  in 
September  and  October  for  the  truly  big  fish.  " 240 
A.  37 
. 
1:  "sß  4ro.  ýe  11  Jt  I},  v9  0ý9+"ý°  ulS 
(299)  P.  36  "nothing  happened.  " 
.  1,  att  A.  44 
(300)  P.  43  "he  carefully  felt  the  pull  of  the  fish  and  then  felt 
with  his  hand  the  progress  of  the  fish.  " 
L°  %Z  JU  w-J  .  2S  c.  I  io  -3i.  3  j- 
.; 
J  ZIA  A.  52 
.  YJWI  %ýý  ýý  G.  )53  6ju..  )q  4  JJ  rt;  2- 
-  c),  -4  ý>.  -i-  J  c»yg-A-A 
(301)  P.  70  "He  had  been  pulled  down  tight  on  to  the  bow.  " 
vý  lä!  I  Pao  x,  999  Zrý,  ý;.  J  lý  jb  vlfI,.  a!  113ý  ýciT;  L  4 
(302)  P.  72  "If  he  cramps  again  let  the  line  cut  him  off.  " 
A.  83 
A.  86 241 
(303)  P.  82  "He  looked  at  the  sun.  " 
"ý.  .  tý  ja  apt  A.  97 
(304)  P.  82  "He  could  not  believe  his  size.  " 
A.  97 
(305)  P.  82  "He  cut  the  rope.  " 
"ý9 
A.  98 
(306)  P.  84  "and  his  sardine  was  rotten.  " 
.  va,..  9  a9  ßr31  ý0  ý  1ý9  A.  99 
(307)  P.  91  "It  had  backed  a  little  further  into  the  north-east.  " 
A.  108 242 
(308)  P.  92  "He  had  sailed  for  two  hours.  " 
Lw  a 
.  IA  po  144ak-pj 
.0. 
(309)  P.  100  "He  lay  in  the  stern  and  steered.  " 
. 
öpls"  al  6si.  cy  Ulf  69.  '°  ý9  vß'19 
A.  108 
A.  118 243 
CONCLUSION 
We  may  summarize  the  conclusions  to  be  drawn  from  this  study  as 
follows. 
1)  In  rendering  the  original  style  both  translators  are  faithful  to  the 
ST's  stylistic  devices  in  the  area  of  repetition.  Perhaps  this  is  because 
Arabic  tolerates  a  higher  degree  of  lexical  repetition  than  does 
English. 
2)  Most  of  the  circumstantial  details  upon  which  much  of  the 
effectiveness  of  the  story  depends  have  not  been  rendered.  While  A  is 
too  literal  in  his  translation,  sometimes  leading  to  awkward 
translations,  B  uses  paraphrasing  that  leads  to  abridgement  of  the  ST. 
3)  The  above  comment  is  also  applicable  to  the  technical  fishing 
terms,  as  both  translators  fail  to  convey  Hemingway's  highly 
technical  language. 244 
4)  The  translators'  unsuccessful  renditions  of  some  of  the  original 
stylistic  devices  are  due  to  Hemingway's  reliance  on  concrete  rather 
than  abstract  language. 
5)  Both  translators  are  successful  in  their  additions  of  Arabic  stylistic 
devices  to  mediate  cultural  differences  and  make  their  translations 
conform  to  Arabic  literary  norms. 
6)  Our  analysis  has  shown  that  in  rendering  cultural  concepts,  both 
translators  find  it  difficult  to  convey  certain  aspects  of  religion  and 
sport.  This  is  owing,  we  believe,  to  the  differences  between  Arab  and 
Western.  cultures. 
7)  In  the  area  of  lexical  items  the  translators  in  most  cases  only  render 
one  aspect  of  them. 
8)  Both  translators  fail  to  provide  appropriate  word  equivalents  such 
as  those  for  weights  and  measures,  although  Arabic  does  have 
equivalents  for  them. 245 
9)  They  also  fail  to  come  up  with  a  strategy  to  convey  the  gender  of 
the  fish  as  it  is  presented  in  the  ST. 
10)  Most  of  the  mistranslations  occurring  in  both  translations  are  due 
to  bad  translation  strategies  and  carelessness  on  the  part  of  the 
translators,  rather  than  to  differences  between  English  and  Arabic.  It 
would  have  been  possible  for  both  translators  to  achieve  more 
accurate  renditions  if  close  reading  of  the  original  had  been  followed. 
This  supports  our  assertion  in  Chapter  Three  regarding  the 
importance  of  the  act  of 
reading  in  the  translation  process. 
Finally,  we  can  conclude  the  above  discussion  by  stating  that  the  cultural 
differences  between  Arabic  and  English  and  some  aspects  of  the  original 
style  were  sources  of  difficulty  in  both  translations;  therefore  the  first 
hypothesis  formulated  in  Chapter  Two  is  substantiated,  while  the  second 
seems  impossible  to  achieve,  especially  in  literary  translation.  This  is 
because  of  the  nature  of  the  literary  text,  in  which  the  message  is  not 
addressed  to  specific  readers,  so  that  it  remains  open  to  multiple 
interpretations.  It  has  been  emphasized  that  a  literary  translator  should  be 246 
equipped  with  artistic  ability  combined  with  aesthetic  competence, 
which  would  enable  him  to  produce  an  acceptable  literary  translation. 
He  should  look  for  an  equivalent  stylistic  feature  that  should  perform  the 
same  function  in  the  TL  as  does  that  in  the  SL.  The  translator's  task  is 
not  primarily  to  seek  similarities  but  to  make  his  choices  as  appropriate 
and  adequate  as  possible. 247 
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